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I NTRODUCTIO N

In November 2018, Nature featured some sensational news: ‘first
sun-dimming experiment will test a way to cool Earth’. The article talks about
a project called Stratospheric Controlled Perturbation Experiment – ScoPEx,
for short – a scientific experiment in development at Harvard University.
Underneath the headline, the story is illustrated by a photograph. The picture
invites us into a Harvard lab to meet ScoPEX’s creators. Our view of the team
of researchers is partially obstructed by cables and machinery, literally framing
the scientists with techno-scientific hardware. The story begins:
Zhen Dai holds up a small glass tube coated with a white powder: calcium
carbonate, a ubiquitous compound used in everything from paper and
cement to toothpaste and cake mixes. … The question … is whether this
innocuous substance could also help humanity to relieve the ultimate case
of indigestion: global warming caused by greenhouse-gas pollution. The idea
is simple: spray a bunch of particles into the stratosphere, and they will cool
the planet by reflecting some of the Sun’s rays back into space.1

The article introduces us to ‘a broader class of planet-cooling schemes … that
have long generated intense debate and, in some cases, fear’: so-called climate
engineering or geoengineering measures.2 The text quickly pushes us down the
rabbit hole that lingers beneath this controversial set of labels. On the one hand,
the article is about a balloon that would squirt out a substance, usually found
in ‘everything from paper […] to cake mixes’. It describes a harmless scientific
experiment, exploring an ‘innocuous’ chemical substance. On the other hand,
the text suggests quite the grand mission. It promises the first ‘sun-dimming
11
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experiment’, testing nothing less than a way ‘to cool Earth’. It talks about a
‘thermostat’ to counteract dangerous global warming. It discusses a new remedy
against global warming, offering some much-needed relief for the future of
humanity by tackling one of the most pressing challenges of our time.
This Nature feature thus confronts us with two somewhat conflicting faces of
climate engineering – one light-hearted, one grave. These two faces of climate
engineering are further illustrated by the self-descriptions of the researchers, as
featured later in the article. Dai, on the one hand, is quoted as ‘not stress[ing]’
about the critique of this research: ‘I’m studying a chemical substance […]
It’s not like it’s a nuclear bomb’. Frank Keutsch, in contrast, is described as
‘a reluctant geoengineer’. He engages with climate engineering research as
‘he worries about where humanity is heading, and what that means for his
children’s future’.
If we dig a bit deeper into the world of climate engineering, the picture only
gets more complicated. Almost a decade prior to the publication of the Nature
piece, in October 2010, the public was similarly prepared for ‘the first field test
of a geoengineering technology’ – this time in the UK.3 Back then, it was the
Stratospheric Particle Injection for Climate Engineering project – SPICE, for
short – which had sought to ‘move solar geoengineering out of the lab’.4 The
project proposed a small field study to test the technical feasibility of a balloon deployment system which was initially scheduled for 2012 in Norfolk,
England. In this case, too, two seemingly contradictory perspectives clash in an
effort to make sense of the planned experiment: In one version, SPICE would
have been the first climate engineering outdoor experiment; in another, it
would have entailed pumping ‘some water – no more than it would take to fill
a child’s paddling pool’ through a kilometre-long hose and produce a cloud of
fine mist.5 Due to public protest and internal issues, the experiment eventually
had to be cancelled.
Another two years earlier, in 2008, meteorologist Yuri Izrael and colleagues
conducted a climate engineering experiment just outside Moscow. The scientists installed generators aboard helicopters to spray sulphuric aerosol into
the troposphere. The team then measured ‘basic meteorological variables in
the surface atmosphere (stratification, temperature, air humidity, and wind
12
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speed) and microphysical and optical characteristics of aerosol particles’.
Izrael and his team concluded that they had ‘shown how it is principally
possible to control solar radiation passing through artificially created aerosol
formations in the atmosphere with different optical thickness’.6 The scientists
published their findings in two papers. While the publication that reported
the first part of the experiment did not connect the project explicitly to solar
geoengineering, the one that reported the second part of the experiments
did do so.7
Now, if we continue our search a bit further, the picture gets even more
complicated. Not only do we find that there have been a bunch of field studies,
experiments, and demonstration facilities that are directly relevant to climate
engineering research – some of which date all the way back to the 1990s. But
we find that there is, in fact for years now, a variety of research projects being
conducted on the potential to deliberately intervene in and control the Earth’s
climate. These projects range from modelling studies and computer simulations to social scientific, economic, and ethical research. Part of this research
attracted little in the way of controversy as it was simply conducted under different labels; it was not called climate engineering. And part of this research
was deemed unproblematic as it was theoretical and conducted ‘inside’.8 Phil
Willis, Chairman of the UK Science Committee illustrated this latter point in
2009 when he stated that the British government ‘wholeheartedly supports’ any
‘research that uses computers to model the impact of geoengineering technologies’. That research, with ‘a real impact on the wider climate’, however, should be
subjected to international regulation.9 This implicit heuristic of climate engineering research raises the question of exactly what ontological line is crossed
between lab and field, between ‘indoor’ and ‘outdoor’? How is ‘curiosity-driven
indoor research’ unproblematic, irrespective of its particular intent or purpose,
and yet, ‘outdoor research’ is deemed ‘unethical’ without the necessary regulation?10 Where does climate engineering move from theory to ‘real world’? How
can one even conceive of the ‘real impact’ of research?
These questions and examples begin to show just how difficult it is to precisely grasp what climate engineering is. The current status of climate engineering, particularly as it is portrayed to the public, seems to oscillate between two
13
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extremes. On the one hand, climate engineering is presented as ‘just’ research:
it is not really existent yet, and therefore seems harmless. On the other hand, it
is envisioned in its future reality as a ‘global thermostat’, a serious and almost
miraculous tool, bringing about grave societal consequences and therefore
raising fundamental normative questions.11
These two extremes seem to neatly separate the science of climate engineering
from its politics, giving each its own place in time: today, climate engineering
extends to nothing more than harmless science, but in the future, it will fundamentally change the politics of climate change. Narratives that use these extremes
separate science and politics, only to connect the two in a linear fashion: scientific
research supposedly creates the base for political decisions that might then be
taken at some point in the future. The director of a national research laboratory in the United States which was recently awarded federal funds to explore
the merit of climate engineering told the Scientific American, ‘one of the things
I’m interested in doing is let’s separate the science out’. The director engages
here in what Stephen Hilgartner (referring to Bruno Latour) has described as
a key role of science advice. That is, he seems to be seeking to ‘purify’ the issue
of climate engineering from its political components.12 Following this line of
reasoning, the director emphasised that the support for this research should
not be mistaken with policy-level approval of such measures. According to the
magazine, the goal is rather ‘to give policymakers a clear view of how a hurry-up
bid to save the planet would work’.13
Typically, the questions that dominate public debate around climate engineering, therefore, go something like this: will it actually be possible? What is
the research that we will need to be able to answer this question? How could we
‘test’ this technology without actually deploying it? Would such a thermostat
be ethical? Who would control this thermostat? Which regulatory frameworks
are in place to govern it and with which consequences?
With this book, I want to suggest a change in perspective. While questions
like these are obviously important, they run the risk of steering attention away
from what is at stake, which is the very essence of the proposed technology.
To use the often-invoked metaphor of the global thermostat, what is at stake
here is not merely the shape and form, but the very existence, the making and
14
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assembling, of this thermostat. Instead of debating the implications and consequences of this techno-political project, this book unpacks its genesis and seeks
to understand how we got here in the first place. This book traces how we got
to make sense of and problematise climate change in this particular manner;
it unpacks how this vision to engineer the climate has and continues to unfold
its saliency and meaning.14
Climate engineering is not a sun shield, ready to be wielded by politicians.
Most of the approaches being discussed do not exist as ready-to-be-deployed
or even ready-to-be-tested tools, as technologies merely awaiting the push of a
button. Notions such as ‘global thermostats’ or ‘sun dimming experiments’ are
problematic in this sense and have been rightfully criticised in recent years. Yet,
the alternative suggestion – that climate engineering is ‘just research’ – equally
misses the point.
Since at least 2009, climate engineering has incrementally arrived on political agendas at local, national, and transnational levels.15 State and non-state
actors around the globe have begun to consider such measures in various ways.
Private investors and energy companies, too, have pushed the development of
approaches to effectively remove carbon dioxide from the atmosphere and are
seeking ways to commercialise such technologies. In a widely-publicised move,
Elon Musk, for example, announced ‘the largest incentive prize in history’ in
January 2021 – the XPRIZE Carbon Removal initiative. With this initiative,
Musk is promising $100 million for whomever can come up with ‘real systems’
that are able to permanently remove CO2 from the atmosphere. XPRIZE
describes its efforts as seeking to ‘tackl[e] the biggest threat facing humanity –
fighting climate change […]’.16
Aside from efforts to commercialise and develop climate engineering technologies, we can observe how these approaches are beginning to become institutionalised as standard means to counteract global warming at the international
level. Since 2018, the United States, for example, initiated efforts to integrate
‘climate coolants’ into the International Standardization Organization (ISO) as
a way to offset greenhouse gas emissions. This was a highly controversial effort
to normalise solar climate engineering measures in order to mitigate global
warming. In addition, the United Nation’s Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
15
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Change (IPCC) increasingly incorporates climate engineering approaches into
its climate change scenarios.17
Finally, and maybe most significantly, governments around the world have
begun to establish research and development programs for a number of years
now. The United Kingdom, the United States, and Germany have been most
active in this context with government authorities conducting official inquiries into the issue of climate engineering since around 2009. As we will see in
more detail in Chapter 2, the United States initiated its official exploration of
the controversial topic in 2009 together with the UK, and shared witnesses
and insights about their respective assessments. Germany followed suit when
representatives brought the issue up during parliamentary debates in 2011 and
2012. Since then, climate engineering has spread into policy agendas around
the globe.
In 2013, the Russian government attracted controversial media attention
when leaked documents suggested that it had urged the IPCC to include the
controversial measures into the organisation’s much-anticipated fifth assessment report on the status of climate change science and expertise. Since
2015, both the Indian and the Chinese government have developed climate
engineering programs. Examining both the physical mechanisms and the
governance implications of these measures, the Chinese Ministry of Science
and Technology initiated what has been characterised as one of the world’s
largest state-funded climate engineering research programs at Beijing Normal
University. And in March 2020, Australia conducted a cloud-brightening experiment off Queensland to test if ocean cooling mechanisms could serve to save
the Great Barrier Reef.18
In the face of these developments, the question is how might we gain a better
and more meaningful understanding of climate engineering, one that goes
beyond false dichotomies of science versus politics, theory versus real world,
indoor versus outdoor research, and the choicelessness of prescribed futures?
As the examples introduced so far begin to show, climate engineering is being
developed across a large geographical scale, although not necessarily in oceans
and atmospheres (yet), but rather in geographically distant spaces of political
decision making. The often-invoked binaries precisely seem to miss this point.
16
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It is not only ‘outdoor experiments’ that are able to ‘change the world’.19 Beyond
‘just research’, beyond particle flows, beyond the mere ‘dispersion of material
in the environment’,20 climate engineering is gaining political traction and has
concrete political impacts. It is beginning to take concrete shape; it is being
assembled and installed, fine-tuned and mounted as a potential policy measure,
and as a controversial tool for counteracting anthropogenic climate change.
To properly grasp and engage with this reality of climate engineering, we
need to understand how it came to be. In other words, to decide if and how to
move forward, we need to understand how we got here. Instead of essentialising
climate engineering as either ‘just research’ or a miraculous tool, we need to take
a look back. We need to understand how climate engineering became what it is
today, how it became assembled in its current form, how it became established
as a potential policy tool, and how it became a controversial response measure to
the issue of global warming. This book seeks to contribute to current debates over
climate engineering by unpacking its genesis. It is about the ‘career’ of climate
engineering in the United States, from curious scientific idea to serious politics.

Re-contextualising the rise of climate engineering:
T h e arg umen t i n a nu tshe ll
The current debate over climate engineering generally concerns two broader sets
of technological concepts. On the one hand, so-called carbon dioxide removal
(CDR) approaches seek to counteract climate change by sucking CO2 from
the atmosphere. On the other, so-called solar radiation management (SRM)
measures aim to counteract climate change by reflecting incoming sunlight
back to space.21 We will come back to the technical intricacies and definitional
struggles over these approaches in Chapter 2. Exactly how these efforts are
categorised and labelled are precisely part of the story of this book. For now, I
simply want to emphasise that the umbrella terms of climate- or geoengineering
bundle together a wide variety of research contexts in their differently articulated
promise to fundamentally alter the politics of climate change. These labels are
not primarily ‘scientific’; they do not match disciplinary boundaries or follow
methodological approaches. In fact, they have been criticised in this respect on
17
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many fronts.22 Instead, these labels become meaningful and are subject to heated
debate as they bind various lines of scientific inquiry to the societal challenge of
tackling climate change. The definitional struggles over what climate engineering is, can, or should be, calibrate this relation of scientific inquiry and political
intervention, with each emphasising different sides or aspects of this charged
relation. Umbrella terms such as climate engineering or geoengineering might
not make a lot of sense from a technical point of view, but their controversial
status precisely shows what is at stake here. These definitional struggles hint to a
relationship between science and politics that is much more complex than what
idealist models of advisor and decision-maker would suggest. In the emerging
debate over climate engineering, science does not merely figure as a neutral
evidence base for politics; it does not simply prepare a difficult political decision
with positive facts. Instead, science and politics are coupled ‘upstream’. That is,
they are linked in the very formulation of climate engineering as a potential
measure to counteract climate change.
So, returning to my point from before, the important question then becomes,
how did we get here? How did climate engineering earn a spot in climate policy
agendas despite enormous scientific complexities and fierce political contestation? And, more generally, what can we learn from this case about the relationship between science and politics in modern society?
This book explains the conflicted status of climate engineering today with
historically grown alliances between climate science and politics. It describes
the emergence of climate engineering as a story of the political cultivation of
climate science for the state. Over the course of the following chapters, I will
unpack the historical genesis and ‘career’ of climate engineering as a controversial
policy tool along two dimensions. On the one hand, we will see that the career of
climate engineering evolves along historically particular settings of problematising and making sense of climatic change. It corresponds, in other words, to the
contingent history of climatic change as a societal problem. On the other hand,
we will see how these historically particular settings of problematising climatic
change directly relate to shifting alliances between climate science and the state.
That means that the career of climate engineering unfolds along respectively
changing roles of climate expertise within the state.
18
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This perspective thus re-contextualises the history of climate engineering
within the bigger history of political efforts to cultivate climate science for the
state. It suggests that what we today discuss as climate engineering has historically
served as a continuous, yet shape-shifting node, effectively linking scientific to
political agendas. In so doing, this perspective emphasises just how interrelated
efforts to understand and efforts to govern, even control, the climate have been.
I approach this account from two angles by connecting insights from historical scholarship with perspectives from science studies and historical sociology.
On the one hand, I draw from historical analyses to demonstrate that the recent
rise of climate engineering as a controversial last resort measure or ‘Plan B’ against
dangerous climate change is only the latest chapter in a much longer standing
career of efforts to intervene in, modify, and even control the Earth’s climate.
This career bundles the disparate histories of various technological concepts
and scientific insights, sprouting in different contexts and times, under different
labels, serving different political purposes. On the other hand, I zoom into the
recent debate over climate engineering in US politics. I trace how these measures
arrived on the US political agenda around 2009 as a potential approach against
anthropogenic climate change. By following these debates through the concrete
arenas of climate policy making, I seek to unpack how science and politics precisely connect to one another in the making of this controversial policy tool. With
this analysis, the book suggests that what is at stake in this debate over climate
engineering is just as much a political vision as a scientific project. Looming
large in this debate are thus different visions for the role of science in addressing one of the most pressing challenges of our time. Unpacking the historically
grown role of science in both defining and tackling this issue is essential for
enabling a meaningful debate over what this role should look like in the future.
There was, and there will be, no point zero at which decision-makers will take
an informed decision on how to proceed. As much as politics might sometimes
allude to external urgencies that force our hands, climate engineering was not
infused into the political process by the external urgency of dangerous climate
change. It arrived here from within: this particular vision of making sense of
and responding to climatic change has a historical legacy and system. It is the
result of established and cultivated science-politics alliances.
19
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Sc ience, politi c s, a nd the c a r e e r o f c l i mat e e n gin eering : Th e a na ly ti c a l f r a m e wo r k
In the following, I briefly introduce the central concepts that guide this book’s
analysis. I explain what I mean by the notion of the ‘career’ of climate engineering, what this conceptual take implies for the study of scientific expertise in
politics, and what data the following analysis rests on.

Dissecting the ‘career’ of climate engineering
This book unpacks how we got here. It seeks to understand how climate engineering arrived on mainstream climate policy agendas and how it became established as a controversial policy tool against global warming. To do so, the book
follows climate engineering on its turbulent journey at the interface of science
and politics; it traces, in short, what I call the ‘career’ of climate engineering.
This notion of the ‘career’ of climate engineering, first of all, marks a particular
choice of perspective. It suggests a distinct methodological approach to climate
engineering as the object of this study. Deciding what climate engineering is,
is far from straightforward as we have seen at the outset of this introduction.
Writing a book on its career in this sense means to work with this ambiguity.
This book chooses as its starting point a set of distinct contexts and arenas
in which climate engineering has taken concrete shape as a potential policy tool
against global warming to then unpack how it came to be assembled precisely
as such: what kinds of experts and actors were relevant in devising this policy
tool? What kinds of expertise, what kinds of global political and historical
contexts, and what kinds of observational devices and policy programs were
at play here? This perspective gives climate engineering a life of its own, so to
speak. Connecting to Gil Eyal’s call, For a Sociology of Expertise, retracing this
career of climate engineering entails ‘a history without a protagonist’23 in the
sense that it is not primarily the story of a group of individuals or experts, but
instead one that places the historical emergence and trajectory of these measures as policy tools front and centre. Instead of asking how a certain group of
experts managed to push climate engineering into the political limelight, this
20
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book rather asks how the suggestion of climate engineering managed to push a
certain group of experts into the political limelight. The idea, in short, is to give
this notion of climate engineering a kind of historical agency for itself and to
ask how this notion in its current shape and form has gained political traction,
how it has bound scientific to political agendas, and how it has made certain
people into experts and certain modes of observing the world into expertise.
The theoretical point, then, is not to contrast real and objective issues with
socially constructed ones. I do not wish to show that the issue of climate change
or the suggested response of climate engineering is ‘constructed’ at its core,
whatever that might mean.24 Instead, the point is to qualify how climate change
came to be seen and understood as an issue that would lend itself to deliberate
climatological intervention and control. Following a point made by Bentley
Allen, the point is to understand how climate change became ‘assembled’25 in
the political realm as an issue of techno-scientific intervention and control and
how this particular gaze onto the issue has defined shifting alliances between
climate science and the state.
This perspective on the career of climate engineering then secondly implies
a particular approach to studying the interrelation between science and politics.
The analysis in this book connects scholarship on the emergence of societal
issues and the making of governance objects with insights from the sociology
of expertise, science studies, and science and technology studies (STS).26 The
book traces the career of climate engineering by asking how these measures
have historically linked scientific and political agendas. The career of climate
engineering thus serves as a prism for the diverse and historically particular
alliances between science and politics that have eventually brought forth this
controversial response measure. As we will see throughout the following chapters, the dynamic trajectory of this response measure challenges linear conceptualisations of the science-politics nexus and instead emphasises reciprocity. This
trajectory is neither shaped primarily by political will – for example, because
politicians decide a certain issue or response measure is, or is not, of particular
relevance – nor does it strictly follow the scientific ‘discovery’ of new puzzles
and problems. Instead, the approach developed over the course of this book
demonstrates that the recent rise of climate engineering has linked science and
21
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politics reflexively; it shows how the formulation of both problem and response
has emerged from the mutual interdependence of both societal spheres. The
shifting historical contexts of assembling climate change as an engineering challenge thus serve to illustrate just how deeply intertwined efforts to understand
and efforts to govern the climate have been.
Reflexivity and interdependence, however, should not be mistaken with
the dissolution of differences in this context. I do not wish to draw attention to
fuzzy boundaries or suggest that science and politics have somehow become
the same. By drawing on differentiation-theoretical accounts that have been
developed within sociology, my goal is rather to gain a better understanding of
how science and politics as two societal spheres interrelate with one another.27
That means understanding how science and politics latch onto one another in
devising this controversial policy tool and how this controversial policy tool
matches distinctly scientific to distinctly political struggles. Examining the
interdependence of science and politics in this sense importantly contributes
to a better understanding of what drives science and politics as distinct spheres
of societal communication.

Scientific expertise
Tracing the historical trajectory and career of climate engineering thus requires
tracing historically specific modes of problematising climatic change. And this
entails looking at distinct groups of people, experts, and institutions as much
as looking at particular modes of observing and studying, of knowing and governing climate change. Two concepts therefore guide my analysis of the role of
scientific expertise in shaping this career of climate engineering: the concept of
the expert infrastructure and the concept of expert modes of observation.
If we understand science as a system or network of communications, the
question of scientific expertise in politics, first and foremost, becomes a relational one: how does scientific expertise become politically relevant? Or, to put
it the other way around, where does policy-relevant scientific expertise come
from?28 Who are relevant experts and who decides? The concept of the expert
infrastructure seeks to capture and build on this relational dimension of scientific
22
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expertise. It seeks to draw our attention to the structures that link scientific
expertise to politics, to the institutionalised settings, the advisory panels, the
expert organisations, and assessment procedures that effectively bring scientific
expertise to bear on politics – whether intended or not. The concept thus seeks
to shed light on the empirical diversity of the formal and informal structures,
the programs and agencies, and the ‘cliques’ and networks that have put climate
engineering on the political agenda. We may picture a kind of transport infrastructure in this context, an infrastructure that is made up of routes and paths,
of bike lanes and motorways, train tracks and shipping routes that each display
different modes of transportation yet are all somehow connected.
The concept of expert modes of observation marks the epistemological dimension of scientific expertise. This concept understands scientific expertise as
a distinctly formalised mode of observing the world, as a particular form of
structured observation.29 It asks empirically for the various ways in which expert
observations on engineering the Earth’s climate are formalised or structured,
and how, in turn, these modes of observation shape the politics of climate
engineering. The concept thus seeks to bring into focus questions about the
social, historical, and even material preconditions of such expert modes of
observing. Speaking with Paul Edwards, we might refer to a ‘vast machine’
to describe the complex of computers, satellites, measuring devices, theories,
models, experiments, threshold values and tipping points that formulated
the challenge of governing climate change as a challenge of engineering the
Earth’s climate.30
This reflexive connection of science and politics is illustrated, for example, in
the analogous titles given to two accounts on the subject: Jim Fleming’s Fixing
the Sky and Timothy Mitchell’s Fixing the Economy. Both accounts carve out how
different forms of scientific observation – atmospheric and economic – not only
provide academic insights, but also transform their respective subjects politically. As a new form of observing, both atmospheric and economic expertise
generate new territories of governance and control.31 Scientific modes of observation in this sense become politically relevant as they make issues politically
legible; that is, as they render issues governable and suggest control. Mitchell
holds that economics provided ‘a new language, in which the nation-state could
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speak for itself and imagine its existence as something natural [and] subject to
political management’.32 This formation of economics as a scientific field, in
turn, critically depended on the discovery of the economy as a political subject,
according to Mitchell. In this sense, the concept of the modes of observations
draws attention to the fact that scientific expertise shapes the politics of societal
challenges beyond the neat settings of advisory processes or expert commissions.
It emphasises the interdependence between observing and addressing societal
challenges, such as climate change.
The distinction between expert infrastructure and expert modes of observation thus follows a similar rationale as the distinction between scientific ‘expertise’ and scientific ‘expert’, as called for by some authors within the sociology
of expertise.33 It assumes that the relationship between scientific expert and
scientific expertise is not unidimensional but runs both ways. It is not only the
expert who defines what counts as expertise, but it is also expertise that defines
who counts as an expert. Taken together, the two concepts shed light not only
on the prominent channels and the hidden byways that bring scientific expertise
to bear on politics. They also illustrate the particular distinctions, the methods,
theories, or instruments that have cast the challenge of tackling climate change
in the terms of scientific intervention and control.

Empirical app roac h a nd m ate r i a l
There are, of course, many ways to approach and study this career of climate
engineering as suggested by the theoretical categories and dimensions described
above. In this book, I choose a national policy context as the starting of my analysis, namely the policy context of the United States of America. The United States
provides a dynamic breeding ground for the exploration of climate engineering
as a climate policy tool, and it is therefore an interesting context for studying
these measures. For one, climate change remains a partisan issue in the United
States. Despite this fact, the United States has played an essential role within
global efforts to tackle this issue (for good or ill). And two, the scientific community researching climate engineering is comparatively active here, while the
political debate on these measures remains highly contested.
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This choice of perspective means that we will begin our inquiry in Part I of this
book by asking what the current status of climate engineering is in this particular
policy context. In other words, what do ‘the politics’ of climate engineering look
like and what do they amount to? What are the kinds of political decisions that
are currently made, the policies that are discussed, the reports that are written
up, and the hearings that are being held on climate engineering? What, in other
words, is the essence of these emerging politics of climate engineering?
Starting from these kinds of questions, we can then set out to examine
throughout the rest of this book how we got here. To do so, this book draws
on a variety of empirical material. Most centrally, this includes a corpus of
policy documents that spans 30 years, which I will describe in more detail
shortly (for an overview of these documents, see Appendix). For the time
before the 1990s, I complemented the observations from this document
corpus with an analysis of politically commissioned scientific assessments and
historical analyses. Furthermore, the book rests on insights from a research
stay at the Cooperative Institute for Research in Environmental Sciences
(CIRES) at the University of Boulder, Colorado, as well as participatory
observations during three climate engineering conferences and 15 unstructured expert interviews.
The document corpus provides the primary database for my analysis of how
climate engineering took shape, and how it unfolded its saliency and meaning,
in US climate policy (see Chapters 1, 2, 5, 6). It comprises all federal proceedings, dealing with the issue of climate engineering between 1990 and 2020, as
documented in the Federal Digital System (FDsys). FDsys is a public digital
archive that preserves official records from the federal government of the United
States. It maintains digital access to a vast spectrum of policy documents, from
congressional records, appropriations, hearings, to suggested bills, rules, or
entries to the Federal Register.34 With this document corpus, I sought to construct a kind of ‘window’ onto the US policy process – a window that would
allow me to examine the particular arenas in which climate engineering took
shape in the US political context over the years and also empirically determine
the relevant expert infrastructure and the defining expert modes of observation
that defined this process.35 Let me illustrate what I mean by that.
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To begin with, these policy documents bundle the many layers of US federal policy making. This means that they point us not only to the main policy
bodies that are exploring and processing climate engineering in some way or
another, like the congressional commissions which hold hearings or decide on
funds, or the Representatives and Senators who introduce legislation, or the
Executive agencies that propose rules. But these documents also track the many
different state and non-state actors, the global governance bodies, frameworks,
and reports that inform and guide US policy from ‘outside’ the federal policy
process. In her instructive study on The Politics of Objective Advice, Ann Keller,
for example, illustrates how congressional hearings point to ‘scientific findings,
shifting analytical uncertainties, emerging regulatory approaches, […] international negotiations, evolving political positions and arguments’ as they all
somehow shape legislative politics.36 Despite choosing a national policy context
as the starting point of the analysis, this material also sheds light on the role
and relevance of the international and global dimension of climate engineering.
The policy documents suggest how the career of climate engineering evolves
between the imperatives of national decision-making on the one hand, and the
multi-faceted institutions of global climate politics, on the other. We will see
how crucial a global understanding of climatic change is to this vision of technoscientific climate intervention, but also simultaneously how this vision caters
to political hopes of national control in the face of this global challenge – how
it takes shape, in other words, as a tool for the state.
The emerging politics of climate engineering become visible here as a network
of communication. This network comprises all kinds of communicative processes that provide the societal capacity of taking collectively binding decisions,
including the individuals or organisations that provide these communications,
and the policies, regulations, frameworks, and so on, that stabilise them.37 The
essential role of science in these emerging politics of climate engineering is
observed through this lens of the policy-process. It manifests in the experts and
modes of observations that effectively shape this policy process.
Furthermore, these policy documents mark the temporality of the career of
climate engineering in US policy.38 Hearings, rules, entries to the federal register,
and so forth document policy communications in relation to a particular point
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in time. It seems to lie in the very essence of files, and especially the public
record, to ‘capture’ a particular moment. Policy documents thus help us chart the
temporal trajectory of this career of climate engineering all the while mapping
the many actors and organisations that have stabilised this particular trajectory.
And finally, these documents comprise official and public communication.
Congressional hearings, for example, are directed at the general public, a particular committee, an agency, Congress, or the White House. They are held and
documented ‘to communicate something publicly’. What we see through this
window is a ‘purposive arena’ of political communication.39 It allows no glance
behind closed doors; it does not enable peeking into the minds of policymakers,
but it documents how climate engineering has been established in the political
arena over the years. The corpus traces shifting discursive frames and arenas of
contestation. Just like the status of scientific publications for studying science,
the corpus is instructive not despite, but precisely because of its orchestrated
nature.40

Structure of a rg u m e nt
The three main parts of this book will guide us through the career of climate
engineering by dissecting some of its defining historical settings between the
turn of twentieth century and the first decades of the new millennium. Over the
course of the following chapters, we will see how each of these historical settings or ‘stages’ in the career of climate engineering corresponds to a historically
particular mode of problematising climatic change as well as shifting alliances
between climate science and the state.
We begin this inquiry in November of 2009, in Part I of this book. This
is our starting point; this is when climate engineering officially arrived in US
climate policy as an issue in its own right and assumed the form and status
that still defines the debate over these measures today. Chapters 1 and 2 in
this sense set the stage and present the basic premise of this book. In Chapter
1, the book contextualises the sudden rise in US political attention to climate
engineering around 2009. We will see how climate engineering took shape and
gained political traction at this point in time as a ‘bad idea whose time has come’.
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Chapter 2 complements the general outlook on this historical setting of the
career of climate engineering by zooming into the concrete arenas of US policy
making in which these measures began taking political shape during these years.
We will see how, on the one hand, climate engineering materialised as a matter
of fact(s) with policymakers and experts establishing an ‘official record’ on the
issue, engaging them in definitional struggles over what climate engineering is,
should, or can be. On the other hand, climate engineering became structurally
internalised into the federal infrastructure. We will see how it took shape as a set
of techno-scientific challenges that began to guide political efforts at cultivating
relevant climate engineering expert capacities.
In Part II of this book, we will travel back in time to try to determine the
historical roots of this ‘bad idea whose time has come’. This move makes it possible for the book to show just how deeply intertwined efforts to understand
and efforts to govern climatic change have always been. Chapter 3 sends us
on a sweeping journey all the way back to the turn of the twentieth century,
when human impacts on the climate were beginning to become systematically
explored. We will see how before these initial findings on human impacts on the
climate were problematised, they provoked positive techno-scientific visions of
targeted modification and control. Climatic change, in other words, appeared as
a potentially grand opportunity for humankind during these years. The geopolitical challenges of the first half of the twentieth century would only bring this
dynamic into full swing, and, as a result, begin to establish climate science as a
critical tool for the state, promising the deliberate modification, even control
of climatic conditions for military and national strategic purposes. Chapter 4
traces a fundamental shift to this setup, both regarding this problematisation
of climatic change and, correspondingly, in the defining alliances between
climate science and the state. The chapter illustrates how the politicisation of
global warming as an environmental issue during the 1970s and 1980s drowned
out the previous techno-optimism, and with it, political excitement over the
potential of deliberate climate modification and control. What we discuss today
as climate engineering, in other words, did not gain, but rather lost currency
in the face of political concerns over dangerous climate change. The response
did not quite fit the problem (yet). We will see how climate science no longer
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seemed to promise techno-scientific control for the state, but instead appeared
to question the political and economic status quo. The politicisation of global
warming, however, not only fractured established alliances between climate
science and the state, but it also forged new ones. The chapter suggests how
in this particular historical setting, climate science became established as the
problem-defining authority for this newly politicised issue.
Part III of the book zooms once more to the exploration of climate engineering in US climate policy, continuing to trace the career of climate engineering
from the turn of the new millennium to its first decades, returning to complete
the story that began in Part I. We will see how climate engineering re-gained
political traction during the early 2000s when the very problem that these
measures promised to address was reformulated. Chapter 5 illustrates how
climate engineering moved further into the political limelight when climate
change became assembled as a challenge that would lend itself to technological intervention and control. Climate science shifted its status in this context
from problem-defining to problem-addressing authority. Beginning in 2009,
climate engineering then fully arrived on the US political agenda as an issue
in its own right.
In Chapter 6, the book comes full circle. Building on the observations from
Chapter 2, we will delve further into the role of scientific expertise in the politics
of climate engineering, isolating the particular modes of expert observation, as
well as the defining expert infrastructure that undergirded this most recent stage
in the career of climate engineering. Chapter 6 suggests how the recent rise of
climate engineering provides a kind of synthesis that reconciles two historically
conflicting roles of climate science within the state. In its outlook as a ‘bad idea
whose time has come’, climate engineering aligns the initial hopes of technoscientific control over the climate that have shaped political interest in climate
modification for the first half of the twentieth century, with the critical positions
of climate scientists and environmental movements, emphasising the limits of
techno-scientific control during the second half of the century.
The Conclusion provides some reflections on the book’s analysis. With the
book being finished in the midst of the Covid-19 global pandemic, climate engineering seems to fit eerily well into a world that has turned to scientific expertise
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as a tool of crisis aversion. I suggest that this perspective on the career of climate
engineering not only sheds light on a highly controversial and somewhat curious
debate within climate policy, but that it critically speaks to the status and role
of scientific expertise in contemporary politics more broadly.
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PA RT I

A ‘ BAD IDEA’
BREAK S INTO P OLITICS

1

CO N FRONT ING TH E C R ISI S
In November 2009, Bart Gordon, then Chairman to the US House
Science Committee, welcomed his fellow members of Congress to a session
of hearings: ‘good morning […] Today we begin what I believe will be a long
conversation’.1 The ‘long conversation’ that Gordon initiated here concerned
‘the deliberate large-scale modification of the Earth’s climate systems for the
purposes of counteracting climate change’,2 also referred to as climate engineering.
This is where our inquiry begins. As I will suggest in this and the following
chapter, Gordon’s hearing was a watershed moment for the career of climate
engineering in the United States. The hearing marked the arrival of climate
engineering on the agenda of US climate politics. Over the following months
and years, US policymakers began to assess the promise of a controversial set of
measures consisting of shooting sulphate particles into the stratosphere, fertilising the oceans, or installing artificial trees that can suck carbon dioxide from
the air. It is the symbolic moment when climate engineering materialised in the
US political realm and assumed the form that continues to define the debate
over climate engineering until today. In addition to mitigating and adapting to
climate change, climate engineering became established as a potential third kind
of policy approach to tackling climate change – ‘a third possible risk-management
strategy for climate change’ – as one federal agency put it.3

Approach ing a wate r she d m o m e n t
Before exploring this starting point further, let’s take a step back. Fig. 2.1 may
help to provide a bigger picture of where we stand at this moment in time. The
graph situates the historical moment of Gordon’s hearing within the wider
context of US climate policy. It traces the rise in policy attention to climate
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Fig. 2.1 Climate Engineering in US Climate Policy (FDsys)
Upper Panel: All policy documents addressing the topic of climate engineering (105
records in total) in the US Federal Digital System (FDsys) in the years from 1994 to
2020. Lower Panel: All policy documents addressing the topics of global climate change
(squares, 29.383 records in total), the mitigation of global climate change (diamonds,
11.955 records in total), and the adaption to global climate change (triangles, 9.569
records in total) in the US Federal Digital System (FDsys) in the years from 1994 to 2020.

engineering for the period of 1994 to 2020 and compares this to discussions
addressing other measures to counteract climate change.4 The graph draws on
a corpus of policy documents. It builds on records in the digital database of
the US Government Publishing Office (FDsys). The squares in the lower panel
display the distribution of all policy documents addressing climate change, with
the other three plots charting trends in policy that attend to different modes of
tackling this issue: mitigating climate change (diamonds, lower panel), adapting to its consequences (triangles, lower panel), and climate engineering (dots,
upper panel).
The graph suggests that between the early 1990s and 2006, climate change
slowly emerged as a relevant issue within US climate policy, accompanied by
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the continuous exploration of mitigation and adaptation as potential response
measures. Climate engineering, by contrast, played virtually no role in these
debates. The politicisation of climate change during these years thus did not
stimulate political exploration of climate engineering as a potential response
measure. In fact, climate engineering did not become an issue within US climate policy until the dawn of the new millennium, lagging notably behind as
the chart begins to suggest. It is only in the period between 1997 and 2009 that
these controversial measures slowly begin to appear on the political agenda.
Still, however, political attention to climate engineering remains very cautious
during these years. Between 1997 and 2006, the topic only pops up in a total of
seven policy documents. Part of the reason for this dynamic is likely a general
shift of attention away from the issue of climate change in the aftermath of the
terrorist attacks of September 2001.5
Around 2006, however, the issue of climate change gained renewed traction, and this time, exploration of climate engineering followed suit. In 2009,
US political attention to climate engineering reached its first peak. Document
density jumped from two documents in 2008 to twelve in 2009. While this
attention to climate engineering levelled off somewhat after 2009, ten years later,
in 2019, it reached a second substantial peak. Document density jumped from
eight relevant policy documents in 2018 to a total of 29 in 2019. And as the
climate agenda of the incoming Biden administration suggests, it seems likely
that climate engineering will only gain political traction in the years to come.6
The issue, in other words, appears to be here to stay.
This growing political attention to climate engineering corresponded to
growing funding levels for research and development, both from state and private
sources, as well as intensifying publication activity in this field. While there is,
to my knowledge, no comprehensive account of climate engineering funding
allocated from 1994 through 2020, we gain a glimpse of the overall dynamic by
combining several accounts and sources. Take solar radiation management, for
example. The Harvard Solar Geoengineering Research Program suggests that
government funding for this particular version of climate engineering has, so
far, been miniscule, especially when compared to other climate related research.
The group does, however, point to increases in funding over time. While there
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was a little over $1 million of funding in 2008, in 2018 this figure was a little over
$8 million.7 In 2016, the scientists noted a distinct spike in funding which can
largely be attributed to the inception of two critical research programs, namely
Harvard’s Solar Geoengineering Research Program and the Carnegie Climate
Geoengineering Governance Initiative.
More recent funding decisions suggest continuously growing political
interest in the issue. In December 2019, for example, President Trump signed
a spending package which earmarked a total of $4 million for solar radiation
management related research. Congress directed these funds to a federal research
agency – the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) – for
studying, among other things, ‘the impact of the introduction of material into
the stratosphere from … proposals to inject material to affect climate, and the
assessment of solar climate interventions’.8 This decision attracted much media
attention as the ‘first time ever’ that the US government ‘allocated funding for
a federal agency to conduct geoengineering research’.9 In 2020, the House of
Representatives proposed a 2021 budget for that same agency, NOAA, which, if
enacted, would more than double these funds, adding another $5 million to the
budget.10 And in that same year, Silver Lining, a non-profit organisation based
in Washington D.C. announced its Safe Climate Research Initiative (SCRI) ‘to
advance critical research in the historically underfunded field of solar climate
intervention’, promising yet more money for solar radiation management related
research.11 In a first step, the initiative awarded $3 million to a number of research
programs not only in the United States, but also the United Kingdom and the
‘Global South’.12
We can trace a similar dynamic with respect to carbon dioxide removal.
While US government spending has been larger for this climate engineering
approach, funds have increased dramatically since the early 2000s. An analysis by
the Bipartisan Policy Center, a Washington-based think tank, estimated that in
the decade between 2009 and 2019 government spending on direct air capture
measures comprised $10.9 million in total.13 For the 2020 fiscal year, Congress
allocated twice this amount to the Department of Energy alone to research direct
air capture and other negative emissions technologies.14 And if enacted, the
House appropriations bill for 2021 would triple this amount, directing a total
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of $40 million to the Department of Energy to study direct air capture measures
and an additional $25 million to establish a ‘Direct Air Capture Center’.15 The
US National Academies – one of the most authoritative national institutions
dedicated to the advancement of science – recommended that funding levels
for direct air capture should be ramped up even further, suggesting a budget of
between $1,810 million and $2,400 million over a ten-year period.16
Analyses of publication output further complement this picture, helping us
to contextualise this watershed moment in the career of climate engineering. In
addition to growing political attention and increasing funding levels, bibliometric
studies trace intensifying publication activity in the field of climate engineering,
around 2009.17 Oldham and others, for example, noted more than a tripling of
publication output in 2008.18 Belter and Seidel found that more than half of all
climate engineering articles published between 1988 and 2011 have appeared
since 2008. The authors suggest that a series of ocean fertilisation experiments
between 1988 and 2008 seems to explain most publication activity between
2000 and 2008, while solar radiation management publications follow suit,
displaying ‘an exceptionally large increase’ between 2006 and 2009.19
In self-descriptions of the field, this substantial boost in scientific attention
to the topic is commonly pinned down to the publication of one distinct paper
in 2006.20 In this editorial essay, Paul Crutzen, Dutch atmospheric chemist
and Nobel Laureate, asked if solar radiation management could provide ‘A
Contribution to Resolve a Policy Dilemma?’21 The landmark essay, published in
Climatic Change together with five commentaries on the text, managed to spark
a heated debate along with ‘harsh criticism’.22 In hindsight, Crutzen has been
praised for having lifted the ‘taboo’ on climate engineering and particularly solar
radiation management research.23 As a renowned scientist, particularly acclaimed
for his contributions to ozone chemistry, he is seen as having effectively provided
legitimacy to the controversial suggestion of engineering the climate.24
Taken together, this series of examples helps situate this moment in time in
the career of climate engineering in a first approach. It begins to suggest just how
substantially the dynamic of the climate engineering debate shifted its pace and
quality around 2009, from rising political attention to the issue over increasing
funding levels to intensifying publication activity in the field.
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A bad idea w ho se ti m e ha s c o m e
We can return now to Gordon’s hearing and further delve into the ‘long conversation’ that he sought to initiate here. Gordon had placed climate engineering on
the congressional agenda just a couple of weeks before the climate negotiations
in Copenhagen. It was the 15th meeting of the Conference of the Parties to the
United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC). The
climate policy world had its hopes up and its eyes fixed on the Danish capital as
delegates from around the world flocked to Copenhagen to try to negotiate a
binding agreement on mitigating climate change. Fig. 2.1 suggests the distinct
peak in US policy attention focused on global climate change during that year.
While the initial goal of the meeting was a joint commitment to emissions
reductions, delegates were left with nothing more than an informal agreement.
The Conference ended in ‘failure, rancor and disillusionment’.25 The goal of
effectively tackling climate change by mitigating greenhouse gases seemed to
recede into the dim distance.
Yet, when Gordon opened his hearing on ‘the deliberate large-scale modification of the Earth’s climate systems for the purposes of counteracting climate
change’,26 he wanted to make sure it had absolutely nothing to do with the
pending negotiations in Copenhagen. Anticipating ‘misleading headlines’, he
explicitly disconnected the hearing from the Copenhagen delegates’ quest to
commit the world to a global response to the problem of climate change. As
we continue to follow Gordon’s opening remarks, he seems to outright reject
the very idea which his hearing’s program was officially proposing, namely, to
counteract climate change by means of the deliberate large-scale modification
of the Earth’s climate:
But before we begin this discussion today, I want to make something very
clear upfront. My decision to hold this hearing should not in any way be
misconstrued as an endorsement of any geoengineering activity, and the
timing has nothing to do with the pending negotiations in Copenhagen. I
know we will run the risk of misleading headlines.27
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A similar tone defines the testimonies of the invited expert witnesses, presenting, for example, lists of ‘reasons why geoengineering might be a bad idea’,28
emphasising ‘in the strongest possible terms’ that they were ‘not arguing that the
US or anyone else should engage in [solar radiation management]’,29 that ‘the
United States Government should make it absolutely clear we are not planning
for deployment of climate intervention technology’,30 and that ‘climate engineering technologies do not now offer a viable response to global climate change’.31
Climate engineering, in other words, gained political traction during the early
2000s as ‘a bad idea whose time has come’, as science journalist Eli Kintisch put
it.32 The controversial measures successfully arrived on climate policy agendas as
a kind of last resort option, a ‘Plan B’, something that needed to be considered,
but would not really be an option and definitely not a solution against global
warming.
While the 1980s and 1990s had established climate change as a complex,
yet containable problem, the early 2000s witnessed a change of perspective and
came with a surge of publications which emphasised the increasingly dangerous
impacts of climate change on society. Metaphors of ‘climate emergencies’ and
‘tipping points’, from which there would be no return, had reached political and
scientific attention.33 This language marked a growing sense of urgency about
how to tackle this problem. Climate change was experienced primarily through
‘science-fuelled imagination’34, but extreme weather events, images of melting
icecaps and starving polar bears all added tangibility to the daunting crisis.35
Indeed, as various scholars have pointed out, there was something of a ‘crisification’ of climate change in the years leading up to the 2009 climate negotiations in
Copenhagen.36 We will come back and unpack the role of particularly numerical
modes of observing and problematising climate change to advance the notion
of climate engineering in Chapter 6.
Against this backdrop, experts and policymakers alike had begun to argue for
the need to look into climate engineering, not by drawing on positive images of
techno-scientific innovation, but by invoking the impending climate crisis. This
was when Paul Crutzen – the Nobel laureate chemist who we met earlier in this
chapter, acclaimed for having ‘lifted the taboo’ on climate engineering – famously
dismissed the desirable option of effectively counteracting global warming by
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the sole mitigation of greenhouse gases as ‘a pious wish’.37 Following the same
line of reasoning, chairman Gordon motivated the Science Committee’s inquiry
into climate engineering by drawing on a ‘stark’38 and ‘unfortunate reality’39,
namely that the ‘[…] onset of climate change impacts may outpace the world’s
political, technical, and economic capacities to prevent and adapt to them’.40 The
experts invited to the 2009 hearings similarly suggested that ‘[t]he problem is
too serious to allow prejudice to take options off of the table’41 and that it is
therefore ‘time to take the option [climate engineering] out of the closet’.42 In
these testimonies, the need for climate engineering research was deeply embedded in frightening scenarios such as this:
What if we were to find out that parts of Greenland were sliding into the sea,
and that sea-level might rise 10 feet by mid-century? […] What if rainfall
patterns shifted in a way that caused massive famines? What if our agricultural
heartland turned into a perpetual dustbowl?43

Experts furthermore suggested that this dire situation directly concerns national
security needs: ‘direct intervention in the climate system might someday save
lives and reduce suffering of American citizens’.44 Phil Willis, then chairman of
the UK Science Committee, also mirrored Crutzen’s sentiment in his testimony,
concluding that ‘[t]he decision not to consider any initiative other than Plan
A – mitigation – could be considered negligent’.45 He had therefore ‘urged’ the
government of the UK ‘to consider the full range of policy options for managing
climate change’, including ‘various geoengineering options as potential Plan Bs,
in the event that Plan A, mitigation and adaption, was not sufficient’.46
Gordon followed suit by formally recommending that ‘comprehensive and
multi-disciplinary climate engineering research at the federal level’ should be
considered ‘as soon as possible’ to be prepared ‘for future climate events’. Going
even further, he urged for the need of a policy consensus on what would constitute a ‘climate emergency’ that would legitimately warrant ‘deployment of
[solar radiation management] SRM technologies’.47
What these observations begin to suggest is that references to the daunting
climate change catastrophe served to make the assessment and pursuit of this
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‘bad idea’ consistent, rational, and legitimate.48 And it is precisely this notion
of choicelessness – the suggestion that, in the face of dangerous climate change,
we simply cannot afford to ignore these controversial measures – that has, in
the years following 2009, continued to successfully push the idea of climate
engineering further into the political limelight. In 2015, for example, the US
National Academies for Sciences pointed to the particular contemporary historical circumstances as a rationale for their landmark inquiry into climate
engineering. The working group argued that the time had come to look into
these measures because ‘as a society, we have reached a point’ where the ‘risks
from climate change’ seem to ‘outweigh’ the risks of ‘a suitably designed and
governed research program’ on climate engineering.49
Two years later, the Geoengineering Research Evaluation Act of 2017 was
introduced into Congress, tasking the Academies with yet another report on
climate engineering, and more specifically, with devising ‘a research agenda to
advance the understanding of albedo modification strategies’. The bill established
the need for such a report by pointing, first, to ‘the severe impacts’ of global
warming ‘on human health, the global economy, and United States national
security’, to then argue for additional measures in tackling climate change:
‘cutting carbon pollution is still the best way to mitigate climate change …
However, the United States and other nations may also need to consider climate
intervention strategies’.50
Again, climate engineering appears in these observations as an undesirable,
yet inevitable fate, as something that needs to be faced, whether we want to
or not. That same year, the federal climate change research program (the US
Global Change Research Program) suggested that in the face of the ‘severely
challenging task’ of limiting the global mean temperature rise or adapting to
the impacts of a warmer world, ‘some scientists and policymakers’ have shown
‘increased interest … in exploring additional measures’ such as ‘geoengineering
or climate intervention (CI) actions’.51 And in June 2020, the Select Committee
on the Climate Crisis52 argued that climate engineering was needed as a way of
‘solving the climate crisis’.53 The committee’s Congressional Action Plan includes
research and development on both solar radiation management and carbon
dioxide removal measures. Carbon dioxide removal, particularly in the form
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of direct air capture measures, in fact provides a key component in this plan.54
For the context of solar radiation management, the committee suggested that ‘if
global efforts to mitigate carbon emissions falter, and as the impacts of climate
change continue to worsen, governments may consider alternative approaches
to intervene in the atmospheric climate system’. Adding to the notion that we
simply have no choice in dealing with these measures, the authors invoke a kind
of techno-scientific arms race:
Deploying ACI [atmospheric climate intervention] would be, at best, a
modest complement. Nonetheless, the possibility of future deployment
of ACI, including by foreign governments or non-state actors, necessitates
consideration of the risks and governance of ACI.

Considering that climate engineering becomes a necessity, the committee recommended that ‘Congress should … establish a research program to investigate
potential ACI approaches, their risks, and governance frameworks’.55

Making sense of the politics of climate engineering:
C onfronting na r r ati ve s o f c ho ic e l e s s n e s s
These actors’ accounts thus suggest that climate engineering provides a rather
paradoxical case of a techno-political project. Instead of resonating as a positive vision of socio-technical innovation, climate engineering gained political
currency during the first decade of this millennium as an unappealing, even
daunting measure of a last resort, a wholly disenchanted vision of ‘science to
the rescue’. Scholarship on the discursive framing of climate engineering has
demonstrated how these measures became established during the early 2000s
as a ‘prudent’ strategy of ‘risk-reduction, management and control’.56 The literature identifies ‘a whole family of metaphors’ that formulate climate engineering
as an insurance strategy against the daunting climate catastrophe.57 In these
observations, climate change appears as a chronic disease,58 a car or a plane
crash,59 against which climate engineering provides the potential remedy. In a
conversation with the New Yorker in May of 2012, Hugh Hunt – an engineering
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professor at Cambridge University who was part of the first attempt to undertake an experiment on Stratospheric Particle Injection for Climate Engineering
(SPICE) – perfectly captures this sentiment by suggesting:
I know this is all unpleasant. […] Nobody wants it, but nobody wants to
put high doses of poisonous chemicals into their body, either. That is what
chemotherapy is, though […]. This is how I prefer to look at the possibility
of engineering the climate. It isn’t a cure for anything. But it could very well
turn out to be the least bad option we are going to have.60

With regards to the debate in the media, Holly Buck finds that ‘almost nobody’
presented their accounts ‘with attention to the positive power of humans to
transform their societies or environments’.61 After all, the success of this controversial idea seems intimately linked to the notion of choicelessness:
Humans, even when they are cast as fixers, are rarely protagonists. Even the
articles [on geoengineering] which featured ecological modernization were
not exactly enthusiastic or positive: more often, they approached managing
the earth as a chore, rather than a creative activity. The actors featured seem
unable to act ... It is necessary to stabilize the climate to avert chaos – as
Boykoff et al (2010: 60) explain, ‘a guiding ethos of climate stabilization is
the imagined future, safe, secure, stable climate, which can be engineered by
our actions now’. Yet this stability is about averting the negative, not about
establishing something positive.62

These perspectives, then, beg the question of how to make sense of this conflicted
status of climate engineering. I want to suggest in this book that to engage in a
meaningful way with this controversial debate over climate engineering and with
the politics of techno-scientific innovation more broadly, we need to unpack and
confront this notion of choicelessness. Referring to urgency in efforts to argue
for the need to counteract climate change is of course important (the risks of
climate change and extreme weather events are very real and constantly increasing). Urgency alone, however, fails to explain the necessity, not to mention the
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inevitability of climate engineering in contrast to other approaches of addressing
the problem, such as radical emission cuts, political-economic reorganisation,
or drastic changes in energy consumption and lifestyles.63
To provide a more satisfactory account of how we got here, we need to take
this narrative of choicelessness seriously as an actor’s category. This means that
instead of arguing why climate engineering is or is not a Plan B,64 we need to
unpack how this techno-political project gained traction precisely as such. We
need to place this understanding of climate engineering in its historical context,
and more specifically, we need to understand its historical status in relating
climate science to politics. The histories of climate engineering are necessarily
manifold. This book seeks to complement accounts of climate engineering as
an unprecedented last resort with an inquiry into the grown alliances that have
driven political interest in climate science for decades. If we disentangle the
science-politics interrelations that have shaped the recent arrival of climate
engineering on the political agenda, we see that next to this temporal dynamic
of crisis and fracture sits a story of continuity. This book aims to integrate these
perspectives.
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THE EM ERGING PO L I TI C S O F
C LIMATE ENGINEERIN G
In 2009, climate engineering officially arrived on the US congressional agenda. As we have seen in the previous sections, this is when climate
engineering took shape as an issue in its own right, not only in US climate policy,
but around the globe. But what exactly does this mean, we may ask, for a set of
techno-scientific concepts that largely ‘remain to be invented’?1 How, in other
words does a rather diffuse, even speculative, set of techno-scientific measures
take concrete political shape? How does it unfold its political status and meaning?
This chapter sets the book’s stage. It follows climate engineering through
the lens of federal US policymaking. The chapter distinguishes two distinct
arenas in which climate engineering began taking shape in the political sphere
around 2009. On the one hand, climate engineering materialised as a matter of
fact(s); it was assembled as a policy measure when policymakers and experts
began establishing an ‘official record’ on the issue. On the other hand, climate
engineering became structurally internalised by the political system; it took
shape as a set of techno-scientific challenges that began guiding efforts to steer
the development of relevant expert capacities within the federal infrastructure.
Both contexts can be understood as arenas in which science ‘meets’ politics.
This means these arenas not only draw our attention to different dimensions
of the emerging ‘politics’ of climate engineering, but they also introduce us to
distinct sets of scientific experts and notions of expertise, as well as suggesting
different timescales at play in assembling this techno-political project of climate
engineering. In a nutshell, this chapter argues that understanding how climate
engineering came to be requires asking how scientific struggles have come to
‘match’ political struggles.2
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Producing an official record, establishing the facts
To the public, the arrival of climate engineering in US politics became particularly visible around 2009, when a number of hearings, reports, and position
statements on the issue began popping up. From the congressional inquiry and
public hearings on the issue to the internationally discussed Royal Society report
and the various volumes prepared by the US National Academies, it seemed like
a pile of documents was being produced, each somehow seeking authority in
defining climate engineering and determining its potential as a policy measure.
Table 3.1 provides an overview of the most prominent of these documents that
have informed the US political exploration of this issue, beginning in 2009.3 In
the following, I want to suggest that this pile of documents can be understood
as a critical arena in which climate engineering began to take political shape.
Specifically, climate engineering took shape in these documents as a matter of
fact(s). Hearings are held and reports are documented, as stated by Ann Keller, ‘to
communicate something publicly’. They are the result of efforts by policymakers
and scientists to produce an ‘official record’ on the issue of climate engineering.
This pile of documents thus opens a ‘purposive arena’ of communication.4 These
formats have provided policymakers, as well as selected experts, with a visible
platform to purposefully establish climate engineering as a political issue in its
own right. They have been essential in defining ‘what climate engineering is’
in terms of categorising, ordering, and assembling it as a governance object,
engaging various expert groups in definitional struggles over what is at stake,
and in determining its promise, risks, and potential as a viable policy measure
to counteract climate change.5 Via this ‘official record’ on climate engineering,
we can thus trace how this option of governing climate change by engineering
the Earth’s climate system was envisioned, and how climate change was made
legible to politics as an engineering challenge.
As we will see, science ‘meets’ politics in this arena in the form of a kind of
‘staged advice’. This means that, somewhat paradoxically, scientific expertise
becomes politically meaningful here precisely by suggesting a clear division from
‘the politics’ of climate engineering. One of the key dynamics we can observe in
this arena of politicisation is the attempt to ‘de-politicise’ climate engineering.
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Name

Author

Year

Format

Geoengineering the Climate:
Science, Governance and
Uncertainty

The Royal Society

2009

Scientific
Assessment

Geoengineering Parts I, II, and III

US House Committee on
Science and Technology,
111th Congress

2009–10

Congressional
Inquiry

Climate Change: A Coordinated
Strategy Could Focus Federal
Geoengineering Research and
Inform Governance Efforts

US Government
Accountability Office

2010

Congressional
Inquiry

Climate Change: Preliminary
Observations on Geoengineering
Science, Federal Efforts, and
Governance Issues

US Government
Accountability Office

2010

Congressional
Inquiry

Memorandum: International
Governance of Geoengineering

Congressional Research
Service

2010

Congressional
Inquiry

Engineering the Climate: Research
Needs and Strategies for
International Coordination

US House Committee on
Science and Technology,
111th Congress

2010

Congressional
Inquiry

Climate Engineering: Technical
Status, Future Directions and
Potential Responses

US Government
Accountability Office

2011

Congressional
Inquiry

Geoengineering: Governance and
Technology Policy

Congressional Research
Service

2013

Congressional
Inquiry

Climate Intervention: Carbon
Dioxide Removal and Reliable
Sequestration

National Research Council
(National Academies)

2015

Scientific
Assessment

Climate Intervention: Reflecting
Sunlight to Cool Earth

National Research Council
(National Academies)

2015

Scientific
Assessment

Geoengineering: Innovation,
Research, and Technology

US House Committee
on Science, Space, and
Technology, One Hundred
Fifteenth Congress

2017

Congressional
Inquiry

Table 3.1 The ‘Official Record’ on Climate Engineering in US Climate Policy. List
of most prominent hearings, reports, and documents, informing the official inquiry
into climate engineering in US climate policy.
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We already gained a glimpse into what this means in the introduction to this
book. This form of staged advice effectively suggests that what we observe in
these hearings and assessment reports is an independent foundation of facts,
separated from the potential future political decisions on the issue that they
might inform, all the while assuming the highly political role of defining possible,
feasible, or desirable futures in this context.6 Keller referred to this phenomenon
as the ‘politics of objective advice’.7 We will come back to this notion of ‘staged
advice’ in Chapter 6. In the following, we will first distinguish two important
components of this official record on climate engineering – congressional fact
gathering and scientific assessment reports. We will unpack how science comes
to bear on politics within these distinct settings, before turning to the definitional
struggles that are waged here.

Congressional fact gathering
At the heart of the effort to produce an official record on climate engineering
stood a programmatic congressional inquiry into the issue beginning in the fall
of 2009 (see Table 3.1). In its own words, the House Science Committee of the
111th Congress ‘began a formal inquiry into the potential for geoengineering to
be a tool of last resort in a much broader program of climate change mitigation
and adaptation strategies’.8 The visible centrepiece of this inquiry consisted of
a group of congressional hearings, which we briefly looked at in the previous
chapter. Under the leadership of Bart Gordon, the Science Committee held
three hearings under the banner of ‘Geoengineering: Parts I, II, and III’ in 2009
and 2010. These three hearings were part of a cooperative endeavour between
the US and the UK parliamentary bodies, seeking to coordinate their efforts
in establishing an evidence base on the issue. According to Gordon, it was a
meeting in April 2009 with MP Phil Willis, then Chair of the UK Science and
Technology Committee, that gave the impetus for the US inquiry into climate
engineering.9 Beyond the hearings, this inquiry was driven by legislative assessments. These were assessment reports, compiled by the Science Committee
itself, and by two congressional support bodies, the Congressional Research
Service (CRS) and the Government Accountability Office (GAO) (see Table
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3.1). Legislative branch agencies integrate scientific and political observations
intra-organisationally – i.e. their assessments and policy analyses are formally
geared towards the needs and concerns of the legislative branch. It was such a
request from GAO (in this case for ‘information on geoengineering’), that initiated the formal congressional inquiry into climate engineering in autumn 2009.10
In the United States, such congressional inquiries are essential in starting
the legislative pursuit of any newly emerging issue. They are instrumental in
forming a political agenda; they serve as a carefully assembled foundation of
evidence that can be built upon at different points in the legislative process –
for example, when crafting legislation, when attributing governmental funds,
or when initiating programs that concern the newly emerging issue. Climate
engineering thus takes political shape in this context of a congressional inquiry
through the perspective of commissioned and invited expert voices. Like the
scientific assessment bodies, which we will turn to below, these hearings and
reports literally set the parameters of the debate to come. Congressional hearings provide a visible platform to establish a topic without yet a clear political
stance having to be taken on the issue. This seems particularly relevant in the
context of controversial issues, such as climate engineering.

Scientific assessment reports
Scientific assessment reports have provided a further essential component of
efforts to produce an official record on climate engineering. In this context,
policymakers task expert organisations beyond the federal bureaucracy with
providing scientific assessments. Examples in the UK and US include, for example, the Royal Society and US National Academies, which provide scientific
assessments in response to concrete inquiries or requests. These institutions
pool scientific excellence – primarily drawn from universities – for distinct,
problem-oriented analyses of specific topics. Publications such as the 2009
report by the Royal Society, the 2015 and 2019 volumes by the US National
Academies, or the reports by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC), have been essential to the emerging politics of climate engineering, as
they, similar to the legislative inquiry into climate engineering, literally define
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the issue at stake. And by doing so, these assessments crucially guide the political exploration of the issue. Aarti Gupta and Ina Möller have demonstrated that
these assessments, in fact, ‘constitute a source of de facto governance’. That is,
they effectively exercise governance effects despite this being unacknowledged.11
In addition to determining knowledge gaps and formulating research needs,
these scientific assessments effectively structure ‘de jure types of governance’
by normalising and institutionalising the issue at hand.12
Throughout the congressional hearings on climate engineering, policymakers
and expert witnesses have mobilised individual observations provided by the
Royal Society, the US National Academies, and the IPCC as something akin
to a baseline of accepted ‘facts’ on climate engineering. These reports became
politically relevant not simply by uncovering hitherto unknown information,
but by structuring the political inquiry; they essentially guided the debate, as
policymakers and experts referred to these reports as providers of institutionally certified positions.13
Take, for example, the response to the testimony of John Shepherd, chairman
of the Royal Society report, in the first programmatic congressional hearing on
climate engineering in 2009.14 Ever since Shepherd’s appearance, the report’s
findings have been a key reference point in attempts to shape a universally
accepted definition of climate engineering. The appraisal by such a prestigious
scientific association has served as a critical source of political legitimacy in
discussing these measures. The Royal Society report has assumed almost unrivalled prominence in structuring political exploration of climate engineering
and linking scientific to political observations in this context. By doing so, the
report effectively governed the further development of the overall field of climate
engineering research, differentiating research communities, preparing research
programs, and guiding funding streams.15
We can see similar impacts from the reports by the National Academies of
Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine (NASEM) and the IPCC, which have
continually guided US political explorations of climate engineering. The congressional inquiry into climate engineering has pointed to the almost ceremonial
relevance of the IPCC in defining the official status of the climate change issue
and suggesting legitimate response measures. The IPCC’s decision to either
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include or exclude climate engineering concepts in its assessment reports have
been closely monitored, with policymakers discussing the extent or scope to
which this happened, the particular choice of working group or chapter that
addresses these concepts, and the distinct choice of words used to frame its
findings and position statements.16 As we will see in later chapters, NASEM, too,
has explored the notion of climate engineering in a range of reports published
since 1992. Looking back, these reports document how substantially the shape
of climate engineering policy has shifted over the years.17

Definitional struggles: Devising modes of climate intervention
The two settings of congressional fact-gathering and scientific assessments draw
our attention to a variety of definitional struggles that have surrounded the production of this ‘official record’ on climate engineering, and which we will turn
to in the following. These definitional struggles shed light on the contestation
that is involved in the formal establishment of relevant ‘facts’, on the work of
categorising, demarcating, ordering, and assembling climate engineering as a
potential policy measure. These struggles concern what climate engineering is
or rather what it should be; they determine what kind of solution these measures
promise and in response to what kind of problem. As a result, these struggles
calibrate how the relation of science and politics is envisioned.
Umbrella Terms

When climate engineering arrived on the congressional agenda in November of
2009, it was primarily discussed as ‘geoengineering’.18 With this choice of label,
the Science Committee, as well as the Government Accountability Office and
the Congressional Research Service (CRS) followed the British Royal Society,
which had presented its report ‘Geoengineering the Climate’ with much fanfare and public attention just a couple of weeks earlier. Both the congressional
inquiry and the Royal Society report defined geoengineering almost identically
as the ‘deliberate large-scale intervention in the Earth’s climate system, in order
to moderate global warming’.19
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Since 2009, the picture has become more complex. In addition to the still
popular term of ‘geoengineering’, we can trace a growing variety of concepts that
have been devised and pitted against each other to determine particular agendas
surrounding the idea to deliberately modify the climate. In 2010, Bart Gordon,
who we met earlier in this chapter as the chairman of the Science Committee,
argued that actually, ‘climate engineering’ would be the more meaningful term:
[…] I feel that [geoengineering] does not accurately or fully convey the
scale and intent of these proposals, and it may simply be confusing to many
stakeholders unfamiliar with the subject. Therefore, for the purposes of
clarity, facilitating public engagement, and acknowledging the seriousness
of the task at hand, this report will use the term ‘climate engineering’ in lieu
of ‘geoengineering’ going forward.20

With the choice of ‘climate engineering’, Gordon thus marked a political vision
for these measures, rather than paying heed to scientific intricacies. He emphasised the decided purpose and intent of this inquiry – the serious and targeted
effort to engineer the climate. The Government Accountability Office seems
to have followed this terminological suggestion, switching from mainly using
the term ‘geoengineering’ in its 2010 reports to ‘climate engineering’ in its 2011
technology assessment.21
Others took issue with this choice of words. When, a couple of years later,
the National Academies (NASEM) provided their 2015 study on the issue, they
argued against the label of ‘climate engineering’ precisely for its misguided idea
of control. The label would imply ‘a greater level of precision and control than
might be possible’. NASEM, however, also rejected the notion of ‘geoengineering’, as the concept would suggest ‘a broad range of activities beyond climate
(e.g., geological engineering)’. Instead, the experts suggested yet another label,
namely ‘climate intervention’:
The committee concluded that ‘climate intervention’, with its connotation
of ‘an action intended to improve a situation’, most accurately describes the
strategies covered in these two volumes.22
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Ever since, this notion of ‘climate intervention’ or ‘atmospheric climate intervention’
has gained popularity, not only in scientific assessments.23 Recent suggestions to
speak of ‘climate repair’, ‘climate restoration’, or ‘climate remediation’ emphasise
this intention of ‘improvement’ as suggested by the 2015 NASEM report even
more explicitly, alluding to the ethical responsibility of humans to restore what
has been harmed.24 We will take a closer look at these labels in Chapter 6.
Distinguishing Modes of Intervention

Aside from arguing for a terminological adjustment, the 2015 NASEM report
furthermore suggested a differentiation of the technical debates over climate
engineering. The working group decided against one comprehensive study.
Instead, the report came in two volumes, following two different kinds of climate
intervention – either reflecting sunlight back to space or removing carbon dioxide
from the atmosphere (see Fig. 3.1).25 The Academies therein further reinforced
the differentiation of climate engineering research as already suggested in the
2009 Royal Society report.

Fig. 3.1 Climate Engineering Proposals
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Efforts to govern climate change by removing CO2 from the atmosphere are
generally referred to as carbon dioxide removal (CDR).26 The boundary between
what is considered as CDR – and therefore as ‘climate engineering’ – and what
is considered as climate change ‘mitigation’, i.e. reducing anthropogenic impacts
on climate, is somewhat fuzzy. There is no universally agreed upon demarcation
between the two approaches and CDR measures are increasingly considered a
key component in an effective mitigation strategy. However, a common heuristic
in this context is to follow the source from which CO2 is captured. The Royal
Society suggests that any measure which captures CO2 that has already been
emitted into the atmosphere should be referred to as climate engineering.27
Two approaches have gained particular attention in this context, both of which
will play a prominent role in this book: so-called direct air capture (DAC) and
ocean fertilisation measures.
Direct air capture describes various proposals to chemically ‘scrub CO2
directly from ambient air’.28 The idea is to either use this extracted CO2 to produce
a concentrated stream of gas that can then be utilised in industrial processes
or in the chemical production of carbon-based products, or to remove it from
the air and permanently store it in a reservoir. For the long-term storage of the
captured CO2, various options have been discussed, such as utilising enhanced
CO2 mineralisation processes, like enhanced weathering, or storage in geologic
formations.29
In addition to such land-based approaches, the discussion over CDR also
includes ocean-based techniques. So-called ocean fertilisation measures seek
to enhance the ‘marine biological pump’, that is, the natural carbon sink of the
ocean.30 According to NASEM, the basic idea is to stimulate growth in phytoplankton by adding limiting nutrients to surface waters and therefore increase
the flow of organic carbon into the deep ocean.31 The technique, which is most
prominently discussed in this context, is the fertilisation with iron.
These CDR approaches are categorically distinguished from so-called
solar radiation management (SRM) approaches. SRM generally refers to
the idea of governing climate change by reflecting some of the incoming
sunlight back to space.32 The measures under discussion aim to enhance the
Earth’s reflectivity, which is also referred to as the Earth’s ‘albedo’. We find a
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multitude of labels used to describe such efforts in the current debate over
climate engineering, some emphasising technical intricacies, some the political
ambitions of these approaches. These include solar radiation management,
solar geoengineering, sunlight reflection methods, albedo modification and
many more.33
Two approaches have received particular attention in this context – marine
cloud brightening and stratospheric aerosol injection. The former involves brightening marine stratus clouds by spraying seawater into the lower atmosphere.
The basic idea is that seeding these marine clouds with tiny droplets of seawater
would increase the cloud droplet concentration and enhance their longevity,
meaning it would make them brighter and longer lasting, thus reflecting a higher
fraction of incoming sunlight back to space.34 The idea of Stratospheric Aerosol
Injection, in contrast, is to replicate and technologically ‘enhance’ volcanic
eruptions. The concept would thus entail injecting millions of tons of reflective
particles into the stratosphere, where they are expected to remain for a longer
time, forming a sun shield for the Earth.35
These visions of governing climate change by reflecting sunlight back to
space or by removing carbon dioxide from the atmosphere have confronted
science and politics with a set of concrete technical challenges. David Keith,
one of the invited congressional experts, famously suggested that solar radiation
management ‘is cheap, fast, and imperfect’,36 while carbon dioxide removal has
generally been assessed as comparatively safe, yet uneconomical and difficult
to scale. In other words, what makes these two modes of climate intervention
into two fundamentally different approaches is not merely their underlying
‘science’, but the effort to translate abstract scientific ideas into concrete policy
measures. Both approaches come with distinct sets of technical challenges which
arise precisely from efforts to match scientific observations on intervening in
climatic change to the political challenge of governing climate change – and
that means the challenge to provide feasible, effective, and safe means to tackle
climate change.
In technical debates over climate engineering, experts’ judgements over the
status of the respective measures revolve around two different dimensions, as
we will see in the following. On the one hand, their judgements concern what
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we might refer to as the political economy of climate engineering. That is, the
political feasibility of the discussed measures, their status as viable policy tools.
This is usually determined along the lines of cost, scalability or effectiveness,
and risks or potential side effects of the devised measures. To put it differently,
what hurdles need to be overcome to turn these approaches into economic,
effective, and safe policy tools? On the other hand, the experts’ judgements
concern technical challenges or what we might refer to as the politics of evidence. That is, the grounds on which to judge the political feasibility and
technological readiness or general status quo of the discussed approaches. We
briefly touched on these issues in the introduction already, when approaching the question of what climate engineering is. The controversial debates
surrounding climate engineering research governance nicely illustrate the
epistemological battleground that lingers behind this line of research: are we
looking at ‘the first’ experiment that ‘tests a way to cool Earth’ or at a harmless
scientific exercise that merely squirts out some innocuous fluids?37 How would
we know? Where should we draw the line? How will it matter? Discussions in
this dimension focus on questions of what can be considered as (politically)
relevant, viable, robust forms of evidence; they concern the epistemological
status of experimental or theoretical findings, of ‘indoor’ vs. ‘outdoor’ observations, of insights from modelling studies and computer simulations vs. insights
from ‘natural’ analogies.
Governing Climate Change by Sucking Carbon from the Air

The ‘official record’ on efforts to govern climate change by removing carbon
dioxide from the atmosphere is built on rather confident statements regarding the
relevant evidence base. Congress, for example, found that the basic engineering
principles of the discussed measures were comparatively well understood,38 and
the National Academies, too, judged that carbon dioxide removal would most
likely ‘not introduce novel global risks’.39 Rather than unanticipated risks and
side-effects, the experts deemed cost as a critical hurdle in realising CDR at scale
(‘at scale’ means to an extent which would actually provide a meaningful policy
tool for counteracting climate change).40 According to the expert assessments,
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the political feasibility of CDR thus hinges primarily on questions of economic
feasibility and commercialisation. In its 2020 Congressional Action Plan, the
Select Committee on the Climate Crisis, for example, argued that carbon removal
‘at a scale of 10 gigatons of carbon dioxide each year by midcentury’ would be
needed, while the largest operating plant in North America, a pilot plant by the
Canadian company, Carbon Engineering, is able to remove a ton of CO2 per
day.41 Drawing on the National Academies’ assessments, the committee therefore
emphasised that Congress would need to ‘prioritise’ direct air capture research
and development in federal agencies.42 Since 2019, Carbon Engineering has been
working to engineer the world’s biggest direct air capture plant in the world – a
plant that, according to the company, is expected to remove one million tons
of CO2 per year (see figure 3.2.).

Fig. 3.2 Virtual Rendering of What Carbon Engineering’s Large-scale Direct Air
Capture Plants Will Look Like (Credit: Carbon Engineering Ltd.)

So, how does scientific expertise come to bear on the politics of climate
engineering here? On the surface, it seems as if expert judgements on the feasibility of climate engineering exemplify a linear relationship between science
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and politics: in the case of carbon dioxide removal, the invited experts were
able to build their assessments on quite a substantial body of evidence – a
body of evidence that contains more than three decades worth of field trials,
experiments, and demonstration facilities. Yet, this body of scientific research,
its scope and quality, is hardly independent from political judgements on carbon
dioxide removal. Instead, it rests – at least partially – on the political support for
these measures, driven by interest from the fossil fuel industry.43 The research
itself, in other words, is importantly shaped by politics, both through available
funding and existing regulation.
As a result of this comparatively large body of research and field studies,
carbon dioxide removal, and specifically ocean fertilisation measures, remain
the only climate engineering approaches thus far for which a regulatory framework exists, one that addresses, ‘in principle’, both research and implementation.44 With ocean fertilisation field studies mounting since the early 1990s,
political pressure from environmental NGOs and policy-oriented studies on
the subject, for example, led to a 2008 resolution by the London Convention
and Protocol, banning ocean fertilisation efforts for commercial purposes.
Scientifically motivated field studies, however, are not prohibited, only subject
to strict assessment.45 The research landscape is thus shaped both by political
support, as well as concerns and restrictions. Regulation seems to evolve in this
case not prior to, but alongside with, research.
Although it may seem (and is presented) as though this ‘official record’ on
climate engineering provides a neutral baseline of facts and figures for policymakers to base their decisions on, we can see here that the picture is much
more complicated than that. If we ask for the genesis of the presented facts and
their essential breeding ground, we readily see that politics is already involved
in the very production of this ‘official record’. The definitional struggles and
experts’ disputes that surround the establishment of this record nicely hint at
the interdependence between the scientific research on climate engineering on
the one hand, and the political interest in them, on the other. In other words,
the very foundation of ‘facts’ that the political judgement on these technological
approaches rest on, is itself a result of political judgements; the two are reciprocally coupled.
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Governing Climate Change by Reflecting Sunlight Back to Space

Experts’ judgements on the status of solar radiation management have looked
quite different to those on carbon dioxide removal. Instead of cost and scale, it
was in this case the associated risks and side effects that stood at the centre of
the debate. Again, we find strikingly confident assumptions that solar radiation
management will be ‘cheap’ and ‘fast’ compared to the reduction of emissions.46
Such judgements established solar radiation management as a politically attractive tool that might be implemented swiftly and with large impacts,47 all the while
raising controversial debates over questions of governance. These questions
included, for example, who would get to decide when to deploy and when to
cease a potential SRM program, or how the legal liability of potential damages
would be decided on. The official record on solar radiation management has
therefore much more explicitly concerned the legitimacy and desirability of these
approaches as a viable response to tackling climate change. Experts’ assessments
have warned quite prominently, for example, that solar radiation management
would not address the causes of climate change, but only its symptoms.48 Building
on this observation, the so-called ‘moral hazard’ argument has played a crucial
role in the debate over SRM. This argument holds that policymakers need to
take into account the effect that the mere consideration of these measures has
on the ultimate goal of climate change mitigation. The concern is that even the
very idea of a potential ‘sun shield’ might make people feel ‘insulated’ from the
risk of global warming, thus making them ‘more likely to engage in risky or
detrimental behavior’.49
In the case of solar radiation management, such normative and ethical
questions regarding the basic outlook of these technological concepts and their
potential risks and side effects were linked to epistemological concerns over
how to decide on these issues. The central problem that the experts presented
was how to examine the global effects and risks of a large-scale introduction
of aerosol particles in the stratosphere.50 They primarily disputed if and how
technological effectiveness could be tested without actually deploying these
measures, raising the question of how to generate a reliable and robust evidence
base on the promise of SRM as a policy device.51 Many of the invited experts
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emphasised the need for field studies to gather the kind of scientific evidence
that would be necessary to avoid ‘expos[ing] the world to serious risk’ in the
case of a sudden future ‘emergency’.52 They bound the possibility of a meaningful political decision on these measures at some point in the future to the need
of field studies today.53 The experts warned that essential engineering details,
from ideal particle size to delivery mechanism – as well as potential side effects
and risks – have remained understudied and undertested:
How do we deliver the source to the region of release? […] Once we have a
detailed idea of precisely what source we want, can we produce that source?
[…] After injecting the source in the stratosphere do particles form as
models suggest? How do we track the plume? What instruments are required
to measure the particle properties, the plume extent, and the reduction in
sunlight below the plume. Do the particles coagulate and grow as our models
suggest? Do the particles mix and evolve the way our models tell us they will
(from source to the first scale, and from the first scale to the globe scale?).54

Yet, the question of how such a meaningful field study on solar radiation management would look was heavily disputed. How to experiment with altering
incoming sunlight without actually altering incoming sunlight? While some
experts argued that there is, in fact, a viable distinction between ‘small-scale field
studies’ and ‘full-scale deployment’, others questioned this very distinction.55
‘We are caught between a rock and a hard place’, one expert witness explained:
Too small a field test, and it won’t reveal all the subtleties of the way the
aerosols will behave at full deployment. A bigger field test to identify the
way the aerosols will behave when they are concentrated will have an effect
on the planet’s climate […]. I have not seen a suggestion on how to avoid
this issue.56

To illustrate the dilemma, another expert witness compared the challenge of
generating robust evidence on solar radiation management approaches to the
historical process of understanding global warming:
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[…] a real-world geoengineering experiment would have to be conducted
for a long time, 10 or 20 years or longer, so as to gather enough data to calculate the statistics. It is only after 60 years of global warming since about
1950 and decades of the IPCC process that we have a clear understanding
the greenhouse gases are responsible.57

As a result of this basic dilemma, the official record on solar radiation management crisscrossed a gaping divide between concrete assumptions regarding the
problematic or promising (‘cheap’, ‘effective’) future reality of this ‘technology’
and the most basic epistemological questions concerning its design and effects.
The scientific assessments and congressional inquiry connected sweeping and
fundamental legal-normative questions to basic scientific challenges. They
bound the task of anticipating the potential geopolitical consequences of a rogue
state wielding an imaginary sun shield to the epistemological status of climate
models; these assessments linked the normative and moral consequences of a
speculative global thermostat to observations of a tethered balloon.58
Coming back to the 2015 NASEM climate intervention volumes, these
assessments thus further cemented a differentiation of scientific debates along
concerns over the policy implications and societal risks of the respective intervention approaches – namely CDR and SRM. NASEM argued that
the committee’s very different posture concerning the currently known
risks of carbon dioxide removal as compared with albedo modification was
a primary motivation for separating these climate engineering topics into
two separate volumes.59

While the two-volume structure of the report reflects technical criteria concerning potential intervention approaches, the Academies’ explanation for ‘climate
intervention’ as a meaningful label reflects an orientation towards the broader
societal vision of this research. It is this broader vision, then, which keeps a set
of otherwise disparate lines of research under one roof.
This differentiation of climate engineering along CDR and SRM became further institutionalised when, in 2019 and 2020, NASEM began to prepare entirely
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separate reports on each set of the suggested intervention approaches, drawing
on different groups of experts.60 These assessments document an increasingly
specialised policy debate that has begun moving away from umbrella terms of
climate engineering or geoengineering, and instead fosters notions of ‘negative
emissions’, ‘atmospheric interventions’ or ‘sunlight reflection’ measures. As we
follow the technical details of these approaches, we encounter similar varieties
of labels, each carrying layers of definitional struggles, rebranded purposes,
and signs of the times.
As I suggested in the introduction to this book, these definitional struggles
over climate engineering become meaningful as they demonstrate how the
very concept of climate engineering, in all its semantic variations and evolutions, essentially bundles very different research contexts in their promise to
fundamentally alter the politics of climate change. These definitional struggles
precisely illustrate that the question of what climate engineering is and can be,
is hardly just an academic one. The various labels and categorisations of climate
engineering become meaningful and subject to heated debate as they bind
various lines of scientific inquiry to the societal challenge of tackling climate
change. The conceptual and semantic justifications for one against the other
concept, calibrate this relation of scientific inquiry and political intervention,
each emphasising different sides or aspects of this charged relation.

I n t e r n a l i s i n g c l i m at e e n g i n e e r i n g i n t h e f e d e r a l
i nfras truct u r e
The official record on climate engineering – the established ‘facts’ on this
matter – opened another arena in which climate engineering began to materialise
in the political realm. The visions and assessments of what climate engineering
is, can, or should be, presented politics with a concrete set of techno-scientific
challenges, as we have seen in the previous section. These techno-scientific challenges did not merely remain the subject of abstract expert talk but had structural
consequences too: politics began to structurally internalise climate engineering in the form of these techno-scientific challenges. It translated these expert
assessments into federal programs, funding decisions, rules and legislation.
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This arena of the emerging politics of climate engineering thus directly builds
on the previous one. Yet, it draws our attention to a slightly different notion of
‘politics’. Instead of bringing into focus the epistemic authority of selected experts
and policymakers to assemble climate engineering as a governance object, this
second arena sheds light on the structural consequences of these definitional
struggles. It traces the political institutionalisation of this newly defined issue
within the federal bureaucracy.
Science ‘meets’ politics in this arena not in the form of staged advice, but
in the form of relevant expert capacities within the federal infrastructure.
Policymakers in this case assessed which kinds of climate engineering-relevant
expertise was already at their disposal within the federal bureaucracy. Building
on this inventory, they took matters into their own hands, seeking to steer the
proper establishment of such expert capacities and the respective advancement
of research and development.

Taking inventory, charting new territory
One aspect of this political internalisation of climate engineering appeared
as a kind of climate policy introspective. As part of its programmatic inquiry
into climate engineering in 2009, Congress began to screen and inventory
the federal landscape for relevant climate engineering expertise.61 Around
that same time, a number of initiatives and task forces appeared on the political scene, devising ‘strategic plans’ and charting roadmaps for policymakers
and the government to advance and guide a future approach to the issue.62
According to the Science Committee itself, the goal of this political inventory was to look forward. Such an inventory would allow policymakers to
effectively ‘guide future government and academic structures for research
and development activities in this field’.63 The arrival of climate engineering on the political agenda entailed the introduction of a new category in
this context, a category, along which existing expert capacities and legal
frameworks could be inventoried, assessed and developed. As a new category, climate engineering began re-aligning climate science and politics
in the form of political resources and funds, expert capacities, and legal
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frameworks. To politics, climate engineering emerged here as both, already
existing and entirely new.
We get an idea of how climate engineering took political shape in this case –
how this ‘inventory’ bound past to future, the existing to the new – by turning
to the assessment provided by the Government Accountability Office (GAO).
As we have seen in the previous section, the congressional request for GAO’s
assessment formally introduced climate engineering to the US climate policy
agenda in the fall of 2009.64 This assessment concerned both existing research
and development capacities, as well as the applicability of federal laws and legal
frameworks to climate engineering.
To begin with, the Science Committee tasked GAO with assessing ‘the extent
to which the federal government is sponsoring or participating in geoengineering
research or deployment’.65 We can see how difficult and necessarily messy this
endeavour must have been. How to decide what qualifies as a climate engineering
and what does not? GAO decided to distinguish between three forms of climate
engineering-relevant ‘activities’: (1) activities that were technically designated
to ‘conventional carbon mitigation efforts’, but were, in fact, ‘directly applicable
to a proposed geoengineering approach’; (2) activities that concerned ‘basic
scientific understanding of earth systems, processes, or technologies’ but might
be ‘applied generally to geoengineering’; (3) activities which are explicitly designated as climate engineering-relevant and do ‘not overlap with a conventional
carbon mitigation strategy’.66
The (albeit small) US budget for climate engineering in the 2009 and 2010
fiscal years varies substantially depending on whether all the above categories
are considered as climate engineering relevant activities or only the explicitly
designated ones:
GAO’s analysis found that 43 activities, totaling about $99 million, focused
either on mitigation strategies or basic science. Most of the research focused
on mitigation efforts, such as geological sequestration of CO2, which were
identified as relevant to CDR approaches but not designed to address them
directly. GAO found that nine activities, totaling about $1.9 million, directly
investigated SRM or less conventional CDR approaches.67
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As a result, the agency argued that, yes, ‘federal agencies are sponsoring research
relevant to geoengineering, but there is no coordinated federal strategy, making
it difficult to determine the extent of relevant research’.68 GAO presented its final
results to Congress in 2010, pressing its main message already in the study’s
title: ‘A Coordinated Strategy Could Focus Federal Geoengineering Research
and Inform Governance Efforts’.
Congress additionally asked the Government Accountability Office for ‘the
extent to which federal laws and international agreements apply to geoengineering’.69 This not only concerned the provision of relevant scientific expertise;
it also meant evaluating the legal and regulatory frameworks within which
this new approach to tackling climate change would operate. Formulating the
challenge of governing climate change as a challenge of deliberately modifying
climate change meant a substantial shift of perspective in this context. Climate
engineering essentially turns the politics of climate change upside down.
In addition to commissioning the report by GAO, the US Science Committee
dedicated the final of its three programmatic hearings on climate engineering
especially to legal and governance questions, and it tasked the Congressional
Research Service (CRS) with providing further advice on these issues.70 In their
assessments, both GAO and CRS examined the applicability of US law to this
new category within US climate policy. The agencies took stock of existing entities and frameworks within the federal bureaucracy ‘that might apply if climate
engineering were tested or deployed at a large scale’.71 Due to the global impacts of
any envisioned climate engineering scheme, both agencies furthermore pointed
to the relevance of international legal frameworks.72 Against this backdrop, existing regulatory frameworks, such as ENMOD, the London Protocol, the Law
of the Sea, the Antarctic Treaty, or the UNFCC were assessed regarding their
applicability and their potential for respective adjustments.73
GAO remained rather vague in their assessment, simply noting that ‘the
extent to which existing federal laws and international agreements apply to
geoengineering is unclear, and experts and officials identified governance
challenges’.74 The judgement of CRS illustrates the difficulties of translating an
umbrella term, such as climate engineering, into concrete governance measures.
The agency concluded that a flexible governance system would be needed as
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‘different technologies, different stages of the research and deployment cycle,
and different environments for research and deployment activities may require
different methods for oversight’.75

Tasking agencies with conducting original research
Aside from the US political inventory of relevant climate engineering capacities,
the political system began to take matters into its own hands. In the following, we will see how politics internalised climate engineering into the federal
infrastructure by approaching relevant agencies and departments directly and
seeking to deliberately steer the development of climate engineering expertise.
The prospect of advancing climate engineering as a potential policy tool turned
basic scientific challenges into direct policy concerns; it made the political
system attempt to jump scientific hurdles.
To begin with, the political system began internalising climate engineering
by tasking federal agencies with conducting original research. In particular, the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), an agency within
the Department of Commerce, emerged as a critical node of policy-relevant
climate engineering expertise in this context. The agency was the target of both
efforts to establish relevant carbon dioxide removal, as well as solar radiation
management expertise.
We get a sense of what this means by examining the presidential proposals
and congressional negotiations of the agency’s budget between 2009 and 2012.
In 2009, the House Committee on Appropriations argued that ‘ocean fertilisation’, one particular approach to carbon dioxide removal, ‘[…] has the potential
to be used for climate change mitigation in the future, but that further research
is needed’ and that ‘the Committee [therefore] encourages NOAA to support
research into carbon sinks through ocean fertilization’.76 One year later, the topic
was again on the agenda of the agency’s budget hearings. When the Science
Committee assessed the Obama administration’s budget proposals for NOAA,
it wanted to know what research would be needed to better understand climate
engineering, and specifically, what kinds of ‘research capabilities, both internal to
the agency and through external partnerships’ NOAA could provide to contribute
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to such a better understanding.77 Jane Lubchenco, then NOAA Administrator,
pointed out that a successful climate engineering approach ‘would require full
scientific understanding of the underlying physical and chemical processes’. She
emphasised the need for extensive research, not only natural scientific, but also
economic, and suggested that ‘enhanced communication and expanded efforts’
between ‘NOAA, other parts of the federal government, university and industry
partners, and the international community’ would become necessary.78
In its 2012 budget proposal for the agency, the House of Representatives
officially tasked NOAA with assessing the mitigation potential of ocean fertilisation measures.79 Specifically, the House Appropriations Committee suggested
that the agency should ‘address key scientific questions regarding the potential
impacts of iron fertilization on the oceans’ and should coordinate in this effort
‘with other Federal agencies, academia, and the private sector, as appropriate’.80
In the report that NOAA published in response to this inquiry, the agency suggested the immediate scientific merit of exploring this policy option. It reported
that ocean fertilisation research
has made an extremely valuable contribution to the scientific understanding
of the ocean carbon cycle and its role in the global carbon cycle on time
scales ranging from glacial episodes thousands of years in the Earth’s past
to today’s changing climate.81

These records thus suggest how climate engineering effectively ‘matched’ political with scientific challenges, to use Zeke Baker’s words here.82 It directly and
seamlessly bound political efforts at tackling a societal issue to scientific struggles of understanding the ocean carbon cycle. The political vision of governing
climate change by removing CO2 from the atmosphere made complex scientific
challenges – challenges no less than gaining ‘full scientific understanding’ of the
physics and chemistry of climate change – into an immediate political concern.
Almost ten years later, we can trace a similar dynamic with regards to solar
radiation management approaches. In December of 2019, Congressman Jerry
McNerney (D-California) introduced the Atmospheric Climate Intervention
Research Act to the House of Representatives. This proposed legislation sought
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to amend the America COMPETES Act83, a bill which was originally introduced
by Bart Gordon and signed into law by President George W. Bush in 2007 to
‘improve the competitiveness of the United States’ by means of ‘invest[ing]
in innovation through research and development’.84 If enacted, the proposed
Atmospheric Climate Intervention Research Act would essentially formulate
research into solar radiation management as one critical component of such a
research program geared at national competitiveness and innovative capacities.
Specifically, it argues that the prospect of ‘inject[ing] material to temporarily
reduce global radiative forcing of climate’ introduces ‘significant risks’, which
need to be properly monitored. It also adds that NOAA is responsible for that
task.85 The bill suggests that this task would require
significant improvements to observations of the abundances and chemistry
of the stratospheric gases and particles and the reflectivity of the stratosphere
to establish the baseline state of the stratosphere and its trend over time
and to develop enhancements to stratospheric models used for predicting
climate impacts of material introduced into the stratosphere by natural or
other means.86

Building on this assessment, the bill tasks NOAA with improving these observational and measurement capabilities so that it could provide an understanding
of the ‘proposed atmospheric interventions in Earth’s climate’ and particularly
‘the effects of proposed interventions in the stratosphere and in cloud-aerosol
processes.87 In effect, the bill thus formulates climate engineering as another critical chapter in the national strategic cultivation of climatological research. Solar
radiation management emerges here not as a shocking change of perspective,
but rather as a critical building block in the logical continuation of US political
efforts to advance climate change expertise within the state.

Awarding cash prizes to push commercialisation of DAC
Aside from these efforts to steer the development of basic expertise within
the federal bureaucracy, the political system also began to internalise climate
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engineering in the form of more concrete technical challenges. One example,
which has gained a lot of political traction since 2009, is the commercialisation
of direct air capture (DAC) technology. Expert assessments on the political
feasibility of DAC have hinged primarily on questions of economic feasibility
and commercialisation, as we saw in the previous section. The political system
began translating and internalising this issue of economic feasibility and commercialisation of DAC in a number of ways, whether by authorising funds to
advance original research within the federal bureaucracy, or by incentivising
external research via Cash Prizes or grants, or by investing in demonstration
facilities.88 The political system in a sense sought to ‘jump start a DAC industry’,
as the Climate Crisis Select Committee put it.89
I want to elaborate on just one example in particular: between 2009 and
2019, John Barasso, a Republican Senator from Wyoming, introduced a number
of bills to Congress that sought to push commercialisation of direct air capture
(DAC) technology by awarding cash prizes.90 While the Carbon Dioxide Capture
Technology Act of 2009 and the Carbon Dioxide Capture Technology Prize Act
of 2011 were not enacted, the Utilizing Significant Emissions with Innovative
Technologies Act of 2019 – the USE IT Act, for short – passed the Senate in
2019. Building on the technical possibility ‘to separate carbon dioxide from …
the atmosphere’, the first two bills sought to ‘provide incentives to the development and implementation’ of technologies which would achieve this separation
‘in an economical manner’.91 The 2019 bill similarly emphasised that ‘high cost’
remains the ‘main prohibitive aspect’ when it comes to DAC technology.92 But,
how might the political system seek to steer techno-scientific innovation? In
this case, it resorted to promising cash prizes. If enacted, the 2019 bill would
authorise the administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency to administer a competitive prize program that awards ‘up to $35 million in funding’ to
DAC research projects.93
As in the previous examples, the outlook of climate engineering essentially
turns a scientific puzzle into a concern of direct national strategic relevance
here. Alluding to the research project that eventually led to the building of the
Atomic Bomb, the commercialisation of DAC technology was presented as a
national priority in the ‘Land of the Manhattan Project’.94 We will come back to
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how important this framing of climate change as a national-strategic innovation
challenge has been to the political advancement of climate engineering measures in the US since the early 2000s in Chapter 5. This language indicates how
the outlook of climate engineering corresponds to a somewhat odd or at least
striking problematisation of climate change. Climate change appears here not
merely as a curious scientific puzzle, but as an innovation challenge that needs
to be tackled by a concerted national effort. These prizes frame, define, and
institutionalise climate change as a challenge that concerns techno-scientific
innovation capacities as a matter of national pride and security. The labels
assigned to the cash prize initiatives (on which the 2019 bill builds) invoke the
transformative power of techno-scientific innovation for national strategic goals.
These include ‘Grand Challenges Prizes’, ‘Freedom Prizes’, or ‘Bright Tomorrow
Lighting Prizes’.95 Advancing research and development in this context emerges
as an essential component of a national energy policy strategy,96 and appears as
an opportunity to display world leadership.97

Climate engineering expert agencies within the federal infrastructure
This internalisation of climate engineering into the federal bureaucracy brought
a set of acronyms to the fore: NASA, NOAA, EPA, NCAR, NSF, but also DOE,
USDA, DOD, DOS or USGS.98 These acronyms stand for a group of federal
agencies and departments, bundling climate engineering expertise within the
state. Taken together, they bind the emerging politics of climate engineering to
a historically grown expert infrastructure that has provided scientific expertise
to US climate policy for many years.
As we will see in more detail in Chapter 4, the core of this group of expert
organisations were essential in institutionalising the climate change issue in the
federal bureaucracy. Roger Pielke Jr. has illustrated in detail how these agencies
pushed a federally coordinated climate change agenda and ‘developed expertise
and responsibility for different aspects of the climate change issue’ as soon as
the late 1970s, first in the form of the National Climate Program, and then,
since 1990, in the form of the United States Global Change Research Program
(USGCRP).99
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We will take a closer look at some of these agencies in Chapter 6 (see also
Appendix). For now, it is simply relevant to note that this set of expert agencies
embeds the recent rise of climate engineering as a controversial strategy of last
resort in the broader trajectory of climate change expertise in US politics. This
observation prepares one of this book’s bigger themes, which is that the recent
rise of climate engineering as a controversial ‘Plan B’ is yet another chapter in
the federal cultivation of climate change expertise. To quote Roger Pielke Jr.,
these organisations make the emerging politics of climate engineering part of
a story of ‘how science was enlisted in support of policy development through
the institutions of US government’. The status and role of these organisations
reflects the reciprocal dynamic of observing and addressing societal challenges.
The formulation of problem and response are necessarily intertwined.
This internalisation of climate engineering into the federal bureaucracy
illustrates that political issues do not appear from thin air. Expert capacities, programs, and agencies are hardly created from scratch. Instead of
amounting to a distinct, momentous decision, climate engineering arrived
in the political sphere in this arena as a kind of climate policy introspective, a new category to assess, to inventory, and around which to further
develop a historically grown federal infrastructure. This new category became
meaningful by sorting and advancing what was already there, by taking
stock of existing federal activities, which could then be adjusted, expanded
and differentiated.
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C ONCL USION TO PART I

Around 2009, climate engineering gained policy traction as a ‘bad idea whose
time has come’, as we have seen in Chapter 1.1 Instead of invoking positive visions
of socio-technical innovation, it emerged as a controversial last resort option, a
daunting Plan B that humanity must consider when facing the impending climate
crisis. This conflicted status of climate engineering raises important questions for
science and science policy scholarship: depending on where we stand, the question is either how these measures have earned a spot in policy agendas despite
their enormous scientific complexities and fierce political contestation. Or the
question is why these measures have only emerged as a last resort measure despite
their much-reiterated promise to tackle one of the most pressing challenges of
our time. By raising these questions, this book seeks to dissect this contested
innovation process and to confront notions of choicelessness in dealing with this
debate. Specifically, it retraces the ‘career’ of climate engineering as a product of
historically grown science-politics interrelations. This book asks for the kinds
of science-politics alliances that came to cast climate change as an engineering
challenge and established the concept of technological climate intervention as
the controversial policy measure that it is today.
In the first part of the book, we began this journey through the lens of politics.
We saw how climate engineering began to materialise in the political realm in two
distinct contexts. First, Chapter 2 illustrated how climate engineering became
established as a political issue in its own right when experts and policymakers
began producing an ‘official record’ on the topic around 2009. Climate engineering materialised here as subject to a kind of ‘staged advice’. Via congressional
expert testimonies, legislative and scientific assessment reports, scientific experts
essentially ‘assembled’ climate engineering as a potential policy measure.2 These
records established climate engineering as matter of fact(s); they defined its
status as a potential policy tool. As a result, these records essentially seem to
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de-politicise the emerging politics of climate engineering. Despite their political
importance in determining the very stakes of the debate, climate engineering
appears here in neat packages of relevant facts. These are apparently shielded
from the future politics on this issue that merely loom over these accounts in
the form of informed decisions that will follow somewhere down the line.
Secondly, Chapter 2 suggested how climate engineering became structurally internalised by the political system. Drawing on the ‘official record’ on the
issue, climate engineering appeared as a category along which policymakers and
scientific advisors ‘inventoried’ already existing expert capacities within and
beyond the federal bureaucracy and respectively sought to steer their further
development. Climate engineering in this context appeared as both already existing and entirely new: it provided a category that shed new light on a historically
developed infrastructure of climate science expertise in the federal bureaucracy.
Making sense of the emerging politics of climate engineering is thus not
merely a question of who or what managed to place a somehow predetermined
issue on the political agenda. It is rather a question of how politics came to look
at the issue of climate change in these terms of climatological intervention and
control; how the state adopted this perspective; how it both cultivated and
internalised this particular mode of observing, problematising, and tackling
climate change. To quote Allan, making sense of the emerging politics of climate
engineering requires considering how ‘the history of the governance object is
bound up with the history of knowledge production in scientific disciplines and
expert groups’.3 This first part of the book has set the stage for this endeavour,
hinting at the complex interplay of science and politics in shaping this career
of climate engineering. It has suggested how science comes to bear on politics,
not primarily in an advisory role or as a robust and solid ground for political
decision-making. Again, the politics of climate engineering cannot be merely
boiled down to a discrete decision which needs expert guidance. Much more
importantly, we have seen how the very notion of climate engineering essentially
links various lines of scientific research to the political challenge of governing
climate change. Climate engineering, in this sense, is neither simply a line of
scientific research that has become politically relevant, nor is it simply a political
project of control that has guided scientific research. Instead, climate engineering
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emerged precisely from the interrelation of science and politics. This suggests
that in order to make sense of climate engineering as something new and controversial, we need to understand it as something historically contingent. That
is, to reflect on how to move forward, we first must look back.

N otes
1
2
3

Kintisch.
See also Allan (2017).
Allan (2017: 139).
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PA RT I I

EARLY VI S IONS OF
CONTROL
‘Modification plans always were couched in the context of the pressing
issues … of their eras… Each generation … has had its own leading
issues for investing in technologies of control’.
Fleming (2010: 265)

3

W HER E DOES TH E STO RY
B EGIN?
As I suggested at the end of the last chapter, in order to make
sense of where we stand now, we first have to look back. So, where does this story
begin? In this second part of the book, we will see how trying to determine the
historical roots of what today is called climate engineering forces us to embark
on a turbulent journey through the history of climate science to the turn of the
twentieth century (and sometimes earlier to the seventeenth and eighteenth
century) when human efforts to modify climatic conditions gradually emerged
as a critical political project in North America and Europe.1 Exploring these
historical perspectives does more than add mere context or background to
the story of this book. They are essential to understanding the recent rise and
status of climate engineering. On the one hand, they unpack the roots of ideas
about ‘engineering’ or deliberately modifying the climate. These perspectives
explain how experts came to look at global warming as an engineering issue,
an issue that might be addressed by targeted techno-scientific intervention
and control. On the other hand, they suggest why climate engineering did not,
however, emerge as a ‘Plan A’ in the face of global warming, but instead gained
traction as a daunting possibility, a ‘bad idea whose time has come’. Diving into
the longer history of climate engineering thus explains how we arrived at the
present and provides the grounds for staging a meaningful debate over how to
move forward.
In this chapter, we will see how visions of control, deliberate intervention,
modification, or ‘engineering’, came to define relations between a nascent field
of climate science and politics during the first half of the twentieth century.
These visions of control ‘matched’2 the scientific to political struggles of the
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time. They fostered political interest in climate expertise and were instrumental
in establishing the institutional and material infrastructure that modern climate
science now rests on.3 This chapter will provide a brief glimpse into the longerstanding history of how experts came to look at climatic change in a way that
would suggest the option and potential of its targeted ‘engineering’. It traces
how this particular gaze onto the issue was assembled, providing the historical
roots for later notions of climate engineering.
Before we embark on this journey, it should be noted that this effort necessarily implies working with a moving target. I do not wish to suggest that these
early visions of climate modification and control – indeed the very concept of
what was understood as ‘climate’ – has been the same for the past hundred or
so years. Climate science, as we will see, was part of meteorology for most of
the twentieth century, and that means that ‘climate and weather were not just
intimately connected, they were essentially identical’.4 It was not really until
the 1980s that the climate emerged as a global category, understood as more
than aggregated weather phenomena. But this essential interrelation between
scientific insights and concepts on the one hand, and the social order on the
other, is precisely part of this story. The goal of the following pages in this
sense is to follow the experts’ accounts through their respective historical
settings and to understand how these accounts have incrementally assembled
a vision of deliberate climate modification and control that suggests climate
engineering as a potential remedy against global warming. So, when I speak
of ‘climate’ in the following, then this necessarily comprises a very different
scientific concept than the one that emerged during the second half of the
twentieth century.

T h e discovery o f a ‘g r a nd p o ssi b i l i t y ’ : N ot i o n s o f
c l i m at e m o d i f i c at i o n b e f o r e t h e m i d - t w e n t i e t h
c e ntury
On 14 August 1912, an Australian newspaper featured some promising news
on the prospects of climatic changes, or, more specifically, on the ‘considerable’
impact that carbon dioxide emissions may have on the Earth’s temperature:
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The furnaces of the world are now burning about 2,000,000,000 tons of coal
a year. When this is burned, uniting with oxygen, it adds about 7,000,000,000
tons of carbon dioxide to the atmosphere yearly. This tends to make the air
a more effective blanket for the earth and to raise its temperature. The effect
may be considerable in a few centuries.5

This newspaper snippet illustrates how initial observations of what today is
considered one of the greatest challenges to humankind, not only motivated
optimistic reactions, but seemed to promise great potential. Scientists viewed
carbon emissions not as a potential problem, but as a potential solution: ‘warming seemed a good thing’.6 In fact, early observers of human impacts on the
climate sensed a ‘grand possibility’ to deliberately regulate the ‘future climate
of the earth’.7 In what follows, we will trace how human impacts on the climate
incrementally emerged as an object of scientific observation and political interest
during the turn of the twentieth century and how this fuzzy picture of climatic
change fostered initial hopes of deliberate modification.

Observing, charting, mapping: The rise of weather stations
The emergence of a global system of meteorological data collection spanned
several centuries and varied substantially across different nations.8 In the United
States, coordinated data collection emerged from scattered individual efforts,
dating all the way back to the seventeenth century. In his ‘Short Bibliography of
United States Climatology’ from 1918, Harvard Professor Robert Ward refers to
Rev. John Campanius, ‘who, in 1644–45, at the Swedes’ Fort, near Wilmington,
Del. kept what is believed to have been the first regular record of the weather on
the North American continent’.9 These efforts gained political support through
several of the so-called founding fathers who began charting weather and water
temperatures during the eighteenth century.10
Early notions of climate modification appear here already in the context
of American settler colonialism. Historian Jim Fleming recounts how the idea
that the North American climate could be improved by cultivating the land
was a critical theme in colonial America. ‘Colonial promoters’ suggested that
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by settling the land – clearing the forests and cultivating the soil – the climate
would become more moderate and pleasant.11 This narrative became an integral
part of the colonial project. Proponents envisioned that the so improved and
cultivated climate would provide a ‘proper nursery of genius, learning, industry
and the liberal arts’.12 Critical voices warned of the adverse effects of these early
climate modification schemes, suggesting that deforestation was in fact leading
to desertification and crop failure.13
The nineteenth century brought coordination and cooperation to this new
endeavour, as interested parties attempted to standardise and broaden the scope
of meteorological observations. Most of the early efforts to coordinate data
collection were state funded and driven by military and regional agricultural
interests.14 The first nationally coordinated data collection effort in the United
States was initiated by an 1816 order from the Army’s Medical Department,
which made it obligatory for every surgeon to keep a weather diary.15 This military
order generated a detailed record of weather data.16 In 1849, the Smithsonian
Institution initiated a ‘fairly extended system of observations’ employing as
many as three hundred and fifty observers. This work was later transferred to
the War Department (as were all of the Smithsonian’s meteorological initiatives). Finally, in 1870, the US government established the National Weather
Service (NWS). As with previous initiatives, the work of the Weather Service
was closely linked to the military. Military posts served as central meteorological observation points and the army’s Chief Signal Officer oversaw the most
important tasks being conducted by the newly created institution.17 Jim Fleming
suggests that the Weather Service essentially served as a ‘national surveillance
force’. Weather patterns were just one of the ‘threats to the domestic order’ that
were observed here, from ‘striking railroad workers, Indian uprisings on the
frontier, locust outbreaks, and natural hazards to transportation, commerce,
and agriculture’.18
During these early years, ‘climate research’ in the United States thus primarily consisted of a network of amateur observers, charting and mapping
weather patterns and temporal variations through an infrastructure of state and
private weather services. These weather services largely amounted to ‘ad hoc
efforts staffed by volunteers’ and were strongly tied to practical – agricultural,
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security – interests.19 The relevant theoretical insights that would contribute to
scientific theories of climatic change happened elsewhere.

Scientific advances and the emergence of the hothouse theory
Progress in physical theories of global climate change was not systematically
tied to this emerging infrastructure of practically oriented weather services.20
Instead, it was generated as part of a series of individual efforts without a clear
institutional centre, mostly scattered across Europe.21 Only in hindsight can
these efforts be understood as contributing to a joint trajectory. At the time, it
rather seemed like a big mess, ‘each expert championed a personal theory about
the cause of climate change’ as Spencer Weart suggests.22
There are many rich histories of this ‘discovery’ of global warming and the
greenhouse effect.23 What follows can hardly serve as a comprehensive summary of these important insights. I merely want to focus on some of the central
insights and relevant theories as they relate to the question at hand, namely
how efforts to understand were connected to efforts to deliberately modify
and control the climate.
In the 1850s and 60s, Irishman John Tyndall, a professor of natural philosophy at the Royal Institute of Great Britain, experimented with the radiative
potential of various gases in the atmosphere, including carbon dioxide, ozone,
and water vapour.24 By 1861, Tyndall had concluded that these gases were
responsible for ‘all the mutations of climate which the research of geologists
reveal. […] They constitute true causes, the extent alone of the operation
remaining doubtful’.25 Tyndall eventually demonstrated that trace atmospheric
constituents effectively retained heat radiation, attesting to what was then called
the ‘hot-house theory’.26 Building on this research, as well as the work of the
French physicist Joseph Fourier, and others, Swedish physicist Svante Arrhenius
and meteorologist Nils Gustav Ekholm studied the impact of carbon dioxide on
the Earth’s temperature.27 Earlier scientific findings on the connection between
carbon dioxide and the climate had focused primarily on geophysical variations
in the carbon cycle due to volcanic eruptions, vegetation, and other natural
factors.28 Arrhenius extended these insights by developing a model that could
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predict the onset of Ice Ages29 – an issue that motivated much climate research
at the end of the nineteenth century.30
Although scientists initially believed that anthropogenic carbon emissions
played a rather negligible role in climate processes, this understanding shifted
dramatically shortly thereafter.31 About a decade after Arrhenius had presented
his prominent paper, ‘On the Influence of Carbonic Acid in the Air upon the
Temperature on the Ground’,32 to the Stockholm Physical Society, he began to
recognise the ‘noticeable degree’ to which the percentage of atmospheric carbon
dioxide had changed in response to ‘the advances of industry […] in the course
of a few centuries’.33 By slowly detecting the societal impact on the geologic processes of the climate system, Arrhenius and Ekholm incrementally united human
agency and the natural climate system at the dawn of the twentieth century.34
This early theoretical advancement of climatological knowledge, however,
did not include prophetic concerns about a global warming trend.35 In fact, the
initial problematisation of climatic change inverted today’s problematisation of
the issue: well into the twentieth century, the assumption was that humankind
would soon experience a new Ice Age.36 Emerging insights into the possible
human impact on the climate via the burning of fossil fuels thus sparked hope,
namely, the hope of being able to avert the daunting crisis of a freezing planet.37
In effect, these insights prompted early visions of control, suggesting the
potential to deliberately modify the climate. Writing in 1901, Ekholm was
amazed by the sheer potential and prospect of human impacts on the climate.
His observations seemed to promise the possibility
[…] that Man [sic] will be able efficaciously to regulate the future climate of the
earth and consequently prevent the arrival of a new Ice Age. […]. It is too
early to judge of how far Man might be capable of thus regulating the future
climate. But already the view of such a possibility seems to me so grand that
I cannot help thinking that it will afford to Mankind hitherto unforeseen
means of evolution.38

Fleming therefore described Ekholm as an ‘early and eager spokesman for
anthropogenic climate control’.39 Observations such as the one by Ekholm or
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the Australian newspaper from the beginning of this chapter, illustrate just how
differently climatic change and deliberate climate intervention were related in
this historical setting compared to today. The prospect of anthropogenic climate
change appears here as an ‘unforeseen means of evolution’, hardly comparable
to the daunting prospect of dangerous global warming that we are confronted
with today. This begins to suggest just how deeply embedded scientific insights
are in their respective historical times.
We must fast forward several decades from Ekholm’s observations to see
how empirical evidence of a warming trend that could be confirmed by detailed
meteorological records pushed the carbon dioxide theory of climatic change
back into the scientific limelight.40 In 1938, Guy Stewart Callendar, a British
engineer, re-established the scientific validity of the carbon dioxide theory
of climate change41 when he presented a data set that clearly demonstrated a
warming trend. Although he was not a professionally trained meteorologist, he
‘had the audacity to stand before the Royal Meteorological Society in London’42
and formulate the carbon dioxide theory in its ‘recognizably modern form’.43
To be sure, weather researchers continued to view anthropogenic warming as
unproblematic. In the context of continued fear of the coming Ice Age, Callendar,
too, believed that his findings ensured the indefinite delay of the ‘return of the
deadly glaciers’.44
At the turn of the twentieth century, the relationship between scientific progress
in climatology (as a subfield of meteorology) and the state was thus defined by a
notable divide. On the one hand, there was scientific progress and disciplinary
advancements scattered across many individual projects of scientific curiosity,
and on the other, there was the dominant system of state-supported weather
services that employed most ‘meteorologists’ of the time. This divide was particularly substantial in the United States, as we have seen, where climate research
was mostly restricted to the Weather Bureau and strongly tied to military and
practical agricultural interests.45 Through the first half of the twentieth century,
most professionals at the Bureau ‘lacked any college degree’.46 Indeed, the first
meteorological university department in the United States was not established
until 1928 (at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology).47 According to
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Spencer Weart, the predominant assumption during this time was that ‘a canny
amateur with no academic credentials could predict rain as successfully as a
Ph.D. meteorologist’.48 The divide between academic research and pragmatic
weather services was somewhat less dramatic in other countries. In Europe, for
example, meteorology was considered equally prestigious as astronomy and theoretical research in the field was conducted in academic institutions in Norway,
Sweden, England, and Germany.49 But ‘everywhere’, as Edwards suggests, it was
national weather services and not universities or other academic institutions
that employed the vast majority of meteorologists. Climate research, in other
words, mainly boiled down to charting and forecasting the weather during the
time and was seen ‘as a form of practical work, rather than a research science’.50
There was no political interest in advancing scientific theoretical work in the field.

T h e g eopol it i c a l c ha lle ng e s o f t h e t w e n t i e t h c e nt u ry : C a lc u l at i n g , p r e d i c t i n g , a n d c o n t ro l l i n g
t h e cl imate
The beginning of World War II changed this outlook substantially. Political
(and especially military) interest in expanding techno-scientific control over
climatic conditions ‘matched’ scientific interests. This lead to the setup of a
massive infrastructure of climatological expertise and effectively advanced the
emergence of climatology as a bounded discipline.51 As we will see later, this
infrastructure eventually ‘discovered’ anthropogenic climate change as an issue
of environmental safeguarding, effectively questioning the hopes of technoscientific intervention that had driven the very setup of this infrastructure.
Put differently, the infrastructure that was devised to make the Earth’s climate
politically legible and controllable would later put the very prospect of control
into question.

Linking political and scientific agendas around climatological expertise
The geopolitical challenges of the mid-twentieth century transformed meteorology and oceanography, into what Zeke Baker refers to as a political ‘high-stakes
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issue’.52 Baker recounts how in the United States especially, climate research
became a well-established scientific discipline in the face of these challenges. The
urgent military need for progress in meteorological and oceanographic expertise
pushed scientific boundaries, uniting the formerly disparate state-funded and
scientific efforts in climate research, and – in Baker’s terms – directly ‘matched’
political and scientific challenges.
World War II generated a boom in both meteorological personnel and
observational infrastructure. At the beginning of the war, US meteorologists
remained institutionally bound to the Weather Bureau and isolated from academic networks. As indicated earlier, this marked a stark contrast from Europe.
Thus, when major US universities began developing academic programs in
the early 1940s, almost all were directed by Scandinavians who taught Bergen
school theories and methods.53 The so-called Bergen school, named after
their Norwegian location, was a group of researchers linked to the Norwegian
meteorologist Vilhelm Bjerknes who ‘redefined the basic concepts of weather
prediction’ and provided the cornerstone for scientific meteorology.54 Bjerknes
essentially conceptualised meteorology as an exact atmospheric science, providing the theoretical foundations for climate modelling. The atmosphere became
understood in this context as a ‘purely mechanical and physical phenomenon’,
an ‘air mass circulation engine’, as Gabriele Gramelsberger explains. This engine
is driven ‘by solar radiation and gravitational forces expressed in local differences of velocity, density, air pressure, temperature, and humidity’.55 With this
understanding, Bjerknes outlined the basic equations for a General Circulation
Model (GCM) of the climate. The problem, however, was that they were too
complex to solve with the then existing analytical methods. It would take the
advent of computers to turn these equations into action and run the first numerical climate models, as we will see in a bit.
The Bergen school scientists ‘worked diligently’ to make their insights
known internationally.56 In the end, Fleming suggests that it was a graduate
student, Anne Louise Beck, who drew the attention of the US Weather Bureau
to the Bergen school methods for the very first time. After a year of working
alongside Bjerknes, Beck published her thesis in the Monthly Weather Review
making it visible across the Atlantic. In addition, the military challenges of
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an air-based war directly matched the scientific challenges of understanding,
observing and bringing new perspectives to atmospheric circulation dynamics.57 As a result, the war facilitated the development of critical observational
and computational infrastructure, including radar, satellites, and the electronic
computer.58 In a matter of years, tens of thousands of Americans were trained
as meteorologists and technicians. Some observers of the era have estimated
a 1500% growth in professional personnel during the war years.59 Established
only eight years earlier, the army’s Air Weather Service (AWS), for example,
employed 19,000 people by 1945.60 This military connection persisted as we
will see. Long after the war had ended, most American meteorologists were
still linked to the military.61
By the end of the war, basic scientific advancement in climate science had
become a national strategy as part of the escalating conflict with the Soviet
Union. Within this context, climate science emerged as a bounded scientific
field based on its capacity to ‘shape the national security state’,62 and it thrived
because it was directly linked to the continuing geopolitical challenges of the
time. This distinct science-politics configuration facilitated substantial advances
in the problematisation of both climate change and climate control.
The International Geophysical Year (IGY), a set of projects spanning
1957 and 1958, as well as the first computer model experiments, were both
essential developments in the problematisation of climate change as a societal
challenge. The IGY was a response to the increasingly intolerable disciplinary fragmentation of climate-related research in the middle of the twentieth
century. Researchers from a plethora of distinct, highly specialised subfields
were struggling to collaborate across disciplinary and geographical borders.
The IGY addressed this challenge by invoking political hopes for military
applications of the resulting knowledge:63 ‘[N]ational security and scientific
internationalism coalesced around a broad program of rational mastery […]’.64
The resulting project offered opportunities for international scientists from
different disciplines to work together on ‘interdisciplinary research projects
grander than any attempted before’.65 As part of the IGY projects, Charles
David Keeling commenced measurements of carbon dioxide (CO2) on top of
the active Mauna Loa volcano in Hawaii.66 Keeling’s measurements resulted
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in the infamous Keeling Curve, an ‘icon’ of anthropogenic climate change
today.67 His insights were able ‘put a capstone’ on the earlier work by Tyndall,
Arrhenius, Callendar, and others.68
The 1950s and 1960s also witnessed the computation of the earliest climate
models. As we saw earlier, Vilhelm Bjerknes and Felix Exner had identified the
basic equations of atmospheric dynamics in the early twentieth century. Starting
in the 1940s, an increasing focus on numerical weather prediction linked scientific challenges related to the representation of atmospheric dynamics to military
strategic challenges, such as aviation safety.69 The subsequent advent of the first
calculating machines – and eventually the electronic computer – meant that
Bjerknes and Exner’s equations could be mathematically solved and computed.70
What follows is a rush of events, driven both by US American and Scandinavian
scientists.71 In the US, Jule Charney and others successfully computed several
prognoses on the Electronic Numerical Integrator and Computer (ENIAC).72
Gabriele Gramelsberger and Johann Feichter recount how, beginning already
in 1948, Charney and his colleagues ‘developed the very first computer model
for weather forecasting, a simple barotropic model with geostrophic wind for
the area of the United States of America’.73 In 1950, the scientists then ran ‘the
first numerical experiment ever conducted in meteorology’.74 And in the spring
of 1953, Swedish scientists generated what would be the very first real-time
weather prediction on the Swedish Binary Electronic Sequence Calculator
(BESK).75 The scientists were successful at ‘beating the actual weather by some
ninety minutes’.76 These developments incrementally transformed meteorology
from a strictly descriptive field of rather practical ambitions into an increasingly
theory- and model-based science.77

The rise of deliberate climate modification …
After the war ended, the boom in numerical weather prediction was sustained
by the growing political interest in modifying atmospheric processes.78 Global
climate models provided a critical link between the advancement of political and
scientific infrastructures, securing financial and organisational resources for both
sides. The newly established infrastructure of meteorological expertise enabled
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observations at higher resolutions and thus generated visions of prediction and
control in relation to the climate.
The work of Harry Wexler, one of the most renowned meteorologists of
the mid-twentieth century, is a case in point.79 In Wexler’s career, many of the
institutions, concepts, and infrastructures that had been shaping the establishment of climate expertise at the interface of science and politics coalesced.
Wexler became an internationally recognised figure pushing the boundaries
of new technologies. He pioneered the use of electronic computers for climate
modelling purposes and was centrally involved in the management of US
atmospheric observations via satellites and rockets. Wexler worked for the US
Weather Bureau throughout his career and in 1961 was appointed to represent
the United States in negotiations with the Soviet Union on the joint use of
meteorological satellites.
In the 1950s, Wexler began to dedicate Bureau resources to the critical
exploration of climate control.80 Somewhat ironically, Wexler’s appraisal of
climate intervention options was an important step in the further advancement
of this research. As a well-established and renowned scientist, Wexler was able
to supply this line of inquiry with professional legitimacy, despite his critical
attitude towards these measures.81 This ambiguous engagement with the outlook
of climate control is thus notable as it parallels the stance of much of the scientific
exploration of climate engineering today. In other words, Wexler’s pioneering
engagement with climate control seems driven by a somewhat sceptical scientific curiosity, a curiosity that, on the one hand, effectively advanced the debate,
drawing attention to not only the possibility and outlook of such an endeavour,
but also to some of the technical intricacies. Meanwhile, on the other hand, it
was guided by concern and distress for what this might imply.
In 1958, Wexler criticised the ‘tempting’ possibility of modifying basic
atmospheric radiation, particularly by altering the Earth’s reflectivity.82 Wexler
concluded that
when serious proposals for large-scale weather modification are advanced,
as they inevitably will be, the full resources of general-circulation knowledge
and computational meteorology must be brought to bear in predicting the
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results so as to avoid the unhappy situation of the cure being worse than
the ailment.83

Four years later, he pursued his sceptical fascination with anthropogenic climate control in a lecture entitled, ‘On the Possibilities of Climate Control’,
which was addressed to technical audiences across the country.84 Wexler was
explicitly concerned here not with the prospect of local weather modification
schemes – such as precipitation control or ‘rain-making’ – but with planetaryscale modifications that would result in ‘large-scale effects on general circulation
patterns in short or longer periods, even approaching that of climatic change’.85
Notably, this concern included both deliberate as well as unwanted, inadvertent
modifications of the climate, a distinction which emerged as essential during
these years as we will see later.
In his lectures, Wexler presented a ‘purely hypothetical’ taxonomy of different
kinds of climate modification schemes which ‘man might attempt deliberately to
exert and also which he may now be performing or will soon be performing in
ignorance of its consequences’.86 This taxonomy of deliberate as well as inadvertent climate modification schemes included approaches to both heat and cool
the planet. He suggested (a) increasing the global temperature ‘by injecting a
cloud of ice crystals into the polar atmosphere by detonating 10 H-bombs on
the Arctic sea ice; (b) decreasing the global temperature by installing a global
sun shield, by launching ‘a ring of dust particles into equatorial orbit to shade
the Earth’; (c) suggesting that we ‘warm the lower atmosphere and cool the
stratosphere by injecting ice, water, or other substances into space’; and finally
(d) ‘destroy[ing] all stratospheric ozone, raise the tropopause, and cool the
stratosphere by up to 80°C [144 °F] by an injection of catalytic de-ozonizer
such as chlorine or bromine’.87
In that same year, 1962, after witnessing how substantial progress in climatological research further fuelled scientists’ interest in climate modification,
Wexler warned a United Nations panel of the ‘inherent risks’ of this endeavour.88
Only a few years later, however, many national research organisations and scientific advisory bodies, such as the National Science Foundation (NSF), the
President’s Science Advisory Committee (PSAC), the RAND Corporation,
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and the National Academy of Sciences (NAS), began to embrace the idea that
increasingly better understanding of climatological processes would eventually
lead to the option of their deliberate modification and ‘engineering’.89
In some respects, the debate that emerged over climate control during these
years is thus strikingly comparable to discussions over climate engineering today.90
David Keith suggests that ‘the case for continuity’ between the emerging interest
in deliberate climate modification during the 1960s and the debate over climate
engineering today primarily ‘rests on the similarity of proposed technical methods, the continuity of citations to earlier work’, as well as ‘a similarity of debate
about legal and political problems’ with the discussed measures.91 The technical
concepts that were being discussed during the 1960s bear ‘a strong similarity’
in particular to what is now labelled as solar radiation management.92 Not only
Wexler’s work, but also many of the above-mentioned assessments of climate
control explored the potential of modifying the Earth’s reflectivity (albedo) in
order to bring about deliberate changes in the global temperature. Technologies
to remove CO2 from the atmosphere, in contrast, were not yet discussed, despite
the fact that carbon dioxide emissions were increasingly recognised as a problem,
leading to ‘inadvertent modification of atmospheric processes’.93
A relevant difference between the debate in the 1960s and today concerns
the motivation behind efforts to deliberately modify the climate. Keith suggests
that during the 1960s, the focus rested on an ‘improvement of the natural state
or mitigation of natural hazards, whereas the aim of recent geoengineering
proposals is the mitigation of anthropogenic hazards’.94 The problematisation of
deliberate climate modification as a potential political tool, as a response measure, or device of societal transformation, in other words, must be understood in
the particular context of its time. Anthropogenic climate change as the defining
reference problem for the current debate over climate engineering was only
beginning to appear as an issue of global political significance during these years.

… And the rise of inadvertent climate modification
The rising interest in the potential of climate modification during the 1950s and
1960s not only pushed hopes for techno-scientific control over the atmosphere
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further into the science-policy limelight, but it also foreshadowed an imminent
turning point in debates about such measures. Towards the latter half of the
1960s, environmental concerns appeared as increasingly prominent reference
points in explorations of climate modification. Assessments of a grand possibility
incrementally converged with the incremental discovery of a potential problem.
Military interests had dominated efforts in weather control, particularly precipitation control during the Cold War. Cloud seeding discoveries at the General
Electric Corporation after the war, for example, significantly advanced both
commercial and military interest in these options.95 During the 1960s, scores of
deliberate weather and climate modification programs operated in the United
States96, as well as in the Soviet Union. Climate modification efforts continued
to be largely motivated by the depiction of technological power as central to
national strategic interests.97
Towards the end of the 1960s, this military exploration of climate modification was punctuated by the recognition of unwanted side effects. For the first
time, ‘inadvertent climate modification’ started to appear relatively consistently
as a topic. This ‘inadvertent modification’ was not yet problematised as a societal
issue with global political consequences, but rather as an involuntary consequence of ‘the technological evolution of man’.98 Assessment bodies, such as the
National Academies remained largely enthusiastic about the ‘exciting’ prospect
of ‘man’s … power to modify his atmospheric environment’. Yet, incrementally,
this power now seemed to provide both ‘challenge and opportunity:’
The challenge and opportunity presented to the world by the prospect of
man’s achieving the power to modify his atmospheric environment is one
of the most exciting of the long-range aspects of the subject. We are dealing with the possible consequences of a new and perhaps enormous power
to influence the conditions of human life. Its potentialities for beneficial
application are vast.99

In these expert observations, climatological research not only promised a great
prospect – namely to deliberately modify the global climate – but it also began to
foster a cautious sense of humility in the face of this ‘enormous power’.100 What
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would a couple of years later be discussed as problem and response, emerged
here as two sides of a single equation: deliberate or ‘conscious’ modification
was juxtaposed with ‘inadvertent human intervention’.101
This chapter has provided just a brief glimpse into the entangled histories of
climate science and climate modification schemes. While scientific research
and state interests have initially evolved separately in the United States, the geopolitical challenges of early and mid-twentieth century forged strong alliances
between the two. Notions of modification and control were critical drivers of
these alliances and thus figured prominently in the material and institutional
establishment of climatology during this time. A dive into the early history of
climate science has suggested that before human impacts on the climate were
considered as a problem of global societal significance, they were seen as a
major new opportunity, an exciting potential of the ‘enormous power of man’.
From this perspective, we might thus expect that the impending politicisation
of anthropogenic climate change during the 1980s would lend renewed political
attention to deliberate modification schemes. We might expect, in other words,
that what is referred to today as ‘climate engineering’ would gain unprecedented
steam in the face of the discovery of this new ‘grand societal challenge’. As we
will see in the next chapter, however, the years that followed – especially the
late 1960s to the 1990s – would tell a different story.
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Y EAR S OF F RACTUR E
In 1965, the President’s Science Advisory Committee (PSAC) published
a report entitled ‘Restoring the Quality of Our Environment’.1 The report
ushered in a new chapter in the career of climate engineering. It broke new
ground as it prepared a momentous departure from the problematisation of
climatic change that we explored in the previous chapter, and that had defined
much of the 1930s through 1960s. Instead of problematising human-induced
climatic change as a matter of inadvertent and deliberate climate modification,
this report introduced the distinction of problem and response for the first time.
This implied a two-fold shift – a shift that essentially prepared the grounds of
the debate over climate engineering today.
What used to be discussed as inadvertent climate modification, as the mere
side-effect of deliberate modification schemes, now became formulated as an
issue in its own right. It became understood as an environmental problem of
global societal significance, moving much closer to an understanding of what
we discuss today as global warming. And, what used to be discussed as deliberate
climate modification was no longer merely formulated as a great opportunity to
improve the Earth’s climate or to mitigate natural hazards. But it appeared as a
potential response measure against the very problem of inadvertent modification. It gained significance as a potential remedy against anthropogenic climate
change, thus moving much closer to an understanding of what we discuss today
as climate engineering.
Specifically, the President’s Science Advisory Committee warned that ‘[t]he
climatic changes that may be produced by the increased CO2 content could be
deleterious from the point of view of human beings’. The committee then continues
to advise President Johnson to explore measures of deliberate climate modification as a potential response to address this very problem. The authors continue:
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The possibilities of deliberately bringing about countervailing climatic
changes therefore need to be thoroughly explored. A change in the radiation balance in the opposite direction to that which might result from the
increase of atmospheric CO2 could be produced by raising the albedo, or
reflectivity, of the earth. Such a change in albedo could be brought about,
for example by spreading very small reflecting particles over large oceanic
areas. The particles should be sufficiently buoyant so that they will remain
close to the sea surface and they should have a high reflectivity, so that even
a partial covering of the surface would be adequate to produce a marked
change in the amount of reflected sunlight.2

Characteristic for the time, the authors focused primarily on measures to alter
the Earth’s reflexivity – suggestions that are still currently discussed as solar
radiation management (see Chapter 2). What seems noteworthy from our
perspective today is that the experts did not refer to the possibility of reducing
fossil fuel emissions as a potential response against climate change. Instead,
climate engineering appears as the sole suggested remedy here.3
This PSAC report was both path-breaking and ahead of its time. In the following years, only part of the anticipated shift fully materialised: anthropogenic
climate change did become established as a societal challenge with global political
relevance. This did not, however, further fuel political excitement for climate
modification efforts, as one might have assumed, given the PSAC’s advice. To the
contrary, the US government drastically cut research funds to this area during the
early 1970s.4 Climate engineering, in other words, did not emerge as a ‘Plan A’
in the face of this newly problematised challenge. These measures, in fact, would
come into full swing only much later, during the early 2000s (see also Fig. 2.1).
What happened? How can we make sense of this dynamic?
This chapter unpacks how the particular politicisation of anthropogenic
climate change during the 1970s through the 1990s re-defined established
alliances between climate science and the state, and therein shaped the career
of climate engineering for decades to come.
First, we will see how anthropogenic climate change gained political traction during these years as an issue of environmental safeguarding. This meant
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that climate change became understood as a challenge to reduce rather than
expand techno-scientific intervention capacities. It became understood as a
challenge that marked the limits of human control over the climate, therefore
effectively curbing the earlier political excitement over the prospect of deliberate
climate modification that had defined the 1930s through 1960s. As a result, this
politicisation of climate change engendered a substantial fracture in established
alliances between climate science and politics; it corresponded to a defining
shift in the status of climate science for the state. Climate science no longer
seemed to promise a potential tool of control at the hands of the state, but, to
the contrary, it seemed to question the very hopes of control that had defined
the political cultivation of climate expertise until then.
The politicisation of climate change, however, not only fractured established
alliances between climate science; it also cemented new ones. In the second part
of this chapter, we will see how climate science became established as the problemdefining authority for this newly politicised issue and how this new role of climate
science as problem-defining authority provided the essential breeding ground
in which notions of techno-scientific climate intervention would, eventually,
begin to prosper again. The second section of this chapter turns in more detail
to this newly emerging role of climate science in the state. We will unpack the
defining expert infrastructure, as well as the relevant expert modes of observation
that were essential in assembling this newly politicised issue of climate change
(see Introduction for an overview of these concepts). And we will explore how,
corresponding to this new problem-defining status of climate science, climate
engineering schemes changed their status. While they no longer appeared as
an exciting prospect of human control over the atmosphere, these measures did
not vanish either. Instead, we can trace how they began to cautiously appear
as a potential science-based remedy against this newly defined CO2 problem.

Environmentalism and the politicisation of climate
c hang e
We will begin in the following by taking a closer look at the spectacular rise of environmentalism, beginning in the 1960s and 1970s. This rise of environmentalism
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will help us make sense of why climate engineering lost political traction precisely
when climate change gained traction as an issue of global political significance.
Specifically, we will see how this rise of environmentalism provided the relevant
historical context and defining breeding ground which at once shaped the
politicisation of human-induced climate change and questioned earlier hopes
of techno-scientific control over the climate.

The rise of environmentalism
In the decades from the 1960s to the 1980s, public awareness and political
attention focused increasingly on environmental challenges. This rise of environmentalism materialised very prominently in the social movements of the
time. Propelled by the experiences of the Second World War, the Cold War,
and the Vietnam War, these movements called for peace and environmental
protection. What united such calls for peace and environmental protection was
an experience of the grim side of human efforts to control. The experiences of
environmental degradation and the atrocious experiences of war – particularly
exemplified in the horrid images that reached the world from the Vietnam War –
emphasised the vulnerability of societies to the adverse consequences of their
own technological prowess. In the fall of 1969, the New York Times predicted
the force of this set of newly emerging issues on the horizon:
Call it conservation, the environment, ecological balance, or what you will,
it is a cause more permanent, more far-reaching, than any issue of the eraVietnam and Black Power included.5

This rise of environmental concerns eventually began to seep into the political sphere as states and international consortia began adopting the issue and
internalised it in governance structures and legislative orders. ‘Green’ parties and
political programs began proliferating, and between 1972 and 1982, the governments of 118 countries established agencies to deal with environmental issues.6
Environmental legislation enjoyed strong bipartisan support. This is particularly noteworthy for the case of the United States where the outright rejection
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of the very existence of the climate change issue would later emerge as a legitimate political position. In August 1969, a Senator from Alaska complained that
‘suddenly out of the woodwork come thousands of people talking about ecology’.7 Towards the end of the 1960s, President Nixon was confronted with an
‘extraordinary outburst of mass public pressure’8 and ‘massive bipartisan popular
demand’9 to address pressing environmental problems. For the newly elected
president, environmental protection provided ‘a welcome opportunity’.10
It seems difficult to imagine, judging from the deep partisan trenches that
define environmental policy in the United States today, that in the 1960s and
1970s, environmental protection emerged as a unanimous consensus issue at
a time of deep ideological divisions. In their analysis of conservative environmental policy in the United States, James Morton Turner and Andrew Isenberg
emphasise just how differently this political setting was compared to today’s
situation. In fact, the authors describe the development that would unfold from
Nixon to Trump as the ‘Republican Reversal’, suggesting how conservatives
used to play a critical role in driving environmental policy.11And so, although
Nixon had virtually no prior record on environmental issues and had not run
on them for office, he grasped this opportunity. In his 1970 State of the Union,
Nixon expressed his desire to turn the 1970s into the historical period, where
‘[we] transform our land into what we want it to become’.12 In April of that
year, the first Earth Day amassed more than 20 million US Americans who
demonstrated for environmental protection. A couple of weeks later, Nixon
formally signed the National Environmental Policy Act (1970) into law, which
created the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). In his retrospective on
The EPA at 40, Richard Andrews argued that ‘[i]t is fair to say that President
Nixon saw a mob coming, jumped in front of it and called it a parade’.13 The
Wilderness Act (1964), the National Environmental Policy Act (1970), the
Clean Air (1970) and Water (1972) Acts, and the Surface Mining Control
Reclamation Act (1977) were but a few examples of the many laws passed
with strong bipartisan support in both the House and the Senate during these
years.14 During this time, environmentalism resonated with both conservatives
and liberals as it touched on ‘anxieties about pollution and overpopulation’
and ‘desires for a clean and aesthetically pleasing environment’.15 These bills
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implemented environmental ‘legal trumps’, laws that prioritised the protection
of the environment over other potentially conflicting interests (e.g., commercial
interests).16 These bills thus further ‘stacked the deck’ of the environmental
movement and importantly institutionalised environmental protection as an
issue within the political system.17

The politicisation of climate change
This spectacular rise of environmentalism during the 1960s and 1970s provided
the essential breeding ground that defined the politicisation of climate change
that began in the 1980s. This, in other words, was the particular historical setting
that climate change was born into, when Jim Hansen, a scientist at the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) testified before Congress that
‘the earth is warmer in 1988 than at any time in the history of instrumental
measurements’, and that this warming was now large enough to be ascribed to
the so-called greenhouse effect.18 That same day, the New York Times reported
on the incident, announcing that ‘Global Warming Has Begun’.19
The media and outspoken scientists added to a ‘public imagination’ of the
‘global climate catastrophe’,20 effectively pushing the issue into the political
sphere, not only in the United States. While scientists had problematised individual dimensions of human-induced climate change over the preceding decades
already (see Chapter 3), it was not until the late 1970s (and especially the 1980s)
that human-induced climate change was increasingly being problematised as an
environmental issue of global political and societal significance.21 The notion of
inadvertent climate modification which had defined the climate change debate
during the 1960s was thus incrementally abandoned and replaced by the notion
of ‘global warming’ – ‘a long-expected global warming trend linked to pollution’
as the New York Times put it.22 In their account of The Globalization of Climate
Science and Climate Politics, Clark Miller and Paul Edwards suggest how, in
contrast to earlier decades, climate change was no longer primarily conceptualised in its plural form – as climatic changes concerning the meteorological
conditions of individual places and geographic regions. Instead, scientists
increasingly began to devise a global category, ‘something more closely akin to
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the global environment: a natural object to be understood, investigated, and
managed on planetary scales’.23
The years following the summer of 1988 saw a growing and consistent public
sense of urgency regarding this issue. Ann Keller recounts that, in 1987, Congress
held only four hearings on climate change in four separate committees. One year
later, it was already present in nine hearings in eight separate committees, and
in 1989, a total of 21 hearings were held in twelve committees.24 In addition,
countless organisations were established, programs coordinated, and reports
written up in the name of tackling this challenge. Climate change became part
of a broader agenda focused on efforts such as increasing environmental protection, stopping rainforest depletion, restoring biodiversity or, more generally,
achieving an ecological balance between nature and society.25

…And the fate of climate engineering: Fractured alliances between climate
science and the state
This problematisation of climate change engendered a substantial shift – a
‘fracture’ – not only in the career of climate engineering, but also in established
alliances between climate science and the state more generally. To begin with,
the spectacular rise of environmentalism during the 1960s and 1970s effectively
marked the end of techno-optimism, which had shaped the war and after-war
years. Instead, awareness of technological risks to society rose, as we have
seen at the outset of this section. Incidents such as US cloud seeding activities
during the Vietnam war, and later the nuclear accident in Chernobyl in 1986,
emphasised the vulnerability of societies to the adverse consequences of their
own technological progress.26 As a result, earlier excitement about visions of
technological climate and weather control lost traction.27 Esteemed climate
scientists, such as Stephen Schneider and William Welch Kellogg warned that
the sudden scientific progress in climate science would not ultimately result
in options of control. In a 1974 Science article on ‘Climate Stabilization’,28 the
authors challenge the assumption that (climate) prediction enables (climate)
control: ‘even if we could predict the future of our climate, climate control would
be a hazardous venture’.29
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This particular politicisation of climate change as an environmental challenge
impinged on existing alliances between climate science and the state. The massive
climate science infrastructure, which had initially been developed as a tool for
the state, and established to address geopolitical and military objectives, now
‘discovered a possibility’ (namely anthropogenic climate change).30 Born into the
historical context of environmentalism, this ‘possibility’ gained political steam
and societal attention as a challenge that threatened to undermine the global
political and economic status quo.31 Zeke Baker described this as a ‘historical
inversion’ of the situation established during and after the years of World War I
and II.32 While the geopolitical challenges of the 1930s through the 1960s had
aligned meteorological and political agendas, the environmental challenges of
the 1960s through the 1980s provoked a division between scientists on the one
hand, and political and economic elites on the other. Prominent figures such
as Rachel Carson, Paul and Anne Ehrlich, Edward Wilson, Paul Raven and Jim
Hansen represented a ‘new breed’ of scientists who spoke to a broader audience
and ‘raised the alarm’ about environmental challenges.33

Climate science as a problem-defining authority and
t h e re-norm a li sati o n o f c li m at e e n gi n e e r i n g
The previous section of this chapter embedded the politicisation of the climate
change issue as we know it today in its historical setting. We have seen how climate change – now in its singular form, understood as global warming – gained
political traction in the 1980s, following a spectacular rise of environmentalism
during the preceding decades. This context explained part of the puzzle, raised
at the outset of this chapter. Specifically, this politicisation of the climate change
issue helped explain why climate engineering lost political traction in the 1970s
and why this response initially did not fit the problem (just yet). We saw how
this politicisation of climate change actually fractured established alliances
between climate science and the state.
In the second part of this chapter, we will complement this picture and further
unpack the status of climate engineering in the early US political exploration of
the climate change issue. As much as the politicisation of climate change provided
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a fracture and eroded established alliances between climate science and politics,
it gave rise to powerful new ones. In what follows, we will see how climate science became established as the problem-defining authority for the politicisation
of climate change. We will see how this newly emerging role of climate science
in the state provides the precise starting point of a kind of re-normalisation of
climate engineering in US climate policy. It explains the context in which these
measures incrementally began to prosper again.

Cautious beginnings: Climate engineering (re-)enters US climate change
policy
Let’s begin by taking a closer look at the document corpus, comprising all US
policy records, referring to or referencing climate engineering from the Federal
Digital System (see Introduction and Appendix for tabular overview of the
corpus). As we have seen in Chapter 1 already, this database suggests that climate engineering played virtually no role in early US climate change policy (see
Fig. 2.1). Climate engineering entered the political exploration of this newly
politicised issue only in May 1990. An isolated reference to Cesare Marchetti’s
seminal 1977 paper – ‘On Geoengineering and the CO2 Problem’,34 that had coined
the term ‘geoengineering’ – appeared on the US political record for the first time,
hidden in a 508-page-long report by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC), and tucked away in the archives of the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Association (NOAA).35 During the years that followed, notions
of climate engineering remained essentially invisible in the political exploration
of climate change in the United States, confined to the outer margins of the
examined policy documents.
These observations essentially speak to what we saw in the previous section.
Although climate change had already emerged as a relevant policy concern on
the US political agenda some decades earlier, there was hardly any reference to
climate engineering in this context until the turn of the new millennium (see
Appendix). During the 1990s, there are only two policy documents that touched
on climate engineering as a potential response measure to climate change at all,
and they did so only indirectly.36
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So, how did climate engineering matter here? By taking a closer look at
these few references to climate engineering from the 1990s, we might begin to
understand how these measures made their way back onto policy agendas in
the years that would follow.
What stands out in this context is that climate engineering entered the US
political debate over global warming as the literal footnote to a controversial
scientific hypothesis. In other words, it emerged in reference to a scientific
puzzle. These policy documents suggest how a ‘discernible human influence’ on
the climate had sparked a policy debate which questioned the very grounds of
the scientific method and marked its epistemological limits.37 Chairman John
Chafee opened his 1997 hearing on ‘Global Climate Change’ with a swift historical excursion on the scientific ‘discovery’ of anthropogenic climate change:38
‘what’s going on here? What are the scientists saying’? The hearing was the first in
the United States to contain a reference to ‘geoengineering’ (see Appendix).
Somewhat ironically, the reference came from Stephen Schneider, professor
at Stanford University and one of the most influential climate scientists of the
time, who we met in the previous section of this chapter as one of the critical
voices on climate engineering. Schneider had warned already in the 1970s that
visions of climate control would be ‘a hazardous venture’, as we have seen.39 In this
1997 hearing on ‘Global Climate Change’, Schneider now added a list of climate
policy recommendations by the National Academies to his testimony, which
suggested research into climate engineering as one among various approaches
to address the issue of climate change.40 This list of recommendations had been
prepared some years earlier, in 1992, in the context of an assessment of the ‘Policy
Implications of Greenhouse Warming’.41 The section of the report, which was
quoted in the 1997 hearing suggests to ‘undertake research and development
projects to improve our understanding of both the potential of geoengineering
options to offset global warming and their possible side-effects’. The quoted section continues to stress that ‘this is not a recommendation that geoengineering
options be undertaken at this time, but rather that we learn more about their
likely advantages and disadvantages’.42 Climate engineering emerges here as an
approach that should be researched, but not implemented, much akin to the
dichotomies that define the debate today (see Introduction).
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The context of these sparse and marginal references to climate engineering
complements the picture that the first section of this chapter painted. It suggests
just what a difference the politicisation of climate change had made to the US
political exploration of climate intervention measures. Instead of fuelling hopes
for techno-scientific control, climate engineering appeared here in the midst of
a policy struggle over scientific facts regarding anthropogenic climate change. It
emerged in debates that concerned the scientific grounds and epistemological
premises of climate change. This context thus hints at the emerging new role of
climate science in the state that came after the ‘fracture’. While climate science
no longer seemed to primarily promise a tool of control, it became established
as the problem-defining authority for the politicisation of climate change. Climate
science, in other words, became essential in assembling climate change as a
governance object. It played a critical role, not only in regard to placing climate
change on the political agenda, but primarily in defining the terms in which the
issue was problematised and addressed. It structured the terms in which this
newly raised issue became legible as a political issue in its own right.
In the rest of this section, we will contextualise this initial picture, drawn
from the sparse references to climate engineering in the document corpus
prior to 2000. By turning to existing scholarship and politically commissioned
scientific assessment reports from the time, we will see how this new role of
climate science as a problem-defining authority provided the essential breeding
ground in which notions of deliberate climate intervention would slowly begin
to prosper again. It is this very context in which the current debate over climate
engineering has its direct roots. Climate engineering makes its debut here as a
potential response to a newly assembled problem. And in this particular form,
it sets out on a journey of re-normalisation.

Forging new alliances between climate science and the state
The politicisation of climate change cemented new alliances between climate
science and the state along at least two critical channels. On the one hand,
climate science shaped the emerging politics of climate change via individual
experts and rather informal networks of scientific experts. On the other hand,
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the political system began institutionalising climate expertise within the state:
politics, in other words, began internalising climatological modes of observation
in making sense of and addressing this newly raised issue. As we will see, these
two channels are not only similar, but in a sense, they provide the very basis
of the arenas in which science came to shape the emerging politics of climate
engineering since around 2009, as the book has already explored (see Chapter 2).
To begin with, climate scientists appeared as important spokespeople on the
urgency of climate change. During the 1970s, and continuing up to the 1990s,
individual experts, such as James Hansen or Stephen Schneider, for example,
reached a broad audience via the mass media, and therefore, indirectly, they
also reached politics.43 With this visibility, these experts played a critical role
in communicating the issue of climate change and pushing it into the sphere of
politics. Climate scientists began joining leaders of environmental movements
in a coalition that effectively placed climate change as a global environmental
problem on political agendas and would eventually help institutionalise the
issue within the federal bureaucracy.44 In other words, climate change became
internalised by the political system as the result of a scientific ‘push’ rather than
a ‘pull’ from elected decision-makers.45 The literature suggests that this push
came from a well-defined group of scientists with overlapping institutional
affiliations; a group that was described as a ‘nonsinister conspiracy’ advancing
their climatological agenda.46
Notably, this metaphor of a kind of scientific ‘conspiracy’ is a recurring theme
that describes the pronounced role of individual scientific experts or informal
networks of scientists, pushing their perspectives on emerging political agendas.
In accounts of the politicisation of biodiversity loss, for example, we find the
notion of a ‘mafia’: researchers such as Rachel Carson, Paul and Anne Ehrlich,
Edward Wilson, or Paul Raven were not only scientifically respected, but also
publicly outspoken and institutionally well connected.47 Wilson in this context
recounts belonging to a group of biologists that he jokingly referred to as ‘the
rainforest mafia’, suggesting the relevance of these scientists in advancing their
perspectives in the political realm.48 And in the case of climate engineering, the
notion of a ‘clique’ has been advanced to capture the powerful role of a distinct
group of scientific experts, advancing and shaping the programmatic exploration
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of climate engineering as an issue in its own right (we will come back to this in
Chapter 6). While the scientists of course vary in each case, these notions of
non-sinister ‘conspiracies’, ‘mafias’, or ‘cliques’ of scientists point to the critical
role of highly visible scientific experts in channelling scientific observations into
the political realm. In the case of climate change, this ‘non-sinister conspiracy’
was essential in making the issue legible to politics; it assumed a critical role in
assembling this issue and giving it concrete shape.
Once the issue of climate change had seeped into the political realm –
reinforced by a push coming from scientific spokespersons – politics began
taking matters into its own hands and internalised the issue within the federal
bureaucracy. We might think of this process as a kind of political adoption
or translation of the issue of climate change. As early as 1977, the National
Academies called for the need to restructure the science-politics nexus at the
national level across established infrastructures, such as disciplinary boundaries or bureaucratic programs to properly tackle climate change. The National
Academies suggested the need to ‘weave together the interests and capabilities
of the scientific community and the various agencies of the federal government
in dealing with climate-related problems’. It argued that properly tackling these
problems ‘will involve coordination of research in many scientific disciplines
and … require adjustments in national policy or the formulation of new legislation’.49 This political internalisation of climate change thus rested essentially on
the search and establishment of problem-relevant expertise.
In the United States, the history of the United States Global Change Research
Program (USGCRP) demonstrates particularly clearly how climate science
became institutionalised as the problem-defining authority on global climate
change. As we will see shortly, this history brings us back to the set of acronyms
that would later define the inventory of climate engineering expert capacities
within the state (Chapter 2). This institutionalisation of climate science as
the problem-defining authority provided a relevant foundation for the recent
renaissance of climate engineering. It established a problematisation of climate
change that climate engineering promised to respond to.
In the following, we can draw on Roger Pielke Jr.’s highly instructive twopart history on the establishment of the US Global Change Research Program
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to reconstruct how this program came into existence. As extreme weather
events hit different world regions throughout the 1970s, US Congress was
confronted with calls to increase climate science funding.50 Congress saw the
need to federally fund climate science as a means to improve weather predictions and alleviate the consequences of such incidents.51 Eventually, this congressional initiative led to the National Climate Program, a direct predecessor
to the US Global Change Research Program. The National Climate Program
was signed into law during the fall of 1978 as an inter-agency program to be
coordinated within the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA). Its main purpose was to conduct climate research to assess the
policy relevance of this newly emerging issue.52 As a result, the participating
agencies – particularly the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA), NOAA, and the National Science Foundation (NSF) – began
fostering climate change capacities and developing specific areas of climate
expertise, respectively. For these agencies, a joint global change agenda
promised organisational stability by warding off budgetary cuts or political
assaults.53 NOAA’s critical role as a ‘home for climate change research’ within
the state was further consolidated when the Reagan administration tasked
NOAA administrator Anthony Calio in 1986 with heading a White House
Domestic Policy Council working group on climate change.54 The working
group’s purpose was to assess the problem, advance an integrated agenda on
the issue within the state, and suggest what the President was ‘supposed to
do about it’.55 Finally, the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) also
pushed for a coordination of federal research efforts on climate change. As a
result, science advisor William Graham decided to form the Committee on
Earth Sciences in 1987. After some hiccups, this committee prepared the
establishment of the US Global Change Research Program two years later in
form of a budget summary. In essence, the USGCRP ‘began as a multi-agency
budget […] crosscut’, a funding table organised by agency and discipline (or
program).56 The program was then effectively established with the passage of
the Global Change Research Act of 1990, which changed the mandate of the
former Committee on Earth Sciences to go beyond the mere coordination
of research budgets.57 The purpose of the USGCRP was to
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provide for development and coordination of a comprehensive and integrated
United States Research program which will assist the Nation and the world
to understand, assess, predict, and respond to human induced and natural
processes of global change.58

The US Global Change Research Program thus sought to translate the issue of
climate change into a manageable political challenge by means of climatological expertise. It institutionalised climate science to not only ‘understand’ and
‘assess’, but also ‘predict and respond to human induced and natural processes
of global change’.59 The program sought to match scientific efforts of understanding climate change directly to political efforts aimed at governing climate
change. It set out to ‘develop a predictive understanding of the earth’s climate’,
with policymakers expecting it to deliver ‘action programs that are rational and
sensible and cost effective’.60
These expectations were, of course, not met. Nonetheless, with the benefit
of hindsight, we can see that this program established climate change as a
political issue that would coordinate research agendas across federal agencies for decades to come.61 Writing almost twenty years ago, Roger Pielke
Jr. asserted that the legacy of the National Climate Program’s efforts in the
late 1970s to define agency roles within global climate change62 extended
into the 1990s, via the US Global Change Research Program. Now we can
see that, in fact, its legacy extended well into the teens of the new millennium. Through the lens of these expert agencies, climate engineering would
emerge as yet another chapter in the federal institutionalisation of climate
change expertise in the US, which, at its core, has evolved around the same
agencies since the 1970s.
At the international level, it was the establishment of the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) which cemented the political problemdefining role of climate science most prominently. The IPCC was set up by
the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) and the United Nations
Environmental Programme (UNEP) in 1988, a year that marked the height
of climate change politicisation. Ever since then, the IPCC emerged as one of
the most prominent and controversial organisations, specifically initiated to
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bundle policy-relevant expertise on anthropogenic climate change. Its mission
has been ‘to provide the world with a clear scientific view on the current state
of knowledge in climate change and its potential environmental and socioeconomic impacts’.63 Set up as a representative parliamentary body, the IPCC
essentially embodied the newly emerging alliances between climate science
and climate politics. The organisation was established and gained global status
during a time when the reality and severity of global climate change was primarily addressed as a scientific challenge. In the following decades, it ‘gradually
acquired status and authority’ in structuring global problem observations of
climate change, and more specifically, in linking scientific and political observations on the challenge of climate change.64 The history and dynamic global
status of the IPCC thus reflect the inter-governmental institutionalisation of
policy-relevant expertise on climate change, its specific scope and outlook
more broadly.
Summing up, the 1970s through 1990s demonstrated how the politicisation
of climate change not only disrupted existing alliances between climate science
and politics, but also how it effectively sealed new ones. These years introduced
two channels in particular that established the new – problem-defining – role
of climate science in US politics. On the one hand, the prominent role of individual scientists, such as James Hansen or Stephen Schneider, suggested the
power of informal networks of scientific experts in shaping political agendas.
The establishment of the IPCC and the formation of the USGCRP, on the other
hand, demonstrated the critical role that the targeted political organisation of
scientific expertise played in this context. Climate change effectively established
new boundary organisations (e.g., the IPCC), and it differentiated existing
structures, coordinating, for example, a unified policy agenda across a myriad
of diverse existing agencies in the United States, particularly within the departments of agriculture, energy, and state, the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA), NASA, NOAA), the NSF, and the US Geological Survey (USGS). As
we will see in the following chapters, both mechanisms have continued to shape
the career of climate engineering in the United States for years to come. They
constitute an essential component of the climate engineering expert infrastructure (see particularly Chapter 6).
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Assembling climatic change: From inadvertent and deliberate modification
to managing the greenhouse problem
In the final two sections of this chapter, we shift our gaze from the structural
dimension of the science-state alliances that defined this historical setting of
the career of climate engineering to the epistemic dimensions of these alliances. Connecting to the analytical framework I outlined in the Introduction,
this means that we are changing our perspective from scientific experts to
scientific expertise – from examining the expert infrastructure to examining
the expert modes of observation that shaped this ‘stage’ in the career of climate
engineering and undergirded this new problem-defining authority of climate
science in the state.
During the late 1970s, at a time when the Carter administration sought
to utilise coal for tackling the oil crisis, it was carbon dioxide that moved into
the centre of climate policy attention.65 While scientists had explored the role
of CO2 on the climate for some decades, it was only now that this issue fully
arrived in the political arena.66 Policymakers began commissioning assessments
that increasingly focused on atmospheric chemistry and carbon dioxide pollution as a source of ‘Greenhouse Warming’.67 In these final two sections of the
chapter, we will see how, during the 1970s through 1990s, climate engineering –
although not pursued as ‘Plan A’ – incrementally began to emerge as a potential
response to this newly assembled ‘carbon dioxide problem’.68 Specifically, we
will see how these measures catered to different visions of tackling this newly
assembled challenge, and in extension, to different visions of the role of climate
science in the state.
We will begin this section by unpacking how notions of techno-scientific
climate intervention were couched in the very formulation of the ‘Greenhouse
Problem’. By turning to three politically commissioned scientific assessment
reports by the US National Academies, we will see how these measures appeared
as a potential answer to the issue of managing atmospheric chemistry, and
specifically, how they catered to environmental concerns in this context. This
‘carbon dioxide problem’ no longer appeared as the mere downside of deliberate climate modification schemes, as I suggested earlier, but it was cast as an
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issue of environmental safeguarding. Concerns over what an ‘optimum global
climate’69 or a ‘good environment’70 that humans should aspire to might look
like began to guide expert observations.
In a 1977 expert assessment on ‘Energy and the Climate’, the National
Academies, for example, suggested that policymakers and scientists should
address the question of ‘[w]hat […] the atmospheric carbon dioxide content
[should] be over the next century or two to achieve an optimum global climate’.71
The report discussed measures to remove carbon dioxide from the atmosphere
as well as measures to reflect sunlight back to space as a potential means for
achieving this goal.72 Climate engineering thus emerges here as part of an
agenda that envisions climate science as catering to environmental concerns
over this newly politicised issue of global warming. Notably, this implies that
these measures no longer appear as a straightforward techno-fix. So, while the
authors acknowledge that counteracting ‘the climatic effects of added carbon
dioxide in the air’ might be achieved by ‘increas[ing] the albedo, or reflectivity,
of the earth and thereby […] reduc[ing] the incoming solar radiation’, they also
conclude that ‘no practical, plausible, and reliable means to accomplish such
an increase seem to be at hand’.73 Climate engineering emerges here as part of a
kind of climate science that not only defines and monitors this environmental
issue of global warming, but potentially also manages it.
Building on these kinds of observations, President Carter signed the Energy
Security Act in June 1980, calling for a ‘comprehensive assessment of the implications of increasing carbon dioxide due to fossil fuel use and other human
activities’ by the National Academies and the Office of Science and Technology
Policy (OSTP).74 In response to this, the National Academies formed a Carbon
Dioxide Assessment Committee under its Climate Board in 1980. In 1983,
this committee published what can be understood as one of the earliest policy
frameworks for tackling anthropogenic climate, and climate engineering was
part of it. Specifically, this ‘framework for policy choices’ presented a four-tiered
taxonomy of policy options to address ‘CO2-induced climatic change’. Between
the two poles of ‘reduc[ing] CO2 production (1)’ or ‘adapt[ing] to increasing
CO2 and changing climate (4)’, the framework listed two more response categories, namely the option to ‘remove CO2 from effluents or atmosphere (2)’
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and to ‘make countervailing modifications in climate, weather, hydrology (3)’.75
This taxonomy thus provides an early version of how climate policy approaches
largely continue to be categorised and discussed today, namely by distinguishing
between mitigating, adapting to, or intervening in climate change.
Finally, around a decade later, the National Academies presented another
report addressing the ‘Policy Implications of Greenhouse Warming’. We encountered this report earlier during this chapter when it became part of the very first
reference to ‘geoengineering’ in the context of a congressional hearing in the
United States. It was Stephen Schneider who added some of the text’s climate
policy recommendations to his congressional testimony in 1997. This report
listed climate engineering measures as a potential policy approach ‘to combat or
counteract the effects of changes in atmospheric chemistry’, and in fact, featured
an entire chapter on these measures.76
These three reports not only document the political relevance of climatological expertise in assembling climate change as a governance object, but they also
demonstrate how this epistemology of ‘the carbon dioxide problem’ immediately
implied climate intervention measures as a potential remedy. These texts and
taxonomies can be understood as providing the immediate roots of today’s US
political exploration of climate engineering. First, they suggest how climate
engineering slowly and cautiously became understood as a potential response
to anthropogenic climate change. While the tone of these expert assessments is
notably less optimistic than during the 1960s, climate engineering becomes part
of an agenda here that envisions climate science as catering to environmental
concerns in defining, monitoring, and potentially also managing the climate
change issue. This new understanding of climate engineering is also reflected
in scientific publications of the time. In 1996, the publication Climatic Change,
for example, featured an issue that asked if we ‘may’, ‘could’ and ‘should engineer
the Earth’s climate?’, focusing notably on normative questions.77
And secondly, these texts and taxonomies provide a critical episode in the
‘career’ of climate engineering because they integrate what we discuss today
as carbon dioxide removal and solar radiation management into one policy
framework. These documents make measures to remove carbon from the
atmosphere and measures to alter the Earth’s albedo into distinct components
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of one (climate) policy agenda. In their promise to tackle this issue, these two
sets of otherwise fundamentally different techno-scientific concepts are united,
which is an essential step towards the emergence of climate engineering as a
political issue in its own right.
We may contextualise this latter point with a brief excursion to the academic
debate surrounding climate engineering at the time. This differentiation of
carbon dioxide removal and solar radiation management as two distinct measures tackling one societal issue was prepared in two path breaking scientific
contributions from 1977. These contributions were path breaking in the literal
sense of being commonly perceived today as the direct scientific origins of the
current climate engineering debate. Each of these texts introduced one of the
measures respectively, without, however, relating them yet. In 1977, Russian
geoscientist Mikhail Ivanovitch Budyko provided one of the first suggestions of
what is discussed today as solar radiation management.78 In his book, Climatic
Changes, Budyko suggested applying a stratospheric layer of aerosols, reflecting
incoming sunlight back to space to stabilise current climatic conditions.79 The
suggestion of what is discussed today as carbon dioxide removal came from
Italy during that same year. Italian physicist Cesare Marchetti coined the term
‘geoengineering’ in the early 1970s and then formally introduced the concept
in the inaugural issue of Climatic Change in 1977.80 We stumbled across this
paper earlier as it provided the very first reference to ‘geoengineering’ in the
corpus of climate engineering-relevant policy documents, hidden in a footnote
of a 508-page long report from 1990.81 In this contribution, Marchetti suggests
‘geoengineering’ as a means of ‘[tackling] the problem of CO2 control in the
atmosphere’. Climate change emerges here as a (CO2) pollution issue and
Marchetti proposes to address this issue with ‘a kind of “fuel cycle” for fossil fuels
where CO2 is partially or totally collected at certain transformation points and
properly disposed of ’. For this ‘disposal’ of CO2, Marchetti primarily explores
ocean-based methods. Specifically, the paper suggests that
CO2 is disposed of by injection into suitable sinking thermohaline currents
that carry and spread it into the deep ocean that has a very large equilibrium
capacity. The Mediterranean undercurrent entering the Atlantic at Gibraltar
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has been identified as one such current; it would have sufficient capacity to
deal with all CO2 produced in Europe even in the year 2100.82

Ocean-based measures for removing CO2 from the atmosphere received increasing attention during the decades following Marchetti’s paper. Presumably
fuelled by the increasing political interest in ‘managing’ the CO2 problem,
the 1990s witnessed a wave of ocean fertilisation studies, effectively ushering in the beginning of intense international studies of climate intervention
measures.83
Summing up, these politically commissioned assessments and scientific
analyses suggest how hopes of techno-scientific management and control continued to structure the newly forged alliances between climate science and the
state. Their point of reference, however, had substantially changed. What was
seen during the 1930s through 1960s as a great possibility for national strategic
and military application, now cautiously (re-)appeared as a potential remedy
against a problem of environmental safeguarding. In these accounts, measures
of techno-scientific climate intervention emerged as an option to manage
atmospheric chemistry and establish an ‘optimal climate’ to counteract CO2
pollution, and to tackle greenhouse warming.

Economic modes of observation: Assembling climatic change as an issue
of ‘just spending money’
In the final section of this chapter, we will see how this climatological gaze onto
the ‘carbon dioxide problem’ and its potential ‘management’ via climate engineering measures spoke not only to environmental concerns of safeguarding
nature. Beginning in the 1980s and 1990s, it was also economic concerns that
prominently structured politically commissioned expert assessments on this
topic. These economic modes of observation mobilised measures of climate
engineering in an effort to speak to a rather different constituency than the
environmental movement. These observations suggested climate engineering
as a means of decoupling efforts to address climate change from interventions in
the economic and political status quo. Climate engineering thus becomes part
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of a very different vision for climate science in the state here. Instead of raising
the alarm about issues of pollution and ecological safeguarding and marking
the limits of growth and techno-scientific control, these economic analyses
paint a picture of climate science as a tool that permits tackling this issue while
stabilising the economic and political status quo.
Again, we can turn to a number of politically commissioned assessment
reports by the National Academies to illustrate this point, some of which we
touched upon in the previous section already. Thomas C. Schelling, Nobel
laureate and pioneer in game theory, for example, provided the final chapter of
the aforementioned 1983 National Academies’ report on A Changing Climate.
Schelling’s chapter explored the ‘Implications for Welfare and Policy’ that the
issue of climate change raised.84 The text builds on climatological modes of
assembling this greenhouse problem to then cast the issue of climate change in
economic terms. Schelling argues that ‘[w]arming the atmosphere currently is
more economical than cooling it, because it happens as a byproduct of energy
consumption that would be costly to reduce or terminate’.85 This kind of problematisation deviates from the common environmental problematisations of
climate change. The key question here is no longer what the carbon dioxide
content of the atmosphere should be or what an ‘optimum climate’ would
look like, but rather what these things would cost. Schelling then mobilises the
notion of climatological intervention not as a science-based means for halting
pollution and managing an ‘optimum’ atmospheric carbon composition, but as
an economical way of addressing this issue:
But we know that in principle cooling could be arranged. Volcanic eruptions
have done it. […] [W]e should not rule out that technologies for global
cooling, perhaps by injecting the right particulates into the stratosphere,
perhaps by subtler means, will become economical during coming decades.86

A decade later, the 1992 National Academies’ report on ‘Policy Implications
of Greenhouse Warming’ again emphasised ‘the relatively low costs at which
some of the geoengineering options might be implemented’87 – an insight that
is readily quoted in recent explorations of the topic.
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A couple years before being invited to co-author the 1992 National Academies
report, William Nordhaus criticised too much action against climate change88 and
stressed that ‘research on climate engineering may well be the best investment’.89
And Thomas Schelling presented his ‘Economic Diplomacy of Geoengineering’90
in 1996, praising how climate control would able to ‘immensely simplify greenhouse policy, transforming it from an exceedingly complicated regulatory regime
to a problem in international cost sharing […]’.91 Again, climate engineering
is mobilised here in an effort to transform the political economy of the climate
change issue:
Putting things in the stratosphere or in orbit can probably be done by ‘exonational’ programs, not depending on the behavior of populations, not
requiring national regulations or incentives, not dependent on universal
participation. It will involve merely deciding what to do, how much to do,
and who is to pay for it.92

From this perspective, tackling climate change would hardly require questioning
the status quo, but rather would ‘involve[s] just spending money’.93
To make sense of the status and saliency of such economic expert observations at the time, we shall return to the ‘fracture’ that the politicisation of climate
change had imposed on established alliances between climate science and the
state. As I described at the start of this chapter, this fracture resulted from the
new problem-defining authority of climate science. With the politicisation of
climate change, climate science no longer seemed to provide expertise that
promised a tool of political control. To the contrary, by raising the alarm about
this newly politicised issue, climate science seemed to directly question the
hopes of control and the general techno-optimism that had defined the 1930s
through 1960s.
One result of the politicisation of climate change issue in the United States,
therefore, was a general decline in bipartisan support for environmental policy.
While both the Democratic and Republican parties could take great pride
in US environmental leadership through the late 1980s, James Turner and
Andrew Isenberg suggest that the politicisation of anthropogenic global warming
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changed just that.94 The authors argue that it was Ronald Reagan who initially
‘broke’ the bipartisan consensus on the need for environmental protection.95
Ever since then, congressional voting scores on environmental issues have
displayed a continually widening gap.96 The 1992 ‘Earth Summit’ sealed this
change of direction for years to come. While the Earth Summit brought forth
the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC),
the Bush administration refrained from committing to clear emission reduction targets.97 By the 1990s and early 2000s, US political support for climate
change action was dwindling across the political spectrum. Due to opposition
from the Senate, Bill Clinton failed to sign the Kyoto Protocol, and by 2001,
George W. Bush made it clear that he would neither abide by the protocol, nor
had any intention of implementing binding emissions reductions for the United
States.98 Despite rising urgency in the public perception of climate change, US
climate policy thus grew increasingly divided, even coming to an effective halt
at the federal level.
This brief digression is to emphasise just how consequential the problematisation of climate change as an environmental issue has been in the United States
and what lasting effects it had on the political economy of this issue. Against this
backdrop, the early economic appraisals of climate engineering can be seen as
an effort to question this outlook. In a sense, these economic accounts can be
read as an effort to mend the proposed fracture and reinstate climate science as
a tool for the state. By presenting climate engineering as an economically smart
solution to the ‘carbon dioxide problem’, the authors suggested a perspective
on the climate change issue that sought to reconcile political concerns over
global warming with interests in maintaining the economic and political status
quo. These economic perspectives are therein essential for understanding the
controversial debate over climate engineering today.
On the one hand, these accounts explicate a dimension of the political
economy of climate engineering which has been decisive in fostering political
support of these measures ever since. They speak to political interests which
have been committed to warding off any diagnoses pointing to the need for
substantial structural changes to the way modern economies operate, depending on ever-increasing sources of energy. On the other hand, these economic
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accounts explicate the grounds for the outright rejection of climate engineering
measures by many advocates for policy action on climate change today.
When climate intervention measures are advocated as both a technologically straightforward and cheap fix to the climate change problem, they clash
spectacularly with calls for more environmental safeguarding, techno-scientific
humility, and the limits of human control. These economic accounts thus
blatantly explicate what many who are critical of the very idea of climate
engineering fear: they mobilise climate engineering as a grounds for divesting
policy action on climate change and avert structural change to the existing
political-economic system. The kind of narrative that is presented in these
economic accounts is therefore essential for understanding why suggestions to
deliberately intervene in the climate are so often perceived as radically differing
from established perspectives on the climate change issue. This assumption,
however, masks the fact that suggestions to deliberately modify the climate
have been an integral part of the entire history of what we discuss today as
anthropogenic climate change.
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C ONCL USION TO PART I I

This second part of the book has illustrated that the recent rise of climate
engineering as a ‘bad idea whose time has come’ is only the latest episode in a
much longer standing history of ideas about deliberately modifying the climate.
Chapters 3 and 4 have traced the historical roots of the current debate all the way
back to the turn of twentieth century. This long-range perspective confronts a
common assumption. It questions the often-propagated fracture that the daunting proposition of climate engineering has implied for climate policy agendas.
This long-range perspective sheds light on another temporality of this debate,
adding another piece of the puzzle, and thus providing a more differentiated
picture of this career of climate engineering.
The early history of climate engineering illustrates that, despite being framed
as a ‘last resort’ or ‘Plan B’, suggestions of techno-scientific climate intervention
have been an essential part of the political cultivation of climate science from
the outset. From the angle of these historical perspectives, it is not the notion
of climate engineering which imposed a fracture on established science-politics
alliances around climatic change. Instead, it was the politicisation of climate
change which fractured historically grown alliances around promises of climatological control. In a way, this career of climate engineering is thus a particular
history of the career of climate science in politics. The concept of targeted climate intervention has not been devised in responding to climate change. It has
not been devised as the result of a linear innovation or science policy process.
The discovery of the problem did not stimulate exploration of this response.
Instead, problem and response have co-evolved from the very beginning; their
histories coalesced. Climate engineering, then, can be understood as a node that
has managed to effectively match scientific to political agendas around issues
from agricultural interests to military interests, and eventually to environmental
concerns. Each stage of the career of climate engineering has been defined by
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shifting alliances between politicians and climate scientists as they sought to
advance their respective agendas.
Chapter 3 suggested that hopes for the positive prospects of deliberate
climate control preceded fears of global warming. Notions of targeted climate
intervention were rooted in the very first scientific explorations of human agency
in climatic change around 1900. These observations were born out of a deeply
divided and pre-disciplinary field of climatology. Descriptive meteorological
efforts were institutionalised in a growing network of state-funded weather
services, while central insights regarding physical theories of climate change
were rather dispersed and brought forth by isolated and individual scientific
efforts. The geopolitical challenges of the early- to mid-twentieth century then
turned climatology into a project of national security, prestige, and progress.
Meteorology became politically relevant, resulting in vast institutional and professional expansion of climate research. This massive infrastructure of climate
research made the atmosphere into a subject that could not only be qualitatively
described and mapped, but also ‘rendered calculable’ and – this was hoped at
least – controllable.1 Significant meteorological progress in observational and
modelling capacities during the second half of the twentieth century further
fuelled political visions of climate control.
Chapter 4 then traced how the politicisation of global warming between
the 1970s and 1990s implied a substantial fracture for these hopes of climate
control and the grown alliances between climate science and the state more
generally. What had previously been primarily addressed as two sides of the
same coin (inadvertent and deliberate modification), now appeared as a problem (anthropogenic climate change) and – cautiously and slowly – a potential
response (techno-scientific climate intervention).2
In the first part of the chapter, we saw how political interest in climate and
weather modification was drowned out precisely as climate change became
politicised as a problem of global societal significance. Nurtured in the newly
established institutions of environmentalism, climate change became problematised as a concern for environmental safeguarding; it rested on ecological
observations on the fragility of nature. This meant that climate change became
understood as a challenge to reduce rather than expand techno-scientific
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intervention capacities. It became understood as a problem that marked the
limits of human control over the climate, one that highlighted the ‘limits of
growth’, and that questioned the political and economic status quo. This had
two relevant consequences for the career of climate engineering. On the one
hand, this problematisation of climate change effectively curbed the earlier
political excitement over the prospect of deliberate climate modification that
had defined the 1930s through 1960s. On the other hand, this politicisation
of climate change fractured established alliances between climate science and
the state more broadly. Climate science no longer seemed to provide a tool of
control at the hands of the state, but, quite to the contrary, seemed to be part of
an agenda that questioned the economic and political status quo.
The politicisation of climate change not only questioned established alliances between climate science and the state, but it also forged powerful new
ones. The second part of Chapter 4 suggested how, between the 1970s and
1990s, climate science became established as the problem-defining authority of
this newly politicised issue. And although not pursued as a Plan A, we saw how
climate engineering was couched in the very formulation of this ‘greenhouse
problem’. The chapter traced how these measures now emerged as catering to
different visions of tackling this newly assembled challenge, and, by extension,
to different visions of the role of climate science in the state. This second part
of the chapter thus describes the roots of what might be described as an incremental re-normalisation of climate engineering in the context of climate change
policy. From here on out, these measures would embark on a journey back into
the limelight of US climate policy.
This second part of the book thus illustrated how the formulation of this
‘bad idea whose time has come’ bundles the disparate histories of various technological concepts – sprouting in different contexts and times – as well as the
dynamic problematisation of climatic change as an agricultural, military, and
environmental challenge. This perspective suggests that we are not, in fact, at a
point zero today. Instead, we have systematically paved a way to arrive here. The
forces which shape these emerging politics of climate engineering are grown
forces of science in politics. This part of the book suggested how visions of
techno-scientific climate control have successfully linked scientific to political
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agendas throughout different historical contexts, couched in the shifting issues
and problems of their time. By considering these multiple threads of the story, it
becomes clear that climate engineering emerges on policy agendas not merely
because of the somehow external urgency of the issue at hand. Instead, this
envisioned response measure is rooted in historically contingent modes of
defining the problem.
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A S S EM BLING AN
ENGINEERING PROBL E M
‘The trouble with the global warming debate is that it has become a moral
crusade when it’s really an engineering problem’. Solving an engineering
problem requires defining the goal quantitatively, facing the technical
challenges, and creating systems to address these as cost-effectively as
possible.
Martin Hoffert before the House Committee on Science,
September 20, 2006, quoting Robert Samuelson.1

Within a matter of a decade, the congressional debates and policy
disputes surrounding the exploration of climate engineering in the United
States changed substantially, not only in their tone but in their very objective.
In this chapter, we will see how, beginning in early 2000, notions of climate
engineering (re-) gained political currency in the United States when the very
problem that these concepts promised to address was reformulated – that is,
when climate change became assembled as a technological innovation challenge,
when it was formulated as a project which would lend itself to techno-scientific
intervention and control.
In contrast to the 1990s, climate change was no longer discussed as a curious scientific puzzle; instead, it emerged now as an urgent societal challenge – a
challenge to be tackled, combatted, and ‘won’ by techno-scientific innovation.
Put differently, it took transforming the problem that climate engineering
promised to address to bring these measures further into the political limelight again. In response to this understanding of climate change as a challenge
of technological innovation, notions of climate engineering moved from the
footnotes of academic debates where they were found during the 1990s to the
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very core of controversial legislative inquires and executive efforts as we move
into the early 2000s.
Reformulating climate change in this manner implied a new vision for
climate science’s relationship to the state. These shifting configurations in the
alliances between climate science and the state once again defined this particular
historical setting in the career of the climate engineering. From the 1970s to the
1990s, it had been outspoken scientists and social movements that shaped the
politicisation of climate change, as we have seen in the previous chapter. These
groups had emphasised environmental safeguarding and formulated climate
change as a challenge involving a reduction, rather than an expansion, of technoscientific intervention capacities. During the first decade of the new millennium,
the political exploration of climate engineering suggested the antithesis to this
scenario. Climate engineering was now pushed onto the congressional agenda
in the context of calls to properly harness climate science as a tool for the state in
addressing the climate change issue. Climate science was no longer envisioned
as questioning the political and economic status quo, but instead emerged as
a potential tool for stabilising it. Climate engineering gained further traction,
in other words, as climate science evolved from problem-defining to a problemaddressing authority. In a sense, this emerging role of climate science in the state
thus realised a vision that had been looming already in the economic analyses
which we explored in the final section of the previous chapter.
In this third part of the book, we will trace a kind of renaissance of climate
engineering measures in US politics. In this kind of re-kindled vision of technoscientific control of the climate, climate engineering mobilised otherwise conflicting (even competing) constituencies over the issue of climatic change. It
engaged Democrats and Republicans, conservatives and progressives, climate
scientists and oil companies in rather controversial policy disputes and legislative inquiries over what was at stake.
This and the following chapter trace this re-invigorated debate over climate
engineering through two very different political landscapes, respectively coinciding roughly with the Bush and Obama presidencies. We will begin in this
chapter by exploring the status of climate engineering prior to the official inquiry
into these measures from 2009, focusing in particular on the years from 2003
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to 2007. The chapter begins by examining the specific political problematisation of climate change that defined the debate over climate engineering during
these years. We will also take a closer look at the kinds of expert observations
that were essential for assembling climate change in this context. The chapter
then follows climate engineering through the policy process and explores how
it took political shape during the early 2000s. In doing so, it focuses on three
distinct contexts: how climate engineering was discussed in legislative disputes
over the status of science and technology within US climate policy, how it
became subject to highly controversial expert testimonies, and finally, how it
gained political traction by mobilising an economic and managerial gaze onto
the issue of climate change. Each of these three contexts will serve to further
substantiate how the career of climate engineering corresponded to the aforementioned shifting alliances in climate science and the state as well as a new
and rather diverse constituency for climate policy matters.

Do we need a Manhattan Project for the environment?
To make sense of how the politics of climate engineering have evolved thus far
in the twenty-first century, we need to consider the period’s particular political landscapes. As we will see in this and the following chapter, the political
exploration of climate engineering seems somewhat formatted by a shift in
administration. The presidency of George W. Bush, lasting from 2001 until
2009, provided the defining political environment for the career of climate
engineering in the period covered in this chapter, while the incoming Obama
administration, lasting from 2009 to 2017, provided the relevant context for
the period covered in the next chapter.
In 2001, George W. Bush won a highly controversial presidential election
against Democratic candidate, Al Gore. While climate change had played virtually no role in either of the 2000 presidential campaigns, the election of Bush
drastically intensified politicisation of the issue, effectively driving it to the
heart of partisan politics.2 Beginning in the early 2000s, we can trace a general
invasion of US American politics by ‘the specter of abrupt climate change’.3
This was driven by increasing public concern for the climate change issue in
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the United States – having reached a ‘historic high’ in 2000.4 In the years following the election, climate change thus became the subject of fierce political
dispute and controversy. In 2006, in the middle of George W. Bush’s second
term as president, Al Gore released the high-profile film, ‘An Inconvenient Truth’.
It formed a key part of Gore’s extensive campaign to educate the American
public about the problem of global warming. Almost simultaneously, Arnold
Schwarzenegger signed into law the first cap on CO2 emissions within the United
States as Governor of California.5 The Bush administration, on the other hand,
followed a strategy of halting and forestalling policy action on climate change
and dismantling regulatory initiatives.6 By the first half of 2007, partisan conflict
and public interest in the issue had driven climate change onto the agenda of
39 congressional hearings.7
As the issue of climate change became the subject of a fierce political and
partisan conflict, the role of science and technology in fighting the issue emerged
as a core battleground.8 The political problematisation of climate change during
these years was marked by an increasing sense of urgency and intensified
politicisation of climate change, while, at the same time, re-invoking hopes of
techno-scientific control as a means for addressing this issue.
We can get a sense of this notable shift in how climate change became
assembled during this period by zooming into some of the expert observations
that defined congressional debates at the height of these conflicts. In September
2006, Martin Hoffert, emeritus professor for physics at New York University
opened his testimony before the House Committee on Government Reform
by quoting John F. Kennedy:
We choose to go to the moon in this decade and do the other things, not
because they are easy, but because they are hard, because that goal will
serve to organize and measure the best of our energies and skills, because
the challenge is one that we are willing to accept, one we are unwilling to
postpone, and one we intend to win.9

We met Hoffert at the beginning of this chapter – as the author of the introductory quote taken from the very same testimony, in which he suggested that
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climate change needs to be understood as an engineering challenge. Hoffert’s
testimony provides an instructive starting point into these controversial discussions, as it reflects and very much pinpoints the new gaze onto the climate
change issue that accompanied the political exploration of climate engineering
during these years. Hoffert was invited to testify – and he ultimately did so
across two separate hearings – in the context of an inquiry into the status of
the Bush administration’s efforts to foster climate change technology research.
The title of one of the hearings asked, ‘Do we Need a Manhattan Project for the
Environment’? I will unpack the status and details of this hearing in more detail
later during this chapter. For now, I simply want to focus on the programmatic
status of this question for the problematisation of climate change during the
early 2000s and the implied role of science and technology in addressing the
problem.10
Beginning in 2003 and particularly around 2006, climate policy actors and
experts alike began invoking a set of high-profile techno-scientific projects
that had forged a tight bond between science and the state during the Second
World War and in its aftermath. The first was the Manhattan Project. Between
1939 and 1946, the Manhattan Project had resulted in the development of the
first nuclear weapons. Now, in discussions of climate change, it was repeatedly
mobilised to invoke visions of national strength in the face of this challenge. The
analogy served to suggest the grandeur of the climate change challenge, all the
while emphasising that this challenge, too, would similarly be manageable by
techno-scientific innovation.11 Other reference points during the period included
Project Apollo, which had succeeded in putting a US American on the moon,
and the establishment of military research and development infrastructure such
as the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA).12
These comparisons channelled science and technology as a kind of weaponry – as a form of national strength and security in tackling the climate
change challenge. In these observations, counteracting climate change is like
building the atomic bomb or landing on the moon; it is a challenge that would
take ‘the greatest engineering effort in history […]’.13 ‘What we are faced
with’, Martin Hoffert suggested, ‘is a kind of existential challenge to our hightechnology civilization’.14 Climate change appears in these observations as a
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serious challenge, manageable only by a targeted and orchestrated national
effort aimed at steering the right kind of research and development. It is presented as controllable, in other words, by the development of the right kinds
of techno-scientific weaponry.
Quantified modes of observing were essential in assembling this gaze onto
the issue of climate change. This quantified gaze served to scale the issue of
climate change; it served to suggest both the grandeur of the challenge as well
as its techno-scientific manageability. Around 2006, numeric observations of
climatic change became increasingly standardised, with experts and policy actors
alike increasingly invoking the symbolic power of distinct numbers. Take, for
example, the target of limiting global warming to 2°C compared to pre-industrial
levels, along with the goal of stabilising concentrations of atmospheric CO2
at 450 parts per million (ppm). Both goals made their first appearance in the
examined policy documents in 2006. And these distinct numbers were used
to argue for the need for more concrete policy goals in tackling the climate
change challenge. For instance, Hoffert mobilised the 2°C temperature target
in a critique of the Climate Change Technology Program:15
This is the real problem. The Manhattan Project didn’t aim to explore
nuclear weapons in general; its goal was building a Bomb before the end of
WWII. The Apollo Program didn’t aim at exploring manned space flight in
general; it’s goal was putting a (US) man on the Moon by the end the ‘60s.
So too does the CCTP [Climate Change Technology] program need a more
concrete goal […] Tony Blair at the recent Exeter conference in the UK set
an upper limit of two degrees Celsius global warming.16

By proclaiming climatic thresholds, targets, and ecological tipping points, these
observations quantified ‘the size of the world’s job’.17 Setting the right kind of goal
in this sense invokes a sense of control in the face of this challenge. It appeals to
urgency and the manageability of climate change at the same time. On the one
hand, these ‘numbers’ provided the formerly diffuse atmospheric and oceanographic phenomenon with tangibility. By invoking the daunting environmental
catastrophe, they reinforced the urgent need to tackle this challenge.18 On the
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other hand, these targets and thresholds transformed climate change into a
manageable challenge, a challenge that seemed subjectable to economic logic
and techno-scientific management, even control. Climate change becomes
an ‘engineering problem’, as Hoffert suggested at the outset of this section; it
becomes a challenge that ‘requires defining the goal quantitatively’ to then ‘fac[e]
the technical challenges’, and eventually ‘creat[e] systems to address these as
cost-effectively as possible’.19
Social scientific scholarship has suggested how such thresholds and targets
combine scientific observations with policy directives.20 Bettina Heintz, for
example, called attention to the dual nature of numerical observations as both
representing and making reality.21 Numerical observation emerges here as a
means of ‘world-creation’ (Welterzeugung).22 Theodore Porter prominently
coined the expression of ‘speaking precision to power’ in this context.23 This
means that although climate thresholds or tipping points might not necessarily be accurate, they successfully invoke a sense of precise and thus legitimate
observation. Therefore, this ‘indexed language’ of climatic targets offers the
suggestion of control and thereby reinstates the political capacity to act in an
otherwise hopelessly complex situation.24 It seems fitting in this sense that it was
mostly policy actors (and not, for example, scientific experts), who called for
the quantification of distinct stabilisation targets to prevent dangerous climate
change.25 As Senator Waxman put it, ‘[i]f we don’t pick a goal and the right goal,
we may be aiming for disaster’.26
It was this hope for techno-scientific control in the face of a national challenge that brought a White House which had been ‘officially sceptical’ of global
warming to start to explore climate intervention measures.27 It was this vision of
techno-scientific control that provided the relevant context and defining breeding ground for the highly controversial inquiries into climate engineering during
these years. Climate science appeared not merely as an academic endeavour
in this context but prevailed as a powerful political – and particularly national
strategic – force. It was mobilised as the very tool that would provide the nation
with agency in tackling the issue of climate change. Against this backdrop, we
will now explore three defining contexts in which climate engineering took
political shape in the period between 2000 and 2009. We will see how climate
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engineering became subject to controversial legislative disputes over the status
of science and technology within US climate policy, how it was visibly pushed
onto the congressional agenda in the context of highly controversial expert
observations on these measures, and finally, how it gained political traction by
speaking to economic and corporate concerns regarding climate change.

‘From debating science to finding solutions’: Climate
sc ience as a to o l f o r the state
In September of 2006, Tom Davis was one of the first28 members of Congress
to bring the issue of climate engineering into congressional debate, when he
criticised the Bush administration’s lack of attention to these measures. ‘The
federal government’, he complained, had not yet engaged ‘in any exploratory
or innovative technology research on climate change’, leaving ‘climate clinicians [sic] that lie outside of existing technology, such as geo-engineering and
artificial photosynthesis [...] unaddressed’.29 Tom Davis, former Republican
member of the US House of Representatives, was speaking here as Chairman of
the Government Reform Committee, one of the most powerful congressional
committees, responsible for government oversight. He was opening the very
hearing which we touched upon earlier in this chapter, assessing US ‘Climate
Change Technology Research’ and asking whether the United States would
need a ‘Manhattan Project for the Environment’. Davis’ concern for the need
for climate engineering research was couched here into a new vision for climate
science in the state.
This hearing as well as Davis’ critique of the lack of federal attention to climate engineering measures was part of an ongoing legislative inquiry into the
Bush administration’s climate change technology initiatives during the early
2000s.30 In this section, we will see how climate engineering moved further
into the political limelight in the context of a bigger conversation regarding
the status and promise of technological innovation as a national approach to
climate change. In a number of hearings between 2003 and 2007, policy actors
and experts controversially discussed the place of climate engineering research
within such a national approach – particularly in the context of assessing the
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Bush administration’s Strategic Plan for its so-called Climate Change Technology
Program (CCTP), which had just been released in September of 2006.
The Climate Change Technology Program was established in 2002, as part
of the Bush administration’s effort to expand the ‘technology component’
of US climate change research.31 To this end, Bush launched the CCTP as a
multi-agency initiative, led by the Department of Energy, and relabelled the
existing US Global Change Research Program as the Climate Change Science
Program (CCSP).32 In this new set-up, the two programs, CCTP and CCSP,
were intended to differentiate and strengthen the ‘technology’ component of
US climate change research from the ‘science’ component.33 These programs
thus reflect the shifting status and role of climatological expertise within the
state during these years. They are the product of an administration that, on the
one hand, was averse to policy action against climate change, yet, on the other,
felt the pressure of rising public concern over the issue.34
In 2006, the CCTP finally released its much-anticipated Strategic Plan. The
plan attributed around 3 billion dollars in federal spending for ‘climate technology research, development, demonstration, and deployment’ and presented a
‘planning-horizon’ for no less than 100 years.35 Former Secretary of Energy, Samuel
W. Bodman described the document as ‘[…] inspired by the President’s vision
to harness America’s strengths in innovation and technology’ to provide a more
sustainable energy system.36 Climate change research was invoked here as the solution itself: instead of questioning the economic and political status quo, it appeared
as a national tool to trigger technological innovation in tackling climate change.
This new vision for climate change research within the state was precisely
the defining context which brought Congressman Davis to call for the need for
climate engineering research. When the CCTP presented this Strategic Plan
to Congress in 2006, it came under harsh scrutiny, triggering, among other
concerns, controversial debates over the need of climate engineering research
to become part of the program. Notably, this was despite the fact that the plan
did include some forms of climate engineering measures – specifically terrestrial
and ocean sequestration measures.37 Davis addressed his fellow members of
Congress in the House Committee on Government Reform just one day after
the plan’s publication:
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Good morning, and welcome to today’s hearing on climate change technology. As we sit here today, the debate over climate change science continues, but this Committee [on Government Reform] […] – as well as the
Administration and many others in government – have already recognized
the important facts: that global mean temperature has increased over the
past century, and that carbon dioxide in the atmosphere has contributed
in some way to this warming. With this in mind, our committee seeks to move
away from debating science to finding solutions.38

Davis’ observations thus nicely pinpoint the shift that we have traced regarding the status of climate science in the state from the previous chapter to this
one: in the 1970s through 1990s, climate science had become established as
the authority to ‘discover’, assemble, and define the carbon dioxide problem
(see Chapter 4). This had stoked debates over the basic epistemological premises of the climate change issue. Climate change, to use Davis’ words, became
primarily subject to debates over ‘the science’ of this issue. In contrast to this
outlook, this legislative inquiry during the early 2000s now advanced a vision
of climate science – and particularly technology – as a central political asset
in addressing the climate change issue. Climate science thus shifted its status
from a problem-defining to a problem-addressing authority in these debates;
it appeared as literal weaponry at the service of government. The committee,
Davis announced, ‘has taken an important step by discussing how the Federal
Government can better arm itself with technology to address this worldwide
problem [of climate change]’.39
Following this line of reasoning, one central issue on the committee’s agenda
was the potential and promise to develop an ‘ARPA for climate change’.40 ARPA
in this case stands for Advanced Research Projects Agency and refers to an
agency that President Eisenhower had established during the Cold War years
in response to the Soviet launch of the world’s first artificial satellite, Sputnik.
During the 1970s, ARPA was renamed DARPA, the Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency. The organisation still exists today. ARPA essentially implies an
organisational model specifically devised to foster technological breakthroughs,
a ‘central, authorized body to command exploratory research’.41 The idea was to
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create an agency within the federal government that would focus on ‘high-risk,
high payoff ’ research in a relatively independent, ‘non-bureaucratic’ setting with
little oversight and an emphasis on exploratory research – i.e. ‘risk-taking and
tolerant of failure, open to learning’.42 By suggesting this organisational model
for climate change research, the congressional debate thus further specified the
new problem-addressing vision that emerged during these years for climate
science in the state. These observations suggest organising climate research in
a manner that would turn basic science into ‘solutions’ – much like DARPA,
which, according to Congressman Davis, ‘was created to turn innovative technology into military capabilities’ and by doing so, ‘produced not only military
advancement but commercial benefits, as well’.43 The DARPA model, in other
words, promised an organisational blueprint for generating, even systematically
programming, politically relevant research; it promised a set-up that would
seamlessly match scientific to political interests.
This discussion over a new organisational model for triggering climate change
technology stood in the context of a bigger inquiry, spearheaded by members
of both parties, who, in 2005, asked the US National Academies of Sciences
how the United States could ‘maintain leadership in key areas of science and
technology’.44 In their report, which was officially published only in 2007, the
academies suggested establishing the ARPA model for energy research – an
ARPA-E within the Department of Energy. While Bush signed ARPA-E into
law in 2007,45 just one year after the House Committee on Government Reform
hearing, an ARPA for climate change is yet to be realised. That said, the idea
was brought back onto the agenda in 2020 as part of the presidential campaign
by the Biden administration.46
Climate engineering appeared in these debates during the early 2000s as a
highly controversial example for the kinds of ‘exploratory’ or ‘high-risk’ research
that would be implied by such a new approach to federal climate research. Expert
witnesses advocated both for and against the need to include climate engineering research into such a federal program. Lee Lane, for example, fellow at the
American Enterprise Institute, a conservative policy think tank, appeared as a
vocal advocate for climate engineering research. Lane strongly advocated for the
urgent need to ‘expand the program’s [CCTP] agenda to include geoengineering’
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in his testimony.47 According to Lane, the option to engineer the climate would
provide an ‘insurance against runaway climate change’ that could, in contrast to
the regulation of emissions, be ‘implemented swiftly’.48 Richard Van Atta from
the Institute for Defense Analyses, in contrast, drew on his experience with the
DARPA initiative to voice concerns regarding an ARPA model as the fitting
institutional setting to oversee and direct research like ‘dispersing particles in
the atmosphere’.49

P u s h i n g a c o n t rov e r s i a l f i x : E x p e rt w i t n e s s e s a s
agenda sette r s
A second defining context, in which climate engineering took political shape
in the first decade of the 2000s, was a set of dispersed and highly controversial
congressional expert testimonies. In stark contrast to the cautious, indirect,
and rather well-hidden congressional references to climate engineering during
the 1990s, these testimonies were now loud and clear – at least regarding their
Name

Institutional
Type of
Affiliation Institution

Schnare
David

Thomas Jefferson
Institute for Public
Policy

Lane Lee

Climate Policy
Center

Think Tank

Think Tank

Hearings in which the
experts testified

Year

The Impacts of Global Warming
on the Chesapeake Bay

2007

Climate Change Technology Research:
Do We Need a ‘Manhattan
Project’ for the Environment

2006,
2009

Geoengineering: Parts I, II, and III
Doney
Scott

Woods Hole
Oceanographic
Institution

Research
Institute

Effects of Climate Change and Ocean
Acidification on Living Marine Organisms

2007

Romm
Joseph

Center for
American Progress

Think Tank

Voluntary Carbon Offsets –
Getting What You Pay For

2007

George
Russ

Planktos Inc.

Corporation

Voluntary Carbon Offsets –
Getting What You Pay For

2007

Feely
Richard

National Oceanic
and Atmospheric
Administration

Federal
Agency

Effects of Climate Change and Ocean
Acidification on Living Marine Organisms

2007
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Name

Institutional
Type of
Affiliation Institution

Hearings in which the
experts testified

Year

Drought, Flooding and Refugees:
Addressing the Impacts of Climate Change
in the World’s Most Vulnerable Nations
Green
Kenneth

American
Enterprise Institute

Think Tank

Building US Resilience to
Global Warming Impacts

2009,
2010

Combating Climate Change in Africa
Not Going Away: America’s Energy
Security, Jobs and Climate Challenges
Conover
David

Hoffert
Martin

Stoney Brook
University

New York
University

University

Effects of Climate Change and Ocean
Acidification on Living Marine Organisms

2007

Department of Energy’s Plan for
Climate Change Technology Programs
University

Climate Change Technology Research:
Do We Need a ‘Manhattan
Project’ for the Environment

2006

Climate Change Technology Research:
Do We Need a ‘Manhattan
Project’ for the Environment

2006

University

Public Transportation: A
Core Climate Solution

2009

National Oceanic
and Atmospheric
Administration

Federal
Agency

Commerce, Justice, Science, and Related
Agencies Appropriations for 2010

2009

Moniz
Ernest

MIT

University

Van Atta
Richard

Institute for
Defense Analysis

Research
Institute

Climate Change Technology Research:
Do We Need a ‘Manhattan
Project’ for the Environment

2006

Holdren
John

Office of Science
and Technology
Policy

Executive
Office of the
President

Climate Services: Solutions from
Commerce to Communities

2009

Haass
Richard

Council on Foreign
Relations

Think Tank

United States – China Relations
in the Era of Globalizations

2008

Figdor
Emily

Environment
America

Think Tank

The Role of Offsets in Climate Legislation

2009

Deutch
John

Massachusetts
Institute of
Technology (MIT)

University

The Future of Coal

2007

Eule
Stephen

US Department of Governmental
Energy
Department

Andrews
Clinton

Rutgers University

Solomon
Susan

The Future of Coal
Department of Energy: Science
and Technology Priorities

2007,
2014

Table 6.1 Expert Witnesses Mentioning Climate Engineering (2006–2009)
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own position on the issue. Experts and policymakers now started both pushing
and challenging climate engineering as a ‘fix’ for climate change. They variously
suggested it as a ‘great’50, ‘inevitable’51 ‘potential’52, ‘risky’53, ‘unproven’54, ‘very
wrong’55, or simply ‘bad’56 approach for counteracting climate change. In this
section, we will see how these dispersed and highly controversial testimonies
provided a kind of odd, yet critical arena in pushing climate engineering further
into the political limelight. These testimonies served as a kind of masked agenda
setting context for climate engineering – masked, because they strongly advocated
for or against these measures before the issue was officially introduced to the
political agenda, that is, before policymakers took an official stance on the topic.
A case in point for such an agenda setting expert account was a 2007 testimony by David Schnare in a hearing on, ‘The Impacts of Global Warming on
the Chesapeake Bay’, before the Senate Committee on Environment and Public
Works.57 At the time of his testimony, David Schnare was part of the Thomas
Jefferson Institute, a non-for-profit think tank based in Virginia, which has since
come under critique for its ties to climate denialist organisations.58 Aside from
his role at the Thomas Jefferson Institute, Schnare also has had a long career
with the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) – most recently in 2017, as
part of the Trump administration’s EPA transition team. In his testimony, he
strongly advocated for the need for solar radiation management research and
development. Schnare urged the committee to address climate engineering as a
first response to climate change. In his opinion, global leadership regarding the
responsible assessment and deployment of these measures remained an ‘unmet
national duty’.59 He argued that ‘absent some form of geo-engineering […] it is
too late to prevent melting of the Greenland Ice Sheet, and the planet will suffer
a 23-foot rise in ocean levels’.60 In his testimony, we can trace the relevance of
scaling the issue of climate change for advancing climate engineering as a critical
response measure. Scaling this issue served to assess the appropriate response;
it served to legitimise radical approaches and delegitimise others as ‘pious’:
the question of incremental approaches crashes on the rocks of the time
scales with which we are operating. If we are to prevent 550 parts per million of CO2 in our atmosphere, which is considered the point at which we
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hit the first tipping point, the inevitable full melting of the Greenland ice
sheet, some argue, including Nobel laureate Paul Crutzen, that it is already
too late, and that any attempt to prevent that is nothing more than, in his
words, ‘a pious hope’.61

David Schnare not only introduced but visibly marked climate engineering into
the political record by adding several papers on geoengineering in full to the
congressional record.62 He managed to fill 50 some pages with numerous references to likeminded scholars and scientific studies at a time when climate engineering was only beginning to be explicitly picked up in congressional debate.63
Similarly positive were the accounts of expert witnesses such as Lee Lane and
Kenneth Green, the latter of whom criticised the focus on mitigating greenhouse
gas emissions as ‘misplaced’.64 Kenneth Green pushed the topic in a notably
expansive and repetitive intervention, by advocating for the need to invest in
climate engineering research and development across four different hearings in
almost identical testimonies.65 David Conover, Scott Doney, Richard Feely and
Russ George, provided less enthusiastic accounts in their explorations of the
potential of ocean fertilisation measures,66 and Obama’s science advisor, John
Holdren, rather played down the relevance of climate engineering to the incoming
Obama administration when asked about the topic.67 Other expert witnesses were
highly critical of the potential of technological climate intervention. Emily Figdor
from Environment America – an environmental protection advocacy group – for
example, strongly dismissed the viability of ocean fertilisation measures as part
of US climate legislation, when discussing potential carbon offset projects.68
Despite their outspoken positions on the issue, the expert witnesses who
introduced climate engineering to the congressional agenda here, hardly
appeared as prominent experts on the matter – at least as indicated by the US
political inquiry into the issue: these witnesses made their statements on climate
engineering in the context of thematically diverse hearings, spread over several
years, and rather isolated from any systematic debate of the issue. Most of these
experts were not invited to be part of the programmatic congressional inquiry
into climate engineering that would begin in November of 2009. And what is
more, they were not prominently referenced or referred to in the context of this
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systematic inquiry. In fact, twelve of the eighteen experts that raised the issue
of climate engineering between 2000 and 2009 did not appear in the examined
policy documents on the issue every again.
Seen individually, these experts thus appear rather irrelevant in this context
of the politics of climate engineering. When taken as a group, however, they
can be seen as playing a key role in shaping the career of these measures in US
politics. These experts swiftly introduced a controversial issue into the congressional debate – apparently without the political initiative of congressional
representatives themselves. As we have seen in Chapter 2, hearings provide
Congress with essential leeway to place and navigate issues on the US political
agenda and generate an evidence base for crafting legislation.69 Depending on
Congress’s specific partisan composition, it can utilise these hearings either
to support or to challenge the executive branch or the current administration.
Aside from their role in sourcing information, hearings are thus essentially about
asserting and contesting controversial issues and shaping the context for their
political assessment.
Against this backdrop, these expert witnesses can be understood as playing
the role of masked agenda setters. Their inputs allow policymakers to introduce
a controversial issue onto the agenda without having to yet take an official stance
on the topic. And in so doing, these experts pave the way for a programmatic
congressional assessment of the issue at stake at a later point in time, allowing
policymakers to refer back to their testimonies. In the case of David Schnare’s
testimony, for example, the hosting Chairman explicitly urged Schnare to provide
a policy framework on climate engineering:
Dr. Schnare, thank you very much for bringing the geo-engineering information. We will come back to it in time, but I would just invite you, if
you have a framework that you would like to bring to my committee’s
attention, we would welcome this, because I think it will be a topic that
will move on the global screen. I have questions and yellow lights about
it. But rather than us giving our opinions about it, let’s go beyond opinion
and go to sound data and research, which is what we have been talking
about here today.70
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As requested, Schnare provided such a framework titled ‘To Prevent the
Catastrophic Effects of Global Warming Using Solar Radiation Management
(Geo-Engineering)’. The Committee then added it to the record together with
his prepared testimony.71 In effect, this means that without the committee
having to formulate an official position on this controversial matter, climate
engineering was placed ‘on the record’. By doing so, Congress can build on
already established expertise on climate engineering – on ‘sound data and
research’ – without having to establish an official inquiry into the issue. The
selection of congressional expert witnesses is a highly strategic and purposive
part of legislative activity in this sense.72 Expert witnesses are expected ‘[…] to
play a role in meeting the goals the chair has for the hearing’.73 They provide a
kind of ‘ideologically and politically reliable’ form of expertise, a type of ‘staged
advice’, as we have seen in Chapter 2.74
The role of these expert witnesses in bringing the issue of climate engineering onto the congressional agenda also speaks to political science scholarship
which has emphasised the shifting role of scientific expertise across different
phases or stages of the policy process. Keller, for example, finds that scientific
experts are more likely to provide explicit advocacy during the agenda setting
phase, while during later stages of the policy process, the provision of expertise
becomes increasingly formalised.75

G etting what yo u pay f o r : The ‘ i n c r e d i b l e e c o n o mi cs ’ of cl imate e ng i ne e r i ng
Economic and corporate efforts to mobilise visions of techno-scientific control
over the issue of climate change provide a third and final defining context in
which climate engineering appeared in US climate policy during the early 2000s.
This context further substantiates the emerging shift in the status of climate
science from a problem-defining to a problem-addressing authority during this
particular stage in the career of climate engineering. The political exploration
of climate engineering was now increasingly built on the kinds of economic
observations that had advanced climate engineering measures in the context of
scientific assessments of climate policy since the 1980s and 1990s (see Chapter
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4). Climate science in this context was not only envisioned as a tool for the state,
as weaponry for the nation, but also as a potential economic asset, an investment
opportunity. It was seen as offering, in other words, a managerial gaze onto the
issue of climate change.76 This was a new outlook that did not mark the limits
to growth or question the economic status quo, but one that would promise
control and provide business opportunities or economic solutions.
On the surface, this outlook became most obviously visible in some of the
expert testimonies of the time. The accounts of Lee Lane and David Schnare are
particularly illustrative in this context, as well as the papers by Alan Carlin and
Scott Barrett, which were part of the group added by Schnare to the congressional record, as mentioned earlier.77 In addition, the economic analyses from
the 1980s and 1990s which we encountered in the previous chapter became
increasingly prominent reference points within congressional debates of the
early 2000s. Lane and Schnare, for example, referred in their testimonies to
the analyses by William Nordhaus, Thomas Schelling, and the 1992 report by
the National Academies of Sciences, which we explored in the final section of
the previous chapter.78
Each of these accounts sought to establish the viability of targeted climate
intervention in economic terms – as ‘surprisingly cheap’,79 economically ‘incredible’80, or presenting a ‘risky gamble’.81 They formulated the goal of reducing
emissions as ‘well intentioned and even helpful’, yet as ‘inflexible, expensive,
risky, and politically unrealistic’ as a main policy strategy for tackling climate
change.82 Economic observations became essential in this context for advancing climate engineering in contrast to other policy measures. They provided
the grounds for formulating these measures as superior to other mitigation
options, even suggesting them as ‘inevitable’,83 in contrast to other mitigation
options:84 ‘keep in mind that use of geo-engineering will pay for itself, while
exclusive reliance on greenhouse reduction will not only fail to pay for itself,
it will fail to prevent global warming’, as Schnare put it in his testimony.85 Or:
‘it is unlikely that cost would play any significant role in a decision to deploy
stratospheric scatterers because the cost of any such system is trivial compared
to the cost of other mitigation options’, as Barrett suggested.86
Beyond this superficial layer of overly enthusiastic expert observations,
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economic and corporate concerns guided the set-up of a climate engineeringrelevant research and development infrastructure. In the following two sections,
we will see how at the turn of the new millennium notions of ‘clean coal’, carbon
capture, and offsets began providing an important platform for advancing climate
engineering research in the name of economic climate solutions.87

The rise of corporate and governmental research infrastructures
Part of the reason that climate engineering gained political currency during the
early 2000s was that it mobilised what had thus far seemed like a rather unlikely
constituency for the issue of climate change. This included corporate interests,
particularly associated with the fossil fuel industry. In 2003, for example, the
Federal Register gave notice that three of the world’s largest energy and oil
companies established a research and development project devoted to climate
change and energy issues. Exxon Mobil Corporation, General Electric Company,
and Schlumberger Technology Corporation initiated the Global Climate and
Energy Project (GCEP), a commercially funded research and development
initiative, located at Stanford University.88 This project serves to illustrate how
growing corporate interests in advancing technical fixes to tackle climate change
aided in further establishing climate science as a problem-solving authority.
Climate research was mobilised by the project not as ‘raising the alarm’ about
an increasingly urgent problem,89 but as providing ‘new solutions to one of the
grand challenges of this century’.90 These ‘new solutions’ also included climate
engineering-relevant research. With its focus on energy research, the project
provided essential insights for advancing carbon dioxide removal (CDR)
approaches. During its almost 17 years of operation, the Global Climate and
Energy Project was dedicated to ‘long-term pioneering research to identify
options for commercially viable, technological systems for energy supply and use
with substantially reduced net greenhouse emissions’, including ‘fundamental
science and pre-commercial research’ in ‘carbon sinks, carbon dioxide separation and storage’.91 The project ended in August of 2019.
A diverse set of international carbon capture and storage (CCS) projects,
which began popping up in congressional debates during the early 2000s further
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substantiate this growing corporate interest in climate intervention measures.
Members of Congress and expert witnesses began mobilising these projects to
both confirm92 and question93 the technological readiness of climate engineering measures. This included references to large-scale geologic sequestration and
ocean fertilisation projects such as the Weyburn Project (initiated in 2000 and
steered by the Canadian Department of Natural Resources),94 the In Salah Project
(established in 2004 by BP, Sontrach and Statoil in Algeria), 95 and the Sleipner gas
field in the North Sea.96 To take the Sleipner gas field as an example, it contains the
world’s first industrial scale CO2 storage unit and is the longest continuing CO2
injection project initiated to date. It is operated by Equinor (formerly Statoil),
Norway’s state oil company. Equinor built the unit in 1996 to avoid paying CO2
taxes on its natural gas production. At an offshore platform used to extract natural
gas, CO2 is simultaneously removed from the gas produced and then injected
in the Utsira formation, a deep saline reservoir about one kilometre below the
North Sea floor, off the shores of Norway. Since its inception, the Sleipner unit
has led to the storage of over 16 million tons of CO2 underground.97
The Executive branch, too, internalised this new managerial gaze onto the
issue of climate change. Through its Office of Fossil Energy, the Department
of Energy, for example, began advancing carbon capture and storage (CCS)
research and development as early as 1997.98 The Office’s diverse set of Federal
and private sector partners – ranging from the US Geologic Survey, the National
Science Foundation (NSF), the US Department of Agriculture (USDA), the
Department of the Interior (DOI), and the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) to representatives from the oil industry99 – suggests just how multi-faceted
the political exploration of the topic has become since the 1990s.100 The carbon
capture and storage research portfolio of the department includes formats such
as ‘industry cost-shared technology development projects, university research
grants, collaborative work with other national laboratories’ as well as ‘in-house’
research through national laboratories.101 Particularly through its so-called
Carbon Sequestration Program, the Department of Energy has advanced climate engineering relevant research and development.102 The program’s goal
was to ‘clean up’ fossil energy sources by first ‘demonstrat[ing] a series of safe
and cost-effective technologies at a commercial scale’ before ‘establish[ing] the
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potential for deployment leading to substantial market acceptance’.103 These
‘safe and cost-effective technologies’ included, among other approaches, ocean
fertilisation measures.104
These corporate and federal initiatives illustrate how climate engineering
relevant research became advanced during the early 2000s through the incremental development of a diverse industrial-scientific research and development
infrastructure. They are realisations of emerging alliances between climate
science and corporate interests forged by the promise of techno-scientific
control. All of these initiatives were driven by the goal to provide economical
‘solutions’ to the climate change issue. And thereby, they importantly aided
in institutionalising this new vision of climate science as a problem-solving
authority in tackling climate change.

Carbon offsets: Capturing and storing a negative commodity
Finally, I want to turn to a controversial congressional debate over so-called
carbon offsets that flared up in 2007. The debate reveals another facet of the
economic problematisation of climate change and the corresponding new vision
of the relationship between science in the state. Specifically, it suggests how this
problematisation of climate change shaped not only the setup of a research and
development infrastructure, but also legislative inquiry into climate engineering measures.
The basic idea of carbon offsets is to ‘make up’ for already emitted CO2 by
purchasing and trading titles to measures that reduce or remove atmospheric
CO2 emissions. Such carbon offsets thus differ from concepts like ‘clean coal’ or
‘carbon capture and storage’ in how the emission of carbon into the atmosphere
and the capture of carbon from the atmosphere are integrated. Carbon capture
and storage units integrate the removal of CO2 and the generation of energy
physically and structurally – the Sleipner unit, for example, removes CO2 directly
from its generated gas stream before the CO2 would be emitted to the atmosphere
and before the gas is pumped to the shore and distributed. Carbon offsets, in
contrast, integrate the emission and capture of carbon indirectly, namely via
offset markets. These markets develop criteria, measures, and certificates that
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verify and account for offsets and that are intended to determine the quality
and value of different types of offsets.
In July 2007, the House of Representatives’ Select Committee on Energy
Independence and Global Warming held a hearing on the topic of ‘Voluntary
Carbon Offsets – Getting What You Pay For’. Among the invited witnesses was
Russ George, CEO of Planktos Inc. Planktos was a private for-profit enterprise
that sought to generate and sell carbon offsets by sequestering and storing CO2
in the Pacific Ocean via ocean fertilisation. Earlier that year, the company had
announced plans to seed a 100 km by 100 km area of the Pacific Ocean, close
to the Galapagos Islands with approximately 100 tons of iron dust.105 On 21
May 2007, the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) had contacted
Planktos and required additional information regarding the venture’s planned
iron fertilisation project.106 When Planktos was unable to provide that information, the United States submitted an agenda item to the Scientific Group of the
London Convention on 1 June.107 The London Convention is one of the first
global conventions addressing pollution at sea. In their note to the scientific
group, the United States expressed concern over the potential environmental
impacts of Planktos’ ocean fertilisation activities. According to the submitted
agenda item, Planktos had informed the EPA in response to these concerns that
it was no longer planning to conduct its ocean fertilisation activities from the
Weatherbird II, a United States flagged vessel, but instead ‘use a non-United
States flagged vessel for releasing the iron so as not to be subject to regulation
under the United States’ Ocean Dumping Act’.108 In July, the Select Committee
on Energy Independence and Global Warming had invited George to respond
to these concerns and discuss his company’s efforts in more detail.109
The controversial debate that flared up in the context of this hearing illustrates how climate engineering gained political traction during the early 2000s
by promising to realign action against climate change with economic benefits.
Throughout his testimony, Russ George devised ocean fertilisation as a sciencebased tool that would turn environmental safeguarding into an ‘enterprise’:
Our plan follows the consensus opinion of many ocean scientists, who have
called for larger, more controlled, and more fully monitored iron addition
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trials that will generate the multidisciplinary data needed to understand
this technology’s true capacity as a tool for CO2 mitigation and ocean
stewardship. As a for profit business, we are of course also interested in the
economic implications of that data […] We consider this work to be akin to
the development of the applied science and technologies of agronomy and
forestry and believe it can finally foster similar stewardship-based enterprises
for the world’s oceans.110

George devised Planktos’ ocean fertilisation efforts as a ‘frontier enterprise
effort’ that mobilised scientific research for the benefit of enterprise.111 In this
sense, he reasoned that ‘if we succeed, we will have created a new industry. If
we don’t succeed, we will have produced a lot of great science’.112
Climate science, in other words, appears as a measure that can translate
action against climate change into a business opportunity. More specifically, in
George’s observations, CO2 becomes a form of negative commodity, a resource
to be economically cultivated. Regarding the afforestation projects of Planktos’
Hungarian subsidiary, KlimaFa, George suggested, for example:
[…] if you’re going to bank carbon dioxide in a carbon bank account, which
is a forest, you need a bank guard. And we’ve selected the European National
Park System as the bank guard for our carbon deposits that we’re banking.
We think that’s safe, secure carbon.113

By means of scientific expertise, George suggested that it would be possible to
‘hire a tree or a green plant in the ocean to take that ton of carbon dioxide out of
the atmosphere and turn it into those living plants, that living ecosystem […],
healing the harm done to date’.114 Notions of techno-scientific control are directly
linked here to environmental concerns about safeguarding nature. George continues: ‘[…] if we’re lucky, if we do everything right, we might be able to mimic
[the natural Galapagos bloom] and develop this as a technology that might
have major utility in helping to reverse the decline of the ocean ecosystems’.115
Timothy Mitchell has shown how in the great engineering projects at the
turn of the twentieth century, scientific expertise was politically envisioned as a
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means of ‘taming’ and ‘ordering’ nature.116 We can see echoes of this vision for
scientific expertise here, as climate engineering begins to appear as a project that
would not only order, but essentially ‘improve’, or even ‘heal’, nature during the
early 2000as. We will come back to this in more detail in the following chapter
(see Chapter 6). Planktos’ ocean seeding project became subject to fierce criticism and eventually got abandoned, as the company had issues securing the
necessary funds. Nevertheless, the company’s efforts illustrate how corporate
interests joined the aforementioned federal interests in exploring ocean fertilisation as a measure to counteract climate change during these years and thereby
importantly advanced a climate engineering-relevant expert infrastructure.117
This chapter has illustrated how climate engineering regained political currency
between 2000 and 2009 when the very problem it promised to address was
being reformulated. We have seen how climate change became problematised
in the political realm as a challenge to techno-scientific innovation. The political
problematisation of climate change did not concern the scientific prerequisites
and epistemological underpinnings of a curious phenomenon anymore, but
rather the effective management of an urgent problem. Building on the newly
forged alliances between climate science and the state, which defined the 1970s
through 1990s (see Chapter 4), climate science now further consolidated its
status and evolved from a problem-defining to a problem-addressing authority
during these years. Climate engineering thus moved to the surface of US climate
policy during these years as it became part of an agenda to harness climate science (and particularly technology) as a tool for the state, as weaponry in the
fight of a grand societal challenge.
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D EVIS ING A PROJEC T
O F C LIMATOLOGIC A L
C U LTIVAT ION AND
C O N TROL
We have now come full circle to where we started at the outset
of this book: as we approach the second decade of the new millennium, climate engineering incrementally cemented its presence in US climate policy.
By the end of 2009, Congress embarked on its formal inquiry into the issue,
triggering the first peak in political attention to these controversial measures
(see Fig. 2.1). In contrast to the early 2000s, this meant that climate engineering became established as an issue in its own right within the political realm.
It continued its trajectory once again by shifting its status, evolving from a
controversial techno-fix to a basic component of a national climate science
policy agenda.
Part I of this book set the stage of our analysis in this context. It depicted the
conflicted status of climate engineering during this important historical moment
and thereby raised the guiding puzzle of this book. We saw, how, despite being
framed as ‘a bad idea’1, climate engineering became programmatically assessed
and was internalised into the federal infrastructure as a potential remedy against
anthropogenic climate change during these years.
Building on the previous chapters, we can now return to this analytical
starting point and address the puzzle raised here. Instead of explaining the
controversial arrival of climate engineering on political agendas in 2009 with
sheer urgency in the face of the daunting climate catastrophe – as a last resort
or Plan B – we can make sense of how we got here by turning to the historically
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contingent science-state alliances, defining yet another chapter in the chequered
career of these measures. With this frame of analysis, the apparently conflicted
status of climate engineering can be understood as a kind of synthesis – one
that reconciles two historically conflicting roles of climate science within the
state. Framed as a ‘bad idea whose time has come’, climate engineering caters to
visions of techno-scientific control over the climate all the while anticipating a
critique of such measures. It builds on the promise of science as a tool for the
state, all the while connecting to ‘green’ notions of environmental safeguarding.
The contested status of climate engineering emerging in 2009 in this sense aligns
the hopes for control that had shaped political interest in climate modification
for the first half of the twentieth century, with the positions of climate scientists
and environmental movements that questioned precisely these hopes for control
during the second half of the twentieth century.
In this chapter, we will revisit and expand on the analysis provided in part
I of the book. We will zoom into the science-state alliances that defined the
career of climate engineering from the years leading up to the official inquiry
into climate engineering in 2009 to around the end of the Obama administration
in 2016. In doing so, we will contextualise the last resort narrative and see how
science and politics came together during these years by formulating climate
engineering as a project of climatological cultivation and control.
As in the previous chapter, we will begin by taking a brief glance at the political landscape of the time. We will turn to the incoming Obama administration
as the defining political environment in which the career of climate engineering took shape during these years. For the remainder of the chapter, we then
shift our gaze from the political environment to the experts and expertise that
defined this stage in the career of climate engineering. We will explore the role
of scientific expertise in devising this option of deliberately intervening in and
controlling the Earth’s climate. We will see how natural and social scientific
modes of observation have essentially assembled this project of climatological
cultivation and control. The chapter then maps the corresponding expert infrastructure undergirding these expert modes of observation and introduces the
experts and expert organisations that formulated this project of climatological
cultivation and control.
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C l i m at e e n g i n e e r i n g b e c o m e s pa rt o f a n at i o n a l
c limate scienc e p o li c y ag e nda
The formal US political inquiry into climate engineering, beginning in November
2009, coincided with rather substantial political shifts in the United States.
After eight years of a Republican government that was ‘officially sceptical’2
of climate change and opposed to regulating carbon emissions, the incoming
Obama administration promised a change of direction. Even before the new
administration took over the Oval Office in January 2009, policy change seemed
imminent. Congressional hearings on environmental issues and climate change
‘virtually exploded’ two years earlier during the so-called Democratic wave of
2007, when Democratic majorities returned to both the Senate and the House
of Representatives for the first time since 1995.3 And when John McCain and
Barack Obama, two Senators who agreed on the urgency of the issue, were
competing in the 2008 presidential campaign, bipartisan consensus and policy
action on climate change appeared to many commentators at the time as ‘almost
inevitable’.4 Domestic and international expectations for policy change and real
action on climate change were high and many anticipated a potentially leading
role for the United States in a newly concerted international effort to tackle
this urgent issue.5
With the benefit of hindsight, however, the climate policy legacy of the
Obama administration appears rather mixed.6 In the years that followed his
inauguration, climate change regressed into the quintessential partisan issue –
a development which would eventually reach its peak a couple of years later
when Donald Trump was elected the 46th president of the United States.7 In
their analysis of the Obama administration’s climate policy agenda, Graciela
Kincaid and Timmons Roberts demonstrate that the topic of climate change
lost political traction during Obama’s years in office and was instead replaced by
references to energy issues or the environment in general.8 One reason for this
was a somewhat forced fight for bipartisanship. As the Democrats lost control
over Congress after Obama’s first two years as president, the administration had
to foster bipartisanship on critical policy issues. In this fight for bipartisanship,
the administration felt that climate change ‘needed some time off because it had
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gotten so tainted and polluted’.9 This increasing partisan contestation proved
persistent and ongoing. By the time of the 2012 presidential debates, which
would prepare Obama’s second term, there was no mention of the climate
change issue at all for the first time since 1984.10 Fast forward another four years,
and this dynamic further intensified. With the election of Donald Trump into
the White House in 2016, the ambiguous status of the climate change issue
escalated into outright denial of its existence. What followed since has been
widely characterised as a full-fledged assault on climate science and even basic
recognition of the urgency of this problem.
Against the backdrop of this dynamic political environment, we can now
revisit and historically situate the emerging politics and contested status of
climate engineering around 2009. Specifically, we can add another layer to the
picture drawn in Part I of the analysis by turning to the status of climate science
in politics that defined this particular historical setting in the career of climate
engineering.
In contrast to the height of the Bush years, the political exploration of climate
engineering followed a less blatantly techno-optimistic tone. On the surface,
this produced a somewhat contradictory effect: the formal inquiry into climate
engineering came with an openly critical assessment of its merit. Policymakers as
well as invited expert witnesses appeared outright sceptical of climate engineering, as we saw in Part I of the analysis. Our glance at the political environment
in which climate engineering took shape during these years suggests that this
negative assessment of the proposed measures is not necessarily contradictory
but might be explained as a response to a Democratic constituency that expected
real action on climate change – that is, the mitigation of anthropogenic emissions and a respective change in behaviour.
Following this line of reasoning, climate engineering was rejected as a
political project that might delay action on climate change. It was no longer
explored as a controversial technological apparatus to control the Earth’s climate as technological weaponry at the hands of the state (see Chapter 5).
Instead, climate engineering now became formulated as ‘just science’. Beginning
already with the Democratic wave of 2007, climate engineering began to
move from highly contested and politicised debates that we explored in the
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previous chapter to rather technical scientific debates. It became increasingly
normalised as a basic component of a national climate science agenda – an
agenda that would not only help to decipher, but also govern and cultivate
the climate. An agenda, in other words, that saw climate science as a relevant
governance tool.
In the years leading up to the 2009 official inquiry into climate engineering,
this shift became particularly evident in the political exploration of ocean fertilisation measures (see also Chapter 5).11 Climate engineering was formulated
here as part of a science policy agenda that sought to make climate science more
relevant to the needs of political decision makers. Cast in this light, climate
engineering hardly seemed to propose a politically controversial or radically
new approach, but rather appeared as the next logical step in developing a
comprehensive national climate science agenda.
In May 2008, for example, the Democratic-controlled Senate suggested a
comprehensive assessment of ocean fertilisation measures as part of a proposed
bill that was meant to update the national global climate change program of
the United States. Although it was never enacted, the so-called Global Change
Research Improvement Act of 2007 sought to improve the US Global Change
Research Program (USGCRP) from 1990. This was a program that for the first
time had set out to coordinate climate change research across federal agencies
in the United States, as we saw in Chapter 4. The goal of this improvement was
to foster federal research capacities that would ‘produce information’ that could
‘better meet […] the expressed needs of decision-makers’.12
Climate engineering became formulated in this context as part of a climate
science agenda that sought to develop climate science as a central ‘informationbase’ or ‘decision-making tool’ for political decision-makers. These political
decision-makers were addressed here as ‘resource managers [that] require accurate, relevant, timely, and user-friendly data on climate change […]’.13 Climate
science, in other words, was envisioned as critical governance knowledge; it
appeared as providing a perspective that would ‘assist the Nation and the world
to better understand, assess, predict, mitigate, and adapt to the effects of humaninduced and natural processes of global change’.14 The scientific deciphering of
climate change promised its political manageability.
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At the heart of this document thus laid the call for a better scientific understanding of climate change as a distinctly national-political concern. And this
included not only higher resolved observations, improved measuring, and
monitoring of climate change, but also an assessment of ‘existing research,
potential risks […], and the effectiveness’ of fertilising the oceans to counteract climate change.15 Chapters 1 and 2 furthermore suggested how between
2009 and 2011, policymakers began internalising climate engineering into the
federal climate science infrastructure. The National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) and other scientific and independent agencies were
being tasked with advancing climate engineering research, effectively integrating
these approaches into the national climate science agenda. We have seen how
climate engineering appeared here in the form of basic scientific challenges and
became a direct policy concern.
To sum up, around 2009, climate engineering became part of a climate
science agenda that envisioned climate change as a project of cultivation by
human rationality, ingenuity, and reason.16 As we will explore in more detail in
the following sections, these measures became established and institutionalised
as a means to decipher, cultivate, and control the climate.

When we brighten the clouds, we see that the planet
cool s: Ex pe rt m o d e s o f o b se rvat i o n
Wind-driven spray vessels will sail back and forth perpendicular to the
local prevailing wind and release micron sized drops of seawater into
the turbulent boundary layer beneath marine stratocumulus clouds. The
combination of wind and vessel movements will treat a large area of sky.
When residues left after drop evaporation reach cloud level they will
provide many new cloud condensation nuclei giving more but smaller
drops and so will increase the cloud albedo to reflect solar energy back
out to space.
Salter et al. 2007, qtd. by Lee Lane, testifying
before the House Science Committee17

In the following, we turn to the kinds of expertise that made the project of
climatological cultivation and control politically ‘legible’.18 We will unpack the
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expert modes of observation which the political record on climate engineering,
the congressional debate and political internalisation of this issue, rested on.19 In
doing so, we will see how two such modes of observation established this project
of engineering the climate in the political sphere – namely, climate models and
so-called natural analogies. These two modes of observation effectively assembled the abstract notion of climate engineering into a potential technology; they
realised climate engineering as a set of interventions that are technically working.
And they generated strikingly specific and concrete observations regarding the
effects of deploying such interventions.
Climate models, to begin with, have not only been paramount to scientific
endeavours to understand and predict climate change, but they also provided
the essential grounds for the political problematisation of this issue for at least
half a century.20 The policy documents examined in this book suggest how the
expansion of modelling efforts have become a national strategic matter, answering to ‘emerging national needs’ such as the building up of national resilience
and adaptation capacities against potentially catastrophic climate change.21
To use a concept by Bentley Allan, climate models have provided an essential
device to ‘translate’ the issue of climate change ‘into a portable, global object’
which could be communicated and problematised in various societal contexts.22
Climate models in this sense serve to abstract; they transform the tremendously
complex and multi-layered phenomenon of a changing climate into an observable
process. They provide formalised transcriptions which isolate distinct properties of this multi-facetted phenomenon.23 In this capacity, climate models have
proved critical in furnishing observations of a changing climate with hopes of
its deliberate intervention and control. In such models, a changing climate not
only becomes observable, but it appears as a set of deciphered causal connections, accessible to deliberate manipulation and control.
Climate models have therefore come to provide the core epistemological
ground for examining climate engineering – and especially solar radiation
management – as a potential approach to counteracting climate change. They
appear as an essential political decision-support tool in this context.24 Prominent
examples such as the Geoengineering Model Intercomparison Project (GeoMIP)
or the Carbon Dioxide Removal Model Intercomparison Project (CDRMIP)
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demonstrate how, over the years, rather isolated modelling studies grew into
increasingly complex and internationally coordinated simulations including
multiple models.25
Alongside models, so-called natural analogues have provided an essential
expert mode of observing and assessing climate engineering. In contrast to
climate models, these natural analogues are expert observations that compare
climate engineering measures to ‘naturally occurring’ phenomena.26 In the
context of solar geoengineering, these analogues are typically volcanic eruptions – Mt. Tambora27, Mt. Kasatochi28, Mt. El Chicón29, and most prominently,
the eruption of Mt. Pinatubo. Over the years, the eruption of Mt. Pinatubo has
reached symbolic status in terms of suggesting how solar radiation management
would work.30 Carbon dioxide removal measures, on the other hand, have been
compared to trees and other ‘natural’ processes of carbon sequestration.31
By zooming into some of the expert testimonies on climate engineering,
we will unpack how both modes of observations – climate models and natural
analogues – essentially served to assemble an abstract techno-scientific concept
into a concrete piece of applicable technology. This means that even though
most of the discussed climate engineering approaches may not have existed as
pieces of material hardware at the time of these assessments, these modes of
observation have served as a kind of expertise that effectively envisioned these
technologies within the political process, making them accessible to political
decision-making. These modes of observation, in other words, served to create a
vision of the ‘global thermostat’ that climate engineering promises to provide.32

Establishing a technology that works
Climate models and natural analogues first served to establish causal closure in
the congressional exploration of climate engineering. This means these modes
of observation have served as empirical evidence that climate engineering – and
especially solar radiation management – technically works:
[…] both observations of the response of climate to large explosive volcanic
eruptions […] and all modelling studies conducted so far […] show that
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with sufficient stratospheric sulfate aerosol loading, backscattered insolation
will cool Earth.33

Climate models and natural analogues thus effectively translate the complex
issue of anthropogenic climate change into distinct climatological mechanisms. And by isolating these mechanisms, the issue of climate change appears
as amenable to targeted intervention and control. The multifaceted societal
roots of the problem, the economic structures and industrial processes, as
well as its diverse consequences, are all boiled down to a set of climatological mechanisms.
Natural analogues have primarily served as a ‘natural’ ‘proof of concept’ in
this context.34 They have served to translate the otherwise abstract notion of
climate engineering into something that already happens ‘naturally’. In these
observations, solar radiation management, for example, becomes ‘[…] the
identical process that happens when volcanoes erupt and they cause cooling’.35
By translating the abstract into such ‘naturally occurring’ phenomena, natural
analogues establish climate engineering as both harmless and plausibly effective. In this mode of observation, climate engineering emerges as ‘working’
for everyone to see.36 One of the expert witnesses, for example, explained to
Congress that
There are questions about how good a short-term eruption is as an analogue
for a continuous injection of material into the stratosphere. Nevertheless,
the natural experiment of volcanic eruptions gives us confidence that the
approach will basically work, and while there might be negative consequences, the world will not come instantly to an end, and that after stopping a short-term deployment, the world is likely to return to its previous
trajectory within years.37

Drawing from analogous observations, experts suggested that ‘we know this
[climate engineering] basically works’.38 The epistemic authority of analogous
observations was presented as greater and more conclusive than the effectiveness of mitigation efforts:
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[…] because these techniques mimic natural phenomena, we know more
about how quickly and well they work than we do about the efficacy of attempting to reduce greenhouse gases. We have measured the effects of the natural
processes and can state with considerable certainty, bordering on complete
certainty, that they will produce the result sought. 39

Natural analogues furthermore serve to suggest the possibility of enhancing
nature in this context. Climate engineering appears not only as mimicking ‘natural’ cause and effect mechanisms; it is devised as optimising these mechanisms,
it appears as ‘optimised nature’:
The sulfur-containing particles thrown out by eruptions are probably less
than optimal. It appears reasonable to believe, however, that humans could
improve on nature substantially by refining the type of particles used and
minimizing other possible environmental side effects with a little research
and development.40

This suggestion to ‘enhance’ nature was also applied to carbon removal
approaches:
Left to its own devices, nature will take on the order of a hundred thousand years to reabsorb and fixate the excess carbon that human activities
have mobilized and injected into the atmosphere. The purpose of mineral
sequestration in managing anthropogenic carbon is to accelerate these
natural processes to the point that they can keep up with human carbon
dioxide releases.41

Modelling observations complement these ‘natural’ proofs of concept by suggesting the possibility of targeted application. Simulating a targeted climate
intervention implies not only being able to identify and isolate the relevant
physical mechanisms for climatic change, but it implies being able to purposefully
reproduce these mechanisms. Climate models, in this sense, are essential to this
project of climatological intervention and control. They make the concept of
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climate engineering into a ‘technology’ in the sense that they not only suggest
understanding, but also the possibility of control.42

Experimenting with an engineered climate
Secondly, climate models and natural analogues serve to provide seemingly
controlled empirical observations regarding the hypothetical deployment of
climate engineering. While natural analogies serve as ‘natural experiments’,
climate models are mobilised as theoretical ones.43 Both modes of observation allow trials without actually deploying the technology; they provide a
virtual testing ground for a technological concept that remains ‘too dangerous,
too expensive, or perhaps impossible to perform with the real thing’, to use
Schneider’s words.44
In fact, following these expert observations, models and volcanoes become
‘the real thing’. There is no meaningful epistemological difference in the way that
these observations are mobilised: ‘[I]n climate models when we brighten the
clouds, we see that the planet cools. When we inject an aerosol like volcanoes
do, we see that the planet cools’.45
Climate models and natural analogues thus make the hypothetical application
of climate engineering accessible to strikingly concrete and specific empirical
observations. In these observations, climate engineering becomes evident not
only in its basic climatological mechanisms, but even in its future consequences.
Drawing from these modes of observation, experts suggest specific insights into
the consequences, side effects, and potential risks of a future climate engineering
deployment. The risk of draught or acid rain46 becomes as observable as a sudden
cessation of a SRM scheme47, its potential impacts on the Indian monsoon, on
droughts in Africa, or on the oceanic biosphere:48
There are also undesirable things that happen. We see that even though we
might make the average temperature of the planet about right, the rainfall
patterns would change some from today, and some places become warmer
and some places become cooler.49
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Climate models in this context allow observations of a hypothetical climate
engineering deployment. Models, for example, seem to make the experimental
replication of a Mt. Pinatubo eruption every other year precisely observable:50
While the aerosols are located above the poles, they would shield the sea ice
to keep the poles cooler in summer, and then allow the aerosols to disappear during winter when there is no sunlight at the poles anyway. Robock
(2009) has shown that the particles actually spread and produce a cooling
beyond the Polar Regions.51

Following this line of reasoning, one expert implied that his experiments
suggested
[…] that clouds injected into the Arctic stratosphere would be blown by
winds into the mid-latitudes and would affect the Asian summer monsoon.
Observations from all the large high latitude volcanic eruptions of the past
1500 years, Eldgjá in 939, Laid in 1783, and Katmai in 1912, support those
results.52

These observations very much illustrate the ‘uneasy epistemic space’ of models,
as described already in the 1990s by Sergio Sismondo.53 Models cross the
boundaries of measuring device and data, of theory and experiment. Models,
in this sense, work as analogues. They are ‘[…] studied in the way that natural
systems might be:’54 their insights are mobilised as quasi-empirical.

A note on interdisciplinarity
This particular formulation of climate engineering as a project of climatological
cultivation and control is thus not only built on detailed and precise climatological observations, but importantly, it also perpetuated the need for them.
As the politics of climate engineering directly translated into basic challenges
in the atmospheric sciences, the political capacity to decide and act on climate
change seemed to directly rest on better modelling and measuring capacities.55
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Such modelling and measuring capacities were not only seen as essential for
exploring technological viability,56 but also for crafting sensible governance and
providing monitoring and management capacities.57 The emerging politics of
climate engineering in this sense entailed addressing ‘the holy grail’ of climate
science – that is, ‘using present observations to predict future climate states’ or
‘the science of fingerprinting’.58
This prominence of climatological expertise and the respective modes of
observations, however, should not imply a lack of social scientific expertise
in these politics of climate engineering. In fact, assembling this project of climatological cultivation and control essentially rested on social scientific and
ethical expertise.
This is maybe most clearly displayed in the prominent role of economic
expertise throughout the career of climate engineering. Economic expertise
has played a critical role in assessing the potential of climate engineering as
a policy tool throughout the years, as we have seen in previous chapters. It
has provided one of the most prominent sources of expert advice and is a
critical mode of evaluating, comparing, judging, and deciding on the merit
of these measures as a potential policy approach to tackling climate change.
Reference to ‘cost’ has served as a critical mode of both promoting and contesting climate engineering measures in this context (see also Chapters 1,
3 and 5).59 Experts argued, for example, that ‘the only reason that we are
considering doing geoengineering […] is because the consequences of not
doing anything might be more costly’60. Or they explained, ‘it makes sense
for us as American taxpayers to invest some of our hard-earned dollars in
exploring ways to cost-effectively reduce the environmental threats that are
facing us’61. Such observations effectively devised the issue of climate change
as a challenge of ‘cost-effective risk management’.62 With the official inquiry
into climate engineering, economic observations began providing a central
mode of elaborating on and differentiating the distinct challenges that climate
engineering would entail.
In Chapter 1 we saw that experts deemed cost as particularly relevant in
assessing the political viability of carbon dioxide removal methods, even arguing that ‘cost is likely to be the primary consideration governing deployment’
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of these approaches.63 But also for solar radiation management approaches,
uncertainty in future costs appeared as a core challenge. ‘Cost’ in this context
concerned monitoring expenses and liability issues, but also ‘social costs’ such
as risks or ‘the cost of public opinion’.64 Game-theoretical perspectives that
have grown increasingly prominent within climate policy beginning in the
1990s, served to compare conventional mitigation measures with the technoscientific ‘making’ of climate in this case of solar radiation management. Risk
of free-riding or suboptimal coordination of behaviour, on the one hand, was
confronted with substantial and unpredictable technological risks as well as the
danger of unilateral action with global consequences, on the other. The figure
of a ‘rogue state’ also played a critical role in this context.
Apart from these economic observations, experts and policymakers continuously emphasised the need for regulatory, ethical, and political or social
scientific expertise more generally: ‘it is important to acknowledge that climate
engineering carries with it […] ethical and political concerns’65 or that ‘the
legal, governmental, socio-political and ethical issues may ultimately be greater
challenges to deployment’.66 Yet, this continuous emphasis on the need for
interdisciplinarity hardly meant that policymakers invited a diversity of critical,
competing, or challenging perspectives. Instead, social scientific, economic,
and ethical observations largely followed climatological observations (and not
the other way around). In other words, this social scientific expertise served
as accompanying research – as essential expertise to advance and realise this
project of climatological cultivation and control.67
In the accounts of the experts, such social scientific expertise would be
essential, for example, for deciding ‘whose hand would be on the thermostat’68
or ‘what temperature [...] we want the planet to be’. For example, ‘do we want it
to stay constant? Do we want it to be at 1980 levels, do we want it at 1880 levels’?
and ‘who decides? What if Russia and Canada want it a little bit warmer and
India wants it a little bit cooler’?69 Such questions hardly confront, but rather
reinforce and give shape to this notion of an engineered and technologically
controlled climate. They confine the scope of ethical, normative, and social
scientific concerns to the question of governing the already assembled global
thermostat.
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This escorting or accompanying role of social scientific and ethical perspectives is also suggested in the common reference to ‘public engagement strategies’ as a meaningful remedy to tackling normative concerns regarding climate
engineering.70 One expert witness, for example, argued that ‘we need to find a
way to engage the opinions of a very diverse group of people on the planet so
that this can be done in an orderly and acceptable manner’.71 What ‘this’ is seems
already clear and predetermined.
Social scientific modes of observation thus have not systematically challenged
the very notion of targeted climate intervention, but rather served to elaborate
and differentiate its pursuit.72 By qualifying regulatory, governance, and legal
challenges in the development and deployment of targeted climate intervention, they, too, have proved essential in advancing this project of climatological
cultivation and control.
To sum up, these observations substantiate what the first part of this book
could only hint at, namely that science and politics is not only coupled via
organisations and experts, but also via relevant expertise. These expert observations illustrate how the political ‘career’ of climate engineering is directly bound
to processes of scientific knowledge production. The trajectory of this concept
as a policy measure is coupled with observational and measuring devices; it is
linked to scientific modes of observing and making sense of climate change.
This outlook suggests that the consequences of climate engineering research
hardly amount to environmental impacts. We should pay attention to these
modes of observation for gaining a more differentiated understanding of how
research shapes future technologies and defines likely trajectories. While it is
obviously crucial to anticipate potentially harmful environmental side effects of
climate engineering field studies, this should not curtail a more comprehensive
understanding of the various dimensions in which climate engineering research
matters societally.

U npacking the e x p e rt i nf r a stru c t u r e
As we have seen throughout the previous chapters, climate engineering did not
(re)gain political traction around 2009 simply because experts or policymakers
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placed it on the agenda. Instead, the emergence of this new governance object,
the ‘politicisation’ of climate change as an issue of climatological cultivation and
control, followed a complex translation process in which the political system
internalised perspectives and expert modes of observations from its societal
environment. Against this backdrop, I want to suggest that the political selection
of expertise is a critical part of the above-mentioned translation process. To quote
Reiner Grundmann, expertise is always delivered ‘at the request of someone
else’.73 In this final section of the chapter, we will revisit the two arenas in which
climate engineering materialised in US politics around 2009 and unpack how
scientific expertise precisely connects to politics here. We will turn to the climate
engineering expert infrastructure, i.e. the routes and channels that the political
system established to ‘request’ expertise – that is, to internalise, consider, and
quite literally, hear scientific experts.

Staged advice: Scientists as political spokespeople?
In Chapter 2, we saw how scientific expertise has come to shape the emerging
politics of climate engineering by being invited to do so. The political system has
established a number of different channels that effectively guide the selection and
flow of external expertise into the political system in this context. Policymakers
have invited experts to testify before Congress; they have requested experts to
inform the legislative assessments and federal inventory and they have commissioned scientific assessments. Table 7.1 provides an overview of all experts
that were invited to provide advice on climate engineering in the context of
establishing an ‘official record’ on the issue between 2009 and 2017.
I have suggested that this invited expertise serves as a kind of ‘staged advice’
(see Chapter 2). Now we can further unpack the role and status of this ‘staged
advice’ as a particular component of the climate engineering expert infrastructure
and as a distinct setting in which scientific expertise shapes politics.
The notion of ‘staged advice’ seeks to emphasise the double-sided character
of this particular form of advice. On the one hand, the congressional inquiry, as
well as the scientific assessments, represent critical nodes of linking scientific
observations to political observations. Table 7.1 suggests that both formats
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Table 7.1 Staged Advice (2009–2017). Overview of experts who have been
invited to inform the establishment of an ‘official record’ on climate engineering in
US climate policy between 2009 and 2017 (see Table 3.1) in at least two different
contexts. The experts are ranked according to the frequency of their appearance.
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have provided critical mechanisms to channel expertise from academic research
contexts to the political realm. On the other hand, scientific expertise connects
to policy making in this arena of staged advice precisely by reinforcing a clear
boundary between science and politics. Science studies scholarship has suggested that this, in fact, is a key dimension in the provision of scientific advice
in general: trust in expert judgement is precisely generated by suggesting a clear
divorce between the evidence base that scientific expertise provides, on the one
hand, and the decision that policymakers take, on the other.74 The advisory
process then becomes an arena of boundary-work between science and politics.
The so-invited experts occupy a particularly prominent role in the emerging
politics of climate engineering. Be it via congressional testimonies, commissioned
reports, or scientific assessments, these experts are invited to co-define the stakes
of the issue and set the terms of the debate. In particular, the congressional experts
who are invited to testify and inform the legislative assessments appear as highly
visible. They have shaped the emerging politics of climate engineering by quite
literally ‘speaking’ to politics. In this speaking capacity, they essentially also shape
the second arena (as suggested in Chapter 2) because by co-defining the stakes
of the debate over climate engineering and determining the technicalities and
feasibility of the issue at hand, these congressional experts essentially guide the
political inventory and structure the political internalisation of climate engineering into the federal bureaucracy. And what is more, in their capacity to assemble
climate engineering as an epistemic object, they also serve as a kind of gatekeeper
for determining relevant expertise. By adding papers or position statements to the
record or otherwise referencing expert observations, these congressional experts
effectively decide which kinds of evidence are relevant for the issue at stake.
In the following, we will take a closer look at who gets to speak in this arena
of staged advice. To do so, we will distinguish between the selection of experts
via scientific assessments and via the congressional inquiry.

Selection of experts via scientific assessments
In the case of scientific assessment reports, science connects to politics through
particular organisational procedures. Scientific assessment reports are usually the
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product of a highly formalised, almost ritualistic process which seeks to make
sure that scientific insights can be harnessed for national needs all the while
safeguarding the integrity of the scientific process.75 Accordingly, the scientific
assessments on climate engineering have been generated by a rather big pool of
different expert voices. Table 7.1 suggests that there is only one scientist who
informed both of the featured assessment reports. The remaining experts contributed to just one of the here considered publications. This picture generally
attests to a rather impersonal selection procedure.
Gupta and Möller argue that these scientific assessments ‘leverage and
reflect the scientific eminence associated with the institutional context from
which they emerge, which serves to endow them with epistemic authority
and legitimacy […]’.76 National scientific academies provide one particularly
important institutional context in this regard. These academies essentially pool
scientific expertise that is generated by a decentralised national scientific system
of universities and research institutes. The mission of the US National Academy
of Sciences, for example, has been
to improve government decision making and public policy, increase public
understanding, and promote the acquisition and dissemination of knowledge
in matters involving science, engineering, technology, and health.77

Sponsors, such as the federal government, can request studies on subjects they
wish to be informed on.78 The Academy’s board members then suggest pertinent
experts for the compilation of the assessment reports. While the production
process of these reports is somewhat similar to scientific publications, such as
peer-reviewed papers or monographs, the goal of the respective study is usually
clearer than would be the case in academic research or in the writing process.
This predetermined goal and the distinct scope of the study are defined by both
the report’s sponsor and the Academies’ board. They are formally determined
in a ‘statement of task’.79
In the case of the Royal Society, the British counterpart to the National
Academies, the connection to the policy process is less directly pronounced with
a more general emphasis on scientific ‘excellence’ and its benefit for humanity.
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Dating back to the 1660s, the Royal Society of London is the oldest national
academy of science ‘in continuous existence’ in the world.80 Its mission is ‘to
recognise, promote, and support excellence in science and to encourage the
development and use of science for the benefit of humanity’.81 In addressing the
highly contested suggestion of climate engineering, the Society’s self-proclaimed
aim was to present an ‘authoritative’ assessment, and indeed, the report left an
irrefutable mark on the emerging debate over climate engineering, especially
in advancing the ‘Plan B’ narrative.82
Finally, in the world of climate policy making, the Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change (IPCC) takes up a particularly prominent place in providing scientific assessments. In contrast to both the US National Academies and
the Royal Society, the IPCC is set up as an international, representative parliamentary body. This formal integration of political representation and scientific
assessment has helped the organisation to prominence within science and
science-policy studies; it has provided social scientific research with a textbook
example of a ‘boundary organisation’.83 The IPCC’s so-called Summaries for
Policy Makers (SPMs) have been dubbed ‘the frontline of negotiations between
climate science and climate policy’ in this sense.84 The organisation is, as Spencer
Weart put it, ‘neither a strictly scientific nor a strictly political body, but a unique
hybrid’.85 And what is more, in contrast to the National Academies, the IPCC
is a specialist organisation, focusing specifically on the issue of anthropogenic
climate change.

Selection of experts via the congressional inquiry
In contrast to the scientific assessments, the focus of the kind of advice that is provided upon congressional inquiry is more directly policy oriented. Congressional
inquiries, including hearings as well as legislative assessments, provide a critical
political platform to establish newly emerging topics, as we have seen in Chapter
2: they are an arena of ‘purposive’ communication as we saw earlier.86
Hearings and legislative reports are forms of expert advice which are set up
within the legislative branch, primarily catering to the needs of Congress. They
provide the opportunity to invite pertinent experts from beyond the federal
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bureaucracy to determine critical evidence on issues of policy concern. It is the
policymakers who get to select witnesses or task congressional research agencies
with the provision of advice. The selection of expert witnesses is therefore a
highly strategic undertaking which primarily furthers particular political goals.87
Expert testimonies thus can be understood as politically mediated expert observations. They appear as a kind of ‘ideologically and politically reliable’ kind of
expertise, according to Sabine Maasen and Peter Weingart.88
Similarly, the Congressional Research Service (CRS) or the Government
Accountability Office (GAO) are congressional support bodies which provide
information and research needs directly to Congress. The Research Service
dates to an initiative from 1914, which was driven by progressive-era ideals,
emphasising the relevance of the ‘acquisition of knowledge for an informed
and independent legislature’.89 The initiative first led to the establishment of a
Legislative Reference Service, which was then turned into the Congressional
Research Service (CRS) in 1970. Both the Government Accountability Office
and the Research Service are research support agencies, and as such, are established to provide nonpartisan and objective expertise. CRS in this sense institutionalises a clear division between evidence base and policy making. According
to CRS itself, the agency
makes no legislative or other policy recommendations to Congress; its
responsibility is to ensure that Members of the House and Senate have available the best possible information and analysis on which to base the policy
decisions the American people have elected them to make.90

The Government Accountability Office (GAO) in contrast specialises more
specifically on government oversight and auditing services for Congress.91 It
provides Congress with reports and analyses of activities within the executive
branch.
If we take a closer look at the invited experts that the congressional inquiry
on climate engineering has rested on, it is the decided focus on scientists that
sticks out. Table 7.1 suggests that it is primarily scientists – and academic
scientists at that – who have most prominently been selected as congressional
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experts on the issue of climate engineering. Roughly half the experts who have
been selected to inform the congressional inquiry have also contributed to one
of the examined scientific assessment reports. This is also reinforced by GAO’s
declaration that the agency selected relevant experts based on their ‘participation
on a geoengineering panel, the number of articles authored in peer-reviewed
literature, and recommendations from other experts’.92 With regards to their
institutional background, the congressional experts who have been selected
to inform an official political record on climate engineering thus stand in stark
contrast to those expert witnesses who brought the issue onto the congressional agenda before this official inquiry. As we have seen in Chapter 5, these
‘masked agenda setters’ primarily came from think tanks instead of universities
and research institutes.
This decided focus on scientific (and even academic) selection criteria seems
remarkable if we consider the fact that the experts were invited to inform a
policy agenda on climate engineering and not a scientific argument. This means
that scientific experts appear here to not merely speak on the science; they are
invited to define political stakes, envision feasible futures and ‘to decide public
meanings’.93 The apparent lack of alternative perspectives or competing forms
of invited expert voices suggests that, in this case of climate engineering, policymakers see scientists as the respectively crucial experts, as the fact bearers, and
as the critical ‘problem solvers’.94 These congressional experts become politically
relevant for the issue at hand precisely in their role as prominent researchers. This
means that they claim epistemic authority on climate engineering in both science and politics; they connect scientific with political visibility.
The literature further complements this picture, adding another realm to
the epistemic authority of these scientific experts – namely the media. Holly
Buck, for example, found that between 1990 and 2010, ‘36 per cent of assertions made in the media’ about climate engineering were presented by only
nine scientists.95 And seven of those nine scientists have also been invited to
inform the congressional inquiry on climate engineering. These findings thus
emphasise just how small the world of climate engineering was in the early
2000s.96 Eli Kintisch had coined the term ‘geoclique’ for these experts to stress
that the issue of climate engineering – its research, presentation in the media, and
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assessment in politics – was essentially defined by a small group of individuals.
The congressionally selected experts thus occupy a particularly prominent and
powerful position. Not only are they structuring and informing the US political
inquiry into climate engineering, but they also shape the scientific debate and
the discussion on the issue in the media.
Against this backdrop, we can revisit Ann Keller’s observation that ‘there are
strong disincentives for academic scientists to testify before Congress’, mainly
because of the risk of being perceived as politically biased.97 The selection of
expert witnesses who took the stage in this arena of ‘staged advice’ paints a
different picture. It suggests that scientists are able to reinforce their epistemic
authority precisely by formulating distinct policy issues in scientific terms. Even
academic scientists might effectively utilise congressional hearings to advance
the relevance of their research in defining or addressing societal challenges and
potential response measures.98 We can observe a similar dynamic in the early
politicisation of climate change and biodiversity loss (see Chapter 4).99 There is
hardly any account of the politicisation of climate change that does not build on
the driving role of either individual experts, groups, or networks of scientists –
‘non-sinister conspiracies’, ‘rainforest mafias’, ‘geocliques’ – that pushed the
issue into the political realm. Scientists appear in these cases as spokespeople,
bringing issues from science to the attention of politics.
This, in turn, raises a question for future research: namely, how emerging
political agendas might influence inner scientific differentiation. How, in other
words, does reference to political agendas structure the scientific selection of
research topics or the formulation of emerging research programs? Many of
the relevant climate engineering experts, for example, emphasise that they have
initially worked on the issue of climate engineering in their ‘spare time’.
To sum up, ‘staged advice’ provides an expert setting which channels scientific
expertise from academic research contexts into the political system. Although
the two channels of scientific assessments and congressional inquiry do in fact
entail a respectively different selection of experts, both have effectively selected
and invited primarily academic scientists to establish an official record on climate
engineering. The experts that take stage in this arena of staged advice can claim
political visibility precisely based on their scientific, even academic credentials.
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Their political authority in co-defining the stakes of climate engineering rests
on their scientific authority.

Science for national needs
Beyond this publicly orchestrated layer of staged advice, we have seen that
scientific expertise came to shape the emerging politics of climate engineering
from within the federal bureaucracy. Acronyms such as NASA, NOAA, EPA,
NCAR, NSF, but also DOE, USDA, DOD, DOS or USGS provide central
nodes via which the political system began internalising climate engineering
into the federal bureaucracy (as we have seen in Chapter 2).100 Specifically,
these acronyms stand for scientific and regulatory bodies within the federal
bureaucracy. They institutionalise original research capacities within the state,
both within particular departments and via independent agencies. This means
that scientific expertise connects to the political realm in this context not by
being externally invited to provide scientific advice, but by internalising the
research capacities themselves.
These agencies, then, can be understood as the targeted and formal organisation of ‘science for national needs’.101 They essentially gear research capacities
(more or less formally) to the national strategic goals of the federal government.
Their research programs are aligned to political priorities, for example, via
funding structures, such as executive and congressional budget decisions, or
via organisational and inter-agency program missions. The specific scope and
overall direction of their research is thus subject to congressional politics and
executive budget decisions.
These agencies became relevant in a notably different capacity than the
invited experts who provided what I have called, ‘staged advice’.102 Instead of
shaping the emerging politics of climate engineering by actively framing the
debate and official record on the issue, these expert agencies seem subject to
political efforts to steer the development of climate engineering expert capacities. These agencies were tasked with addressing the technicalities established
by the official record as the recipients of federal funds, charged with advancing
research on the issue, or with devising a regulatory infrastructure. These agencies
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thus reflect how politics has structurally internalised climate engineering; they
suggest how politics has translated and adopted this issue and made it legible
to national strategic concerns.
In the following, we will take a closer look at how precisely these expert
agencies have articulated and given concrete shape to this notion of engineering
the climate within the United States. I focus here on five agencies: the National
Science Foundation, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA), the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), and the Department of Energy.

The National Science Foundation
The National Science Foundation (NSF), to begin with, is the US government’s
central agency for supporting basic research. In contrast to the other agencies that
we will turn to in the following, NSF has advanced climate engineering research
by providing grants, not by hosting in-house research or governing particular
measures. Climate engineering thus appears in this context as an emerging topic
of research. NSF was seen to play a critical role in advancing both social scientific, as well as natural scientific research on climate engineering. According to
the Science Committee, the agency has essential expertise for guiding questions
into ‘domestic and international governance, economics, and risk assessment
and management’, as well as ‘ethical considerations’.103 Experts and policymakers
therefore agreed that, on the one hand, NSF should contribute to ‘informing public
engagement strategies’ around climate engineering.104 On the other hand, based
on its observational and modelling expertise, the Science Committee suggested
that the agency should continue playing a leading role in supporting solar radiation
management research.105 The agency has already funded critical modelling studies, for example, conducted by Alan Robock and others at Rutgers University.106

The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) is a scientific
agency within the Department of Commerce. Together with the Department of
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Energy, NOAA has been one of the most talked about, referenced, and prominent
expert agencies within the US political exploration of climate engineering.107
The very idea of climate engineering crucially rests on the modes of observation
that NOAA provides.
Through the lens of NOAA, anthropogenic climate change primarily emerges
as an issue of ever more precise climatological observation and measurements.
The agency makes this issue legible in the motion of particles, in air and
ocean temperatures, in vegetation or atmospheric humidity. Since its inception in 1970, NOAA has specialised in precise observations and ‘impeccable
measurements’ of these data points.108 The first report of what is now called
NOAA’s Global Monitoring Division celebrated the historical importance of
this mission. The authors argued that this report ‘has as its genesis the unknown
observer of antiquity who, realising that an observation unrecorded was an
observation lost, inscribed a record on stone or clay’.109 In the eyes of experts
and policymakers alike, this climatological observational infrastructure and
expertise made NOAA the logical home for any efforts to advance a coordinated agenda on climate engineering.110 The Science Committee, especially,
highlighted NOAA’s ‘ground-truthing equipment and software’ in this context.111
This kind of observational expertise was deemed relevant to any approach that
would involve ‘chemical inputs into the environment that would directly or
indirectly impact ocean waters, e.g. stratospheric sulfate injections and ocean
fertilization’.112
The organisational precursors of NOAA date all the way back to the very
beginning of the United States of America. The agency was formed through
the integration of ‘America’s first physical science agency, America’s first agency
dedicated specifically to the atmospheric sciences, and America’s first conservation agency’.113 This namely includes the US Coast and Geodetic Survey (initiated in 1807 by President Thomas Jefferson), the Weather Bureau (founded in
1870), and the US Commission on Fish and Fisheries (established in 1871). To
quote Zeke Baker once again, NOAA’s organisational history illustrates how the
agency has persistently matched scientific challenges of precise climatological
measurement to shifting political agendas over the years – from commercial and
agricultural challenges to the challenge of the ozone hole, to global warming, to
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assessing the potential of fertilising the oceans or reducing incoming sunlight.
NOAA’s history connects the project of climate engineering to a long line of
different science-state configurations in which precise climatological observation became of direct political relevance. NOAA’s history thus suggests how
intricately interwoven knowledge production and problem observation, or the
‘discovery’ and the tackling of climate change is.

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) implies a comparable, yet different, institutional home for the pursuit of climate engineering.
NASA’s mission had been grand from the very start.114 The agency was born
in the midst of the Cold War, charged with rising to the challenge of ensuring
global pre-eminence by means of science. The decision to create NASA was
driven by the launch of Sputnik in October 1957. According to a former chief
historian at NASA, ‘a country that aspired to global pre-eminence could not let
that challenge pass’.115 In July 1958, President Eisenhower signed the National
Aeronautics and Space Act into law, formally establishing NASA. Apart from
its more direct space-related remits, the final Space Act lists ‘the expansion of
human knowledge of phenomena in the atmosphere and space’ as a core task
of NASA.116
As in the case of NOAA, NASA’s critical role in providing policy-relevant
climate change expertise, too, was articulated and institutionalised in the formation of the US Global Change Research Program and its predecessors. Both
agencies work closely together in many respects yet follow a rather clear division
of labour. For example, while NASA’s satellites provide extensive observational
coverage, NOAA’s Earth-based observations provide precision where needed.
While NASA focuses on experimentation and technology development, NOAA
ensures operational continuity. It was the combination of these foci which made
NASA relevant to political efforts in terms of developing climate engineering
expert capacities. Like the case of NOAA, policymakers and experts agreed
that the agency’s observational expertise and its airborne and satellite-based
monitoring capacities would be critical not only for studying solar radiation
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management, but also for monitoring and managing any such scheme, once
deployed and in place.117
Through the lens of NASA, tackling climate change not only emerges as
a challenge to observational precision, but as a task of properly monitoring
and managing particles. It also appears as a grand project of mind-boggling,
techno-scientific innovation. Climate engineering came on NASA’s radar
through its innovation-driven mission. The agency had explored ‘the practicality of using a solar shield in space to deflect sunlight and reduce global
temperatures’ through its former independent Institute for Advanced Concepts
(NIAC).118 NASA’s goal with NIAC was to foster ‘innovation that stretched
the imagination of the technical community and encouraged revolutionary
creativity’.119 The program was terminated in 2007. In contrast to NOAA,
NASA thus represents a much more public relations-oriented national vision
of technological innovation; its tasks, missions, and programs are selected
very strategically. The fact that NASA has not committed to pushing climate
engineering more publicly might thus be read as suggesting just how controversial the issue remains until today.

The Environmental Protection Agency
In contrast to both NOAA and NASA, the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) became relevant to the emerging politics of climate engineering via its
regulatory and governance capacity. Tackling climate change appears here as
an issue of environmental safeguarding. The agency had been established by
President Nixon together with NOAA in 1970 in an effort to respond to rising
pressure from a growing environmental movement (see also Chapter 4).120
In the context of the climate engineering ‘inventory’ of 2009 and 2010, EPA
appeared as one of the few agencies with expertise and authority to regulate
and govern any emerging climate engineering activities.121 The House Science
Committee therefore deemed the EPA as imperatively involved in the regulation
of any testing or deployment of climate engineering activities. And indeed, EPA
has already ‘initiated rulemakings to regulate certain geoengineering activities’.122
In 2010, for example, the agency established a rule that qualifies the technical
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requirements necessary for long-term capture and storage of CO2 in injection
wells to ensure safe drinking water.123 And five years later, EPA put forth emission
guidelines in the form of a Clean Power Plan,124 which was proposed to be established under the Clean Air Act.125 Paralleling the American Clean Energy and
Security Act of 2009, which explicitly disqualified ocean fertilisation approaches
as a legitimate form of carbon sequestration,126 the EPA explicitly ruled direct
air capture (DAC) measures as a non-option for counteracting climate change.
In its final rule on Carbon Pollution Emission Guidelines, the EPA listed DAC
technologies as an example ‘of measures that may not be counted toward meeting a CO2 emission performance level’.127
Through this lens of the EPA, tackling climate change becomes an issue of
environmental safeguarding. As a potential response measure, climate engineering is thus observed and regulated according to its environmental impacts and
its pollution and health hazards.

US Department for Energy
Finally, the US Department of Energy (DOE) emerged as a critical home for
climate engineering within the federal bureaucracy, particularly in the context
of carbon dioxide removal measures. The House Science Committee envisioned
that the DOE ‘should lead any federal research program into air capture and
non-traditional carbon sequestration’.128 As we have seen in Chapters 2 and 5,
over the first two decades of this millennium, Congress tasked the department
with ‘kickstarting’ carbon dioxide removal and especially direct air capture
technology. Via the DOE, the political system sought to steer not only research,
but technology development and commercialisation in a number of ways and
formats – from research and development programs to cash prize initiatives and
direct investments, to demonstration facilities. Apart from these energy-related
climate engineering approaches, DOE has supported solar radiation management
research through both its Sandia National Laboratories and Pacific Northwest
National Laboratory.129 The Congressional Research Service (CRS) pointed out
that such a diverse involvement in climate engineering activities might lead to
conflicts of interest along the way.130
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The agency makes climate change politically legible as a technological issue
to effective energy generation. Climate engineering – and especially Carbon
Removal – appears as a critical answer to this issue. Through the lens of DOE,
climate engineering is thus less the result of an agenda of better climatological
understanding, of measuring, monitoring, and eventually managing climatological dynamics, as is the case for NOAA and NASA. In this case of DOE, climate
engineering rather emerges in its engineering dimension. Over the years, the
department politically internalised and institutionalised climate engineering as
a critical building block of national ‘clean’ power generation and climate change
technology development.131
To sum up, this section has anchored the emerging politics of climate engineering to what I suggested calling a corresponding expert infrastructure. It has shed
light on the various expert settings via which science and politics came together
in shaping the career of climate engineering in the United States and formulated
this project of climatological cultivation and control. By illustrating these expert
settings as critical components of the climate engineering expert infrastructure,
the section qualified different forms in which scientific research and political
agendas are reciprocally coupled. Not only do the congressional experts and
expert agencies inform the political process, but conversely, it is also this political
process that ‘makes’ these researchers, agencies, and departments into experts,
consequently shaping research agendas in one way or another.
Returning to Grundmann’s point that expertise is always delivered ‘at the
request of someone else’ 132, this section illustrated just how complex this notion
of ‘request’ becomes empirically. We have seen how differently these expert
voices connect to politics, that is, how differently scientific expertise becomes
relevant to the political process. And we have seen how these expert voices point
us to very different, even conflicting, timescales in the trajectory of climate engineering. Congress provides a relevant platform for the politicisation of issues
by inviting scientific experts to set the agenda on controversial issues – such
experts then formulate, qualify, and contest climate engineering as a legitimate
policy measure. Federal agencies, in contrast, stabilise the generation of problemrelevant expertise within the state. As a result, climate engineering appears as a
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new and contested issue through the lens of congressional politics, while through
the lens of federal agencies, climate engineering appears as merely another
chapter in the much longer-standing history of the federal institutionalisation
of climate relevant expertise (particularly in the form of the US Global Change
Research Program). Both conflicting temporalities are relevant to an understanding of how this notion of climate engineering became ‘serious politics’. And the
picture would get even more complicated if we systematically considered the
scientific papers that have structured the techno-scientific struggles, described
in Chapter 2. We cannot make sense of the interrelation of science and politics
in climate engineering by merely studying the provision of expert advice on a
supposedly new and controversial topic on the political agenda. Rather, this
expert infrastructure suggests how the emergence of political issues and their
respective response measures are bound up with the emergence of research
agendas and expert perspectives.
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C O NC L USIO N TO PART II I

In this third and final part of the book, we have come full circle to where we
started at the outset of our analysis. Chapters 5 and 6 traced the career of climate
engineering between the beginning and the teens of the new millennium. The
story that these two chapters tell is one of a renaissance or re-normalisation of
climate engineering within US climate policy. These chapters describe what
might be understood as a kind of ‘second wave’ of visions to intervene in and
control the climate. After the politicisation of global warming had drowned out
and effectively ended what might be seen as a first wave of hopes to deliberately
modify and control the climate (described in Part II of this book), these hopes
were rekindled at the turn of the new millennium. Chapters 5 and 6 traced how
climate engineering incrementally re-gained political traction, this time as a
potential response measure to tackling the global societal problem of anthropogenic climate change.
Part III of this book described this incremental re-normalisation of climate
engineering as a two-tiered process, structured around the official inquiry into
these measures, beginning in November of 2009. Chapter 5 followed the controversial political exploration of these measures before the formal congressional
inquiry, focusing in particular on the years from 2003 to 2007. Chapter 6 then
zoomed in on the assemblage of climate engineering within and immediately
leading up to this formal inquiry, covering the years 2007 to 2016.
Chapter 5 suggested how between 2003 to 2007, climate engineering gained
political traction as a kind of techno-fix against climate change. Coinciding
roughly with the timeframe of the presidency of George W. Bush, climate engineering popped up in highly controversial debates on the role of technological
innovation for tackling the issue of climate change during these years. It moved
further into the political limelight here by promising techno-scientific control in
the face of this issue. The prospect of climate engineering essentially promised
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to translate the problem of climate change into a straightforward engineering
challenge. It opened a managerial gaze onto the climate change issue, a gaze
that problematises climate change not as an issue rooted in techno-scientific
intervention, but, to the contrary, as one that calls for more of it. As a result,
climate engineering mobilised rather heterogeneous and unlikely climate policy
constituencies. It became part of an agenda that sought to push technological
innovation as a means to stabilise the political and economic status quo in the
face of this issue. It appeared as a tool, catering to national-strategic, as well as
economic and corporate concerns in tackling climate change.
Chapter 6 then closed the circle and picked up where we left things off in
the first part of this book, namely with the years around the official political
inquiry into climate engineering, beginning in November of 2009. The chapter
traced the subtle, yet relevant shift in tone that defined this formal inquiry back
to the Democratic wave of 2007, when Democratic majorities returned to both
chambers of Congress for the first time in twelve years. In contrast to the highly
controversial debates during the height of the Bush years, climate engineering
was not merely discussed as a techno-fix during this time. The political assessment of these measures was more critical and differentiated, even sceptical of
their merit as a policy tool.
Presumably in response to a Democratic constituency that expected policy
change on the issue of climate change, policymakers continuously emphasised
that climate engineering would not, in fact, provide a solution to the issue at
hand. The expected solution was a mitigation of the causes, rather than technoscientific control over the effects of anthropogenic climate change. Instead of
promoting climate engineering as a means of technological progress, the focus
shifted to climate engineering as being part of a basic climate science agenda.
Climate engineering became part of a climate science agenda during these
years that saw climate change as a project of cultivation by human rationality,
ingenuity, and reason.1 Despite being framed as a ‘bad idea’, these measures
became established and institutionalised as a project of climatological cultivation and control.
We saw how science and politics came together in formulating this project of climatological cultivation and control as the chapter zoomed into the
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kinds of expertise that informed the political exploration of climate engineering. It examined both the defining expert modes of observation, as well as
the expert infrastructure that was essential in envisioning and assembling
this project. This perspective demonstrated just how deeply interrelated our
understanding of problem and response are. In other words, it showed how
the rise of climate engineering as a potential policy measure rests on and is
embedded in particular modes of observing and problematising the issue of
climate change.
Part III of this book thus carved out how the re-normalisation of climate
engineering corresponded, once again, to a general shift in the status of climate
science for the state. Climate engineering regained political traction in the
early 2000s as climate science evolved from a problem-defining to a problemaddressing authority. Climate science, in other words, was not only envisioned
as a critical means to understand and decipher, but also to effectively manage
and counteract the problem of global warming in this context.
Following this line of reasoning, I suggested that the recent renaissance or
re-normalisation of climate engineering can be understood as a kind of synthesis
which reconciles two historically conflicting roles of climate science within
the state. On the one hand, this renaissance was driven by the hope of political
control via scientific expertise. Climate science emerged here – once again – as
a critical tool at the hands of the state, somewhat mirroring its status from the
first half of the twentieth century. This was more blatantly advertised during
the Bush administration but continued to play a critical role in US political
assessments of climate engineering during the Obama administration. We also
currently see it sprouting up again under the Biden administration.
On the other hand, the current politicisation of climate engineering as a
‘last resort’ or ‘Plan B’ or ‘bad idea’ marks an awareness of the limits of such
hopes of control, connecting to ‘green’ notions of environmental safeguarding. The fact that climate engineering has not resonated in recent years as a
positive vision of socio-technical innovation points us to the particular societal
context in which climate change has been politicised as a societal issue. We get
a sense that climate change is not merely an issue of a warming world, but one
that marks the limits of control and the potentially detrimental side effects of
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human interventions in its natural environment. As a techno-political project,
climate engineering therefore questions established categories of climate policy
programs and seems to forge new kinds of alliances between climate science
and politics. Particularly in the United States where climate change has grown
into the epitome of partisan issues, climate engineering thus promises to shake
things up.2
Since this is an ongoing and highly dynamic debate, I want to end this Part III
of my analysis by daring a glance into the future. To get a sense of where we
might be headed, I want to point to three rather different versions of the abovementioned synthesis of climate science and the state that are looming in this
recent debate over climate engineering.
To begin with, we can observe efforts to alter the last resort or ‘bad idea’
framing of climate engineering in recent years to emphasise the redemptive
power of climate science as a tool at the service of humankind. Apart from
invoking sheer urgency in tackling the daunting climate crisis, we can begin
to trace a discursive shift: metaphors of rescue, insurance, and medication are
joined by notions of repair, restoration, and remediation.3 Such language suggests
the need to ‘[…] use humanity’s extraordinary powers in service of creating
a good Anthropocene’.4 This, of course, begs the question of what this ‘good
Anthropocene’ might look like and at whose service this approach of climate
intervention might work.
In one version of the debate, climate engineering furnishes conservative
programs of maintaining the economic-political status quo with a language
of ecological sustainability, invoking ‘green’ ideals and ethical obligations.
Initiatives, such as the Ecomodernist Framework, for example, envision scientific
progress as a vital tool for positive control over the natural environment:
[…] now, that we have the curse and blessing of knowing what’s going
on, unintentional is no longer an option. […] We’re left with intention,
with conscious design, with engineering. We finesse climate or climate
finesses us.5
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Very much in line with this perspective, David Keith, one of the most prominently received voices on the topic, suggests reframing the debate over climate
engineering:
Geoengineering often seems a joyless choice between unpleasant alternatives. […] I can’t wholly embrace this view. It’s an easy way out. About a
million years after inventing stone cutting tools, ten thousand years after
agriculture, and a century after the Wright Brothers flight, humanity’s instinct
for collaborative tool building has brought us the ability to manipulate our
own genome and our planet’s climate.6

This narrative of techno-scientific control, of course, has driven political interest
in climate science for decades. And it has prepared the arrival of climate engineering in US climate policy since the turn of the new millennium, as we have
seen in the previous chapter. Climate engineering appears in this context as an
effort to make climate change ‘legible’, and therefore, ‘amenable to containment
in a way that preserves the current geo-political and economic order’.7
In a very different version of the debate, critical climate change scholarship
and environmental activists have suggested the need to engage with climate
engineering measures in a progressive way. Notions of repair, restoration, and
remediation especially mobilise moral and ethical concerns, suggesting a human
responsibility of restoring what has been disrupted.8 Instead of cementing the
economic and political status quo, climate engineering emerges in this context as
a potential instrument for environmental and societal transformation. Climate
engineering research has been promoted, for example, in the name of global social
equity in tackling climate change. Govindasamy Bala and Aarti Gupta argue in
this context that ‘[…] when our scientists tell us that the poorest people can
be the greatest beneficiaries of solar geoengineering, we cannot dismiss them
lightly’.9 This issue of equity, in turn, has drawn attention to the lacking diversity
and inclusiveness of the climate engineering research field and promoted calls
for a further democratisation. 10 In particular, critical scholarship has suggested
how marginal the position of countries from the global South remains in the
current debate, emphasising the urgent need to diversify perspectives.11
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Finally, and in a particularly striking dynamic of the debate, climate engineering seems to have managed to mobilise a political constituency for climate
science who officially rejects the very existence of anthropogenic climate change.
A congressional hearing on climate engineering in November of 2017 documents
Republican efforts to rid the concept of climate engineering from its reference
point of climate change:
I’d also like to take a moment to clarify any mischaracterizations about this
hearing. The purpose of this hearing is to discuss the viability of geoengineering …. The hearing is not a platform to further the debate about climate
change. We’ve had lots of that this session. Instead, its aim is to explore
approaches and technologies that have been discussed in the scientific
community and to assess the basic research needed to better understand
the merits of these ideas. It is my hope that members will respect this focus
so that we can have a meaningful discussion about geoengineering.12

The promise of control brings climate science back onto the Republican agenda
here. In this version, climate engineering provides
the potential to provide us with a whole new understanding and approach
to atmospheric research. If we put aside the debates about climate change,
we can support innovations in science that can create a better prospect for
future generations.13

Arguably, this version of the debate is rather a return to 1950’s perspectives
than a historical synthesis of the role of climate science in the state. Yet, it
demonstrates just how dynamic the political exploration of climate engineering
remains. Techno-scientific intervention no longer seems to contradict programs
of environmental safeguarding, and as a result, programs of environmental safeguarding no longer seem to contradict conservative political agendas of retaining
the economic status quo. While all three of the above-mentioned versions of
the climate engineering debate envision climate science as a tool for the state,
this tool is fighting fundamentally different battles in each of them.
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C ONCL USION

S C IENTIF IC EX PERT I SE A N D
THE POLIT IC S OF A ‘ B A D
I DEA WH OSE TIME HA S
CO M E’
Climate engineering has gained political traction in recent years
not by mobilising positive visions of techno-scientific innovation, but by
promising to respond to a dire crisis – that is, by tackling increasingly dangerous climate change. The magnitude of this crisis seems to suggest that we are
simply out of options when it comes to deciding how we do or do not wish to
address it. Climate engineering emerges in this historical moment as something
to try, perhaps crazy, perhaps impossible, but potentially, the ‘least bad option
we are going to have’.1
From this perspective, climate engineering seems to fit eerily well into the
world that we live in today. It is a world that not only seems to be ridden with
various globe-spanning problems, but that has also turned to scientific expertise
for answers and solutions, for facts and fixes. As this book is being completed
in the midst of the Covid-19 pandemic, notions of crisis, global problems, and
‘grand societal challenges’ have become increasingly central reference points
for science-policy agendas.2 Such notions seem to provide an ever more critical context for scientific expertise to prove and reaffirm its relevance to society
as a whole. Expectations for science in society are perhaps higher than at any
point in recent history.
This is something of an odd twist, given that we supposedly also live in
times of ‘post truth’, conspiracies and denialism. In fact, it seems as if precisely
such notions of ‘post truth’ have supercharged scientific facts with political
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expectations. Despite readily rehearsed assertions within the social sciences
that we are aware of the societal embeddedness of scientific expertise and the
limits of techno-scientific control, scientific facts and expertise have witnessed
a momentous comeback in recent years. As a kind of external, a-political, and
therefore, universal problem-solving authority, the seemingly definite assertions
of science mobilise hopes of clarity and unity in such divided times.
Against this backdrop, the career of climate engineering provides a crucial
source of insight, and an important call for caution at that. In this concluding
chapter, I want to suggest how this book’s analysis has not merely unpacked a
highly controversial and somewhat curious debate in current climate policy
contexts, but it has also shown how critically this debate speaks to the role of
scientific expertise in contemporary politics.

( Re )As sembl in g the c a r e e r o f c limat e e n gi n e e r i n g
At its core, this book has unpacked the rich history of a ‘bad idea whose time
has come’. Instead of essentialising climate engineering in its current form, the
preceding chapters have sought to re-contextualise the making of this controversial governance object. The notion of the career of climate engineering has
drawn attention to the historical contingency of what today is discussed as
climate engineering. Retracing the career of climate engineering has helped to
disentangle the various threads of scientific inquiry, national policy, and global
geopolitical contexts that have, in hindsight, systematically brought us to the
present point. It has enabled the turbulent trajectory of this ‘bad idea’ to be
unpacked alongside its multiple temporalities, the diverse expert infrastructure
that has assembled and stabilised it, and the epistemological categories which
have defined climate engineering.
Before we dive into the broader significance of this analysis, let us briefly
revisit some of its core findings. The book has revealed at least two defining
historical threads (or even temporalities) in the career of climate engineering.
Fig. 8.1 suggests how these two defining temporalities – suggested via the brackets – can be further differentiated into at least four distinct historical settings
which define the career of climate engineering.
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A Controversial
Techno-Fix
Climatic Change as
Great Prospect
(~1900 – 1960s)
Early visions of
climate modification
as a tool for the state
(cf. Chapter 3)

(~2000 – 2009)
Years of Fracture
(~1970s – 1990s)
Climate change and
–modification
emerge as problem
and response
(cf. Chapter 4)

Early Visions of Control

Climate change as a
challenge of technoscientific intervention
and climate
modification as technofix
(cf. Chapter 5)

Establishing a
Plan B
(~since 2009)
Climate change and
–modification as
crisis and last resort
measure
(cf. Chapters 1, 2, 6)

A Bad Idea Whose Time has Come

Fig. 8.1 The Career of Climate Engineering in US Policy
1

The first historical thread of this career of climate engineering is rooted in the
history of climatology. In Chapter 2, we have seen how notions of targeted climate
intervention have their historical origins in isolated projects of scientific curiosity at the turn of the twentieth century. Historical scholarship has illustrated in
this context that before initial findings on the possibility of human impacts on
climatic change were problematised, they provoked positive techno-scientific
visions of the targeted modification and control of the climate. Climate change
thus emerged as a ‘great prospect’. This dynamic then came into full swing with
significant observational and modelling progress during the second half of the
twentieth century.
During this time, a massive infrastructure of organisations, professionals,
programs, and technical equipment stabilised the ‘quest for perfectly accurate
machine forecasts and […] perfectly accurate data acquisition’.3 This infrastructure transformed the atmosphere into a subject that could not only be
qualitatively described and mapped, but also ‘rendered calculable’, and therefore – this was the hope – controllable.4 This infrastructure provided the critical observational basis for assembling climatic change as a governance object
that would lend itself to deliberate techno-scientific modification. Around the
1960s, we can observe an incremental shift in how visions of climate modification were problematised, when the distinction of deliberate and inadvertent
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climate modification appeared in scientific assessments. What would later be
posited as problem and response, emerged as two sides of the same coin: as
challenge and opportunity.
A second historical thread of the career of climate engineering was added
around the 1970s through to the 1990s when the politicisation of climate change
challenged carefully nurtured hopes of climate control and fractured established
alliances between climate science and the state. In Chapter 4, we have seen how
climate change emerged as an issue of environmental safeguarding; it was an
issue that threatened to question the political and economic status quo. Only
incrementally was climate engineering able to regain political traction. Alliances
between climate science and the state now evolved around coming to grips with
defining and understanding the problem of climate change. Climate engineering in this context appeared as a potential response measure to an increasingly
urgent problem of global political significance. Finally, at the dawn of the new
millennium, climate engineering moved from the margins of natural scientific
assessments of climate change to the heart of fiercely contested congressional
debates over how to tackle it best. By the end of its first decade, the concept had
arrived in US climate policy as a challenge in its own right: climate engineering
now took shape as the least evil in a hopeless situation.
This career of climate engineering thus corresponds to historically shifting
modes of making sense of and problematising climatic change in relatively
distinct historical settings. The boxes in Fig. 8.1 provide a strongly simplified
overview. These historically particular modes of making sense of and problematising climatic change, also correspond to shifting configurations or alliances
between climate science and the state. These alliances were forged by military
and geopolitical challenges during the first half of the twentieth century by
environmental challenges and the politicisation of climate change during the
second half of the twentieth century, and by the notion of a climate emergency
since the dawn of the new millennium. We have seen how the making of this
‘bad idea’ has mutually linked science and politics; how historically contingent
visions of what is today discussed as climate engineering have provided a continuous, yet shape-shifting node in linking climate science and the state across
different contexts and throughout different times; how climate engineering, in
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other words, can be understood as the result of highly specialised scientific and
political processes, as well as their growing interdependence.
This outlook then questions some of the prominent dichotomies that have
come to define the current debates over climate engineering. Particularly, it
questions the narrative of the historical fracture that the recent rise of climate
engineering has implied for existing climate policy agendas and established
alliances between climate science and the state. A bold reading of this book’s
account might even suggest that we tell this story the other way around, namely,
as a story of how visions of climate engineering turned into explorations of
anthropogenic climate change. Such a bold reading would suggest that it was
not so much climate engineering that disrupted established climate change
agendas, but rather that it was climate change that disrupted established climate
engineering agendas and that it was the politicisation of anthropogenic climate
change that fundamentally questioned established science-politics alliances
around hopes of techno-scientific control.
More modestly, however, this book has shown that climate engineering has
not emerged out of thin air. The book has embedded climate engineering in the
larger history of efforts to understand and govern climatic change. Through the
lens of this career of climate engineering, we get to see just how closely entwined
these stories of efforts to understand and efforts to deliberately modify (even
control) climatic change have been. This means that, as a response, climate
engineering rests on a particular way of defining the issue at hand. This ‘bad
idea’ grew out of a distinct mode of assembling climate change. Problem and
response, in other words, are interrelated.
This does not, of course, delegitimise a critique of climate engineering, let
alone render these measures unequivocally desirable. On the contrary, the
analysis suggests that a meaningful engagement with (and critique of) climate
engineering, must go further. It suggests that instead of singling out and essentialising climate engineering as the somewhat crazy, yet inevitable last resort
measure, we must explore this interrelation between assembling and addressing,
between understanding and governing climate change much more thoroughly.
A meaningful engagement with climate engineering as a controversial policy
measure essentially hinges on a thorough assessment of the modes of expert
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observations which have assembled it and the expert infrastructure which
have stabilised this particular problem formulation. A meaningful critique of
climate engineering cannot disregard the problematisation of climate change
which these measures rest on and respond to. This is true even more so if we
do in fact consider climate engineering as a ‘bad idea’ or as ‘barking mad’.5 The
previous chapters suggest that it is high time to move beyond distinctions of
good and bad when it comes to climate science and climate engineering and
to instead unpack their joint histories and infrastructures. I want to make two
points on the matter.

O n pl uralisin g e x p e rt o b se rvati on s
To begin with, the perspective on the career of climate engineering advanced
in this book suggests why and how it might be productive to pluralise policyrelevant expert perspectives on climate change. It suggests the merit of diversifying expert modes of observing and assembling the issue of climatic change.
By making this suggestion, the analysis speaks to a body of literature which has
pointed out that more climate science does not in fact lead to more effective
policy action. Despite the vast amounts of resources that climate policy programs
have poured into understanding the mechanical, physical, and chemical grounds
of anthropogenic climate change, there has been little progress in addressing the
negative impacts of climate change for society and the environment.6 Recent
accounts in environmental history go even further, suggesting that progress
in our climatological understanding of global warming not only failed to spur
mitigation of the issue, but – quite to the contrary – directly corresponded to a
spectacular acceleration of the crisis. There is now more CO2 being emitted to
the atmosphere on a daily basis than ever before in human history.7
How might we make sense of this? Why has this ever more differentiated
picture of the climatological intricacies of global warming had so little effect on
halting its causes? An obvious response to these questions is that, quite simply,
understanding is not the same as acting, that knowing about an issue is not the
same as doing something about it, and that, by extension, scientific facts and
findings do not affect political action in any linear or targeted sense. Following
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this line of reasoning, science policy literature has diagnosed an oversupply
of useless expertise, pointing to the irrelevance of the provided expertise to
effectuate policy change.8 The authors find that a general mismatch between
the provided expertise and the needs of political decision-makers provokes
the systematic failure to generate ‘relevant and usable scientific information’
in this case of climate change.9 The scientists, put differently, follow a different
logic in their work than the political decision-makers, and therefore, supply
and demand of expertise are not balanced and need to be reconciled to ensure
a better societal outcome to act on this issue.
I want to suggest that this book’s analysis of the career of climate engineering complements this diagnosis. Specifically, it aids in further differentiating
the notion of what we consider as politically ‘relevant’ scientific expertise by
emphasising the interrelation between science and politics in assembling and
addressing societal problems.
Despite being framed as a ‘Plan B’, climate engineering evolved from persistent political efforts to cultivate and harness climatological expertise as a
means to make climatic change politically legible and governable. Somewhat
paradoxically, the rise of this ‘bad idea’ suggests how climatological modes of
assembling the issue have proved politically effective as much as misleading in
the sense that they suggested the possibility of their political control. We have
seen how, over the years, expert committees and agencies have assembled the
issue of anthropogenic climate change as an issue that concerns the understanding and governance of an exceedingly complex ‘climate system’, compounded
of not only the atmosphere, but also the ocean, large ice-shields, such as sea ice
or glaciers, the pedosphere, as well as the marine and terrestrial biospheres and
many more parameters.10 The career of climate engineering suggests how this
particular mode of observing climate change not only turned the issue into a
challenge to utilise ever more precise scientific observation, measurement and
prediction of a complex climatological system. But also, it demonstrates how
this mode of observing the climate corresponded to and even directly fuelled
hopes of being able to deliberately modify and control the parameters of this very
system. Climate engineering, in this sense, emerged as a project of climatological
cultivation and control. This case of climate engineering thus suggests that the
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issue of scientific expertise in climate policy is not so much useless, but, rather
to the contrary: it involves a somewhat distorted overreliance on one particular
expert mode of observation on the issue at hand. To put it bluntly, the career of
climate engineering suggests just how consequential the political cultivation of
climatological expertise has been.
This, of course, is not to say that the political consideration and support
of climatological expertise, let alone the mere progress of climatology, singlemindedly led us to the prospect of climate engineering. However, it is to stress
the complex interplay between science and politics in assembling and addressing
societal problems. It is to emphasise that the history and particular trajectory of
climate engineering is intimately linked to the history and particular trajectory
of alliances between climate science and the state. Science and politics do not
merely meet in this context as evidence base on the one hand, and decisionmaking authority on the other. Both are coupled at the upstream; that means,
they are mutually constitutive in assembling societal problems and devising
respective response measures. The question then is not merely one of more or
less useful facts, but a question of what kinds of facts for what kinds of politics,
and, vice versa, what kind of politics for what kind of facts.11
The turbulent trajectory of climate engineering reminds us that it matters
how we choose to look at the issues of our time. It reinforces to us that we are
precisely not out of options. If anything, this book’s account suggests we need
to consider alternative, additional, and more diverse perspectives in making
sense of and addressing the issue of climate change. While climate science is
obviously essential to this endeavour, it can only solve part of the puzzle. To
change course, it seems essential to broaden disciplinary vistas and avoid a kind
of tunnel vision onto the climate ‘out there’. In this context, scholars from various disciplinary backgrounds have repeatedly emphasised the continued lack
of social scientific perspectives within climate policy.
In the early 1990s, environmental scholars Peter Taylor and Frederick H.
Buttel already began to ask, How do We Know We Have Global Environmental
Problems? In this essay, the authors contrast the problem-defining authority
of climatological expertise with the social precondition of the climate change
challenge:
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Of course, global change researchers know that climate change is a social
problem, since it is through industrial production, transport and electrical generation systems and tropical deforestation that societies generate
greenhouse gases. Nonetheless, it is physical change – the mechanical and
inexorable greenhouse effect – that is invoked to promote policy responses
and social change.12

This important observation continues to resound in more recent accounts of
the potential role and importance of the social sciences and humanities in crafting meaningful climate change policy.13 Such accounts emphasise that climate
change is not merely a biophysical process. They illustrate how climate change
is an issue of social and power relations engraved in human infrastructures; it is
an issue of how we live and sustain ourselves, how we work and commute, and
it is an issue of international relations, economic systems, and political order. In
his comprehensive account on The Rise of Steam Power and the Roots of Global
Warming, Andreas Malm, for example, explores the critical role of labour relations in driving the issue of climate change. He writes that
Anthropogenic climate change – this is part of its very definition – has its
roots outside the realm of temperature and precipitation, turtles and polar
bears, inside a sphere of human praxis that could be summed up in one
word as labour.14

The task, then, is not to explore the ways in which climate and climate change
have defined history, but to explore how history has shaped climate: ‘in a warming world, causation runs, at least initially, from company to cloud’.15 To change
course, in other words, it is essential to understand these kinds of drivers of
climatic change, to explore more thoroughly how we ended up in this mess in
the first place.
The funders of scientific research have also recognised the lack of social scientific perspectives on the problem of climate change. In its 2012 review of the
government’s new ten-year strategic plan for the federal development of climate
change expertise, the US National Research Council emphasised that the plan’s
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‘proposed broadening […] to better integrate the social and ecological sciences’
would be ‘essential for […] understanding and responding to global change’. 16
It openly criticised that the responsible agencies ‘have insufficient expertise in
these domains and lack clear mandates to develop the needed science’.17
Almost a decade later, however, the issue seems to persist. Pluralising expert
modes of observing and assembling climate change as a societal problem would
thus necessitate a more consistent and radical mode of interdisciplinarity. It
cannot merely imply charging the social sciences and humanities with illuminating the consequences of techno-scientific interventions. Chapter 6 has
suggested that the situation is much more complicated than that. A change of
perspective would require inviting competing – even conflicting – modes of
observation. It would imply strengthening diverging modes of making sense
of societal issues. It would require not only hunting for ‘facts’ but allowing for
ambiguity and complexity.

From scientific conspiracies, cliques, and mafias to
match ed strug g le s
The perspective on the career of climate engineering provided by this book suggests a second area where critical attention is required to move beyond simplistic
distinctions between good and bad when it comes to climate science and climate
engineering – accounts that reduce climate engineering to the concerted agenda
of individual scientists. The preceding chapters have illustrated that neither the
discovery of global warming as a societal problem of global political significance,
nor the rise of climate engineering as a controversial ‘risk management strategy’18
for tackling this issue are merely the result of a scientific conspiracy, sinister
or otherwise. Visions to technically modify, deliberately alter, or engineer the
climate have not been forced onto the political agenda in an orchestrated plot
by a group of scientific experts. Rather, the previous chapters have suggested
that scientific expertise has to be understood as relational. Who gets to ‘speak’
to politics, who appears as a scientific spokesperson, which experts and what
kind of expertise are heard by policymakers – and thus define political agendas – depends just as much on political selection processes as on the experts
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themselves. To be politically relevant, that is, to bear in one way or another on
political processes, scientific expertise must resonate in and be internalised by
the political system.
Rather than overemphasising the relevance of individual scientists and their
personal agenda in pushing policy programs and forcing their perspectives onto
the political realm, the book has drawn our attention to the settings which have
channelled these experts onto the political stage. It has shed light on the expert
infrastructure, that is, the channels and pathways, arenas and corridors, effectively
structuring alliances between climate science and the state, and thus giving
these alliances their particular form and shape. Therefore, this perspective on
the career of climate engineering not only helps make sense of the recent rise of
this ‘bad idea whose time has come’ by opening our gaze onto this multi-layered
expert infrastructure, but the analysis also speaks more broadly to science policy
studies and the study of expertise in politics.
By following the career of climate engineering as it has defined science-state
alliances in different contexts and at different times, we gain a comparative perspective on the various settings defining these alliances and linking scientific
expertise to politics. The general insight from mapping this climate engineering
expert infrastructure is that the political relevance of scientific expertise can
be differentiated along the particular settings which connect it to the policy
process. Put differently, the various settings which channel scientific expertise
to politics correspond to respectively distinct roles of scientific expertise in
shaping the politics of climate engineering. There are congressional expert
witnesses serving as ‘masked agenda setters’, pushing a controversial measure
seemingly incidentally onto the congressional agenda before policymakers take
an official stance on the issue (see Chapter 5). There are also various settings
in which policymakers invite or commission different forms of ‘staged advice’,
defining the issue at stake as a ‘matter of facts’ (see Chapters 2, 4 and 6), and
there are expert organisations and programs within the federal bureaucracy
that institutionalise the political cultivation of issue-relevant expertise within
the political realm (see Chapters 2 and 6).
Two such expert settings, in particular, appear to be important components
of the climate engineering expert infrastructure. The first expert setting concerns
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what I suggest we call arenas of ‘staged advice’. We have seen how these arenas
provide the relevant context for linking scientific expertise from beyond the
federal infrastructure to the political realm. This is an expert setting which indeed
made scientists into a kind of spokespeople for assembling policy issues. Both the
politicisation of climate change during the 1980s, as well as the politicisation of
climate engineering during the early 2000s, became visible to the public primarily by means of a highly visible group of experts who were ‘raising the alarm’19
and defining the relevant ‘facts’ about these issues respectively. The fact that
the literature has somewhat ironically described these experts as conspiracies,
cliques, or mafias is instructive in this context but not for blaming or praising
the political stance of these individual scientists and experts. Instead, these
metaphors are telling as they suggest an underlying logic, an implicit script or
system that guides the concerted agenda of these scientific experts and explains
their visibility and impact in shaping the political agenda.
Chapters 2 and 6 speak to this assumption by unpacking just how carefully
these arenas of staged advice are orchestrated. The chapters suggest that the
political system has developed two forms of such staged advice that serve to
determine politically relevant experts and channel scientific spokespeople onto
the political stage, namely scientific assessments and legislative inquiries. In
the context of climate change, as well as climate engineering, scientific experts
shaped the political agenda on these issues by testifying before Congress and
contributing to scientific assessment reports. Both forms of staged advice
institutionalise the selection of politically relevant scientific expertise differently. Both embody different modes of linking scientific to political observations. Scientific assessments seek to harvest scientific excellence for policy
questions. While policymakers may ask the questions (and commission or
approve the assessments), the assessment bodies strive to institutionalise criteria of scientific quality in the selection of viable experts and the production
of these assessments. Scientific assessments and their respective lists of experts
thus document how the politicisation of visions to modify and intervene in
the global climate have historically connected to inner-scientific structures of
disciplinary distinctions, research schools and programs, methodological and
conceptual outlooks.
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Legislative inquiries, in contrast, give much more leeway to the policymakers
and committees in selecting who qualifies as a relevant expert. This selection
process is precisely not specialised on the selection of scientific experts.20 It follows additional criteria other than scientific output and academic reputation,
which makes the prominent status of scientists (even academic scientists) as
spokespeople for the politicisation of climate change and climate engineering
all the more noteworthy. What is more, in the politicisation of climate change as
well as climate engineering, the experts testifying before Congress were often also
quite visible and outspoken on these issues in the media. The exact connection
between these two contexts of appearance would have to be studied systematically in future research. Does political expert status explain media visibility or
does media visibility explain political expert status? Aside from scientific and
technical credibility and media appearances, the literature points to a plurality
of selection criteria that are at play in this context.21
The second critical component of the climate engineering expert infrastructure is an expert setting that I suggested we call ‘science for national needs’. We
have seen how, building on the invitation of staged advice, the political system
internalises scientific expert modes of observation into the federal infrastructure.
The state thus stabilises and institutionalises a particular gaze on the issue at
hand, seeking to actively steer or cultivate politically relevant expertise within its
own infrastructure. This expert setting thus does not channel external expertise
towards the political system, but instead cultivates relevant expertise within its
own bounds.
Through the lens of this expert infrastructure, climate engineering hardly
appears as something controversial and new. From this angle, the rise of this
‘bad idea’ instead emerges as rooted in the organisations and programs that have
defined the US political problematisation of climate change for decades. This
includes agencies such as the IPCC, central agencies of the US Global Change
Research Program (USGCRP), such as NASA, NOAA, EPA, DOE, as well
as WHOI or LLNL. Many of these organisations have been established even
before anthropogenic climate change had even been politicised as an issue in
its own right. They essentially represent the institutionalisation of atmospheric
and oceanographic research within the federal bureaucracy.
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Outlook: From following the actors to following
t h e problems ?
This book presented an analysis of the role of scientific experts and expertise
in politics by approaching the matter somewhat inversely. Instead of merely
following the experts, it placed an object of expert work, namely climate engineering, front and centre. Connecting to the basic tenet of ‘following the actors’,
it sought to give climate engineering a life of its own.22 The book followed climate engineering through shifting historical contexts, through diverse expert
settings, and different expert modes of observation to get a sense of how it
became what it is today. In other words, it sought to understand how it became
assembled as a controversial policy tool to fight the problem of anthropogenic
climate change.
As global problems and societal challenges become increasingly important
reference points in determining the societal status of science and the political
relevance of scientific expertise, this approach promises to provide a differentiated picture of the complex interplay of science and politics as two distinct, yet
increasingly interdependent, realms of society. I want to end by reflecting on
the potential merit of this approach for making sense of the status of science in
society – not only as an academic enterprise within science studies, but more
generally, to suggest how it might help us grapple with the current situation we
find ourselves in, which is beset by so many often overlapping global challenges,
as laid out at the beginning of this chapter.
Approaching the science-politics interrelation via the historical trajectories or
‘careers’ of societal problems sheds light on the contingent and reflexive nature
of this interplay. The analysis in this book demonstrates that climate engineering
is neither the result of a simple steering (politics → science), nor the result of
an informing or advisory relationship (science → politics). Instead, it emerges
precisely from the mutual observation of both societal realms. This approach,
then, suggests how the interrelation between science and politics amounts to
more than the sum of its parts. Giving climate engineering a life of its own in
this sense means considering the inherently dynamic trajectory that this object
of expertise unfolded.
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We saw how this reflexive relation is written into a diverse infrastructure
of expert settings and various kinds of expertise that emerge at the interface
of science and politics, and that have given climate engineering its particular
shape over the years. Following the career of climate engineering in this sense
sheds light on how settings of expert policy advice complement networks of
epistemic communities or independent scientific agencies in linking science and
politics. At the same time, it embeds this expert infrastructure and these forms
of expertise in their particular historical context. The witness lists and expert
assessments, and the programs and missions of expert agencies, for example,
document how the political problematisation of climatic change and intervention
has shifted over the years. This approach thus combines an interest in overarching structures that define the interrelation of science and politics across time
and space with an interest in the historical genesis and evolution of these very
structures. Finally, following this career of climate engineering suggests how,
vice versa, this object of expertise bears consequences for science and politics
respectively. This is a theme which has been less thoroughly explored in this
book and needs to be subject to future research. The book can only hint at how
climate engineering fosters changes in inner-scientific structures and political
landscapes, how different visions of modifying and intervening in the global
climate generate new publication networks, research communities, and gradually
also formal scientific programs, how it gives rise to new political constituencies
regarding climate change, and how it formulates new political categories.
Therefore, the analytical approach of this book might also help us make sense
of the status of science in society today. It may help us grapple with the crisis
narrative that is so often attached to major contemporary global challenges – to
return to the themes with which this chapter and the book as a whole began.
To put it bluntly, the story that this book tells suggests that we are precisely
not out of options. Instead, the perspective that this analysis has opened up
encourages a more productive way of engaging with science in society. It suggests a more productive vision for the role and status of science in addressing
the issues of our time.
In shedding light on the career of climate engineering, the book’s analysis
suggests that advancing scientific expertise in the name of emergency or crisis
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is unproductive if it serves to suggest a lack of agency in the face of the issues
that societies face today. It is unproductive, in other words, if it is mobilised
as a means of closing down democratic dispute or options of engagement and
political controversy. We have seen that scientific expertise is not external to the
issues that it promises to tackle. Instead, the process of making sense of societal
problems and devising response measures, of assembling and addressing governance objects, is reflexively linked. Scientific expertise might seem difficult
to argue with. This book suggests that it shouldn’t be. Mobilising scientific
expertise in the name of tackling crises and societal issues can be productive
precisely if it serves to foster reflexivity and a change of direction. Instead of
emphasising factual constraints and closing down possible futures, it should be
mobilised to diversify them.
Promoting climate engineering as a necessary evil, then, is not only problematic because it proposes a narrative of scientific control in the face of the dangers
of climate change. It is also actively misleading if it serves to deflect attention
away from an understanding of how we got here, via a rich and multi-layered
history, involving the cultivated structures that have systematically brought
forth this ‘bad idea whose time has come’. Taking this rich history of climate
engineering seriously is also essential for challenging the narrative of a future
without choices. As I suggested in the introduction, as much as politics might
sometimes allude to external urgencies that force our hands, climate engineering
is not infused into the political process by the external urgency of dangerous
climate change. It arrived here from within: this particular vision of making
sense of and responding to climatic change has a historical legacy and system.
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